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(1) 

FOSTERING ECONOMIC GROWTH: THE ROLE 
OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS IN LOCAL 
COMMUNITIES 

THURSDAY, JUNE 8, 2017 

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON BANKING, HOUSING, AND URBAN AFFAIRS, 

Washington, DC. 
The Committee met at 10:04 a.m., in room SD–538, Dirksen Sen-

ate Office Building, Hon. Mike Crapo, Chairman of the Committee, 
presiding. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN MIKE CRAPO 

Chairman CRAPO. This hearing will come to order. 
Before we begin the formal hearing, I want to take a point of per-

sonal privilege right now and give my thanks and best wishes to 
one of my great staffers who has chosen to move on to—I was going 
to say ‘‘greener pastures,’’ but newer pastures. You cannot get 
greener pastures than here in the Banking Committee. 

[Laughter.] 
Chairman CRAPO. But Jared Sawyer is going to be moving over 

to the Department of Treasury as the Deputy Assistant Secretary 
for Financial Institution Policy, and Jared has just been an out-
standing help to me for years now on all the issues that we have 
been working on here in the Banking Committee. So, Jared, best 
wishes. 

And now let us move on into the meat of the hearing. Today we 
will receive testimony on the role financial institutions play in fos-
tering economic growth in local communities. Community financial 
institutions are the pillars of communities across America, particu-
larly those in mostly rural States like Idaho. 

A Harvard University study appropriately described community 
banking by stating, ‘‘Their competitive advantage is a knowledge 
and history of their customers and a willingness to be flexible.’’ 

Unfortunately, the operating landscape facing these institutions 
has changed dramatically over the last several years. The industry 
has become increasingly concentrated, and that concentration has 
accelerated since the passage of Dodd-Frank. The regulatory rules 
dictated from Washington are often contradictory, complex, and 
confusing, and they sharply restrict community lenders’ ability to 
be flexible. 

I am concerned that in a rush to implement new regulation, reg-
ulators have often ignored the cumulative impact of the rules and 
that there is a lack of coordination among them. We want our 
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Nation’s financial institutions to be well capitalized and well regu-
lated, but they should not be drowned by unnecessary compliance 
costs. 

Financial regulation should promote safety and soundness while 
enabling a vibrant and growing economy. This is especially impor-
tant for community financial institutions, which lack the personnel 
and infrastructure to handle the overwhelming regulatory burden 
of the past few years. 

Since 2010 we have lost roughly 2,000 banks and over 1,500 
credit unions. In local economies, this places a strain on small busi-
nesses looking to open or grow. Further, it can cause American con-
sumers to lose access to traditional banking services or pay more 
for these services. 

Today, however, I am hopeful about the prospects of reversing 
the damaging trends facing these types of institutions. In March, 
Senator Brown and I announced a process to receive and consider 
proposals to help foster economic growth. Similarly, the Federal 
banking agencies submitted their EGRPRA report to Congress with 
several recommendations. The Treasury Department is also cur-
rently working on several reports to identify ways to improve our 
regulatory framework. Together, these steps demonstrate a com-
mitment to reviewing our financial regulatory framework to deter-
mine what is working and what is not working. 

Today’s hearing is the first of several Committee hearings over 
the coming months that will begin to explore these proposals with 
the goal of ultimately passing a meaningful and bipartisan reform 
package. Community financial institutions are critically important 
to the constituents in each of our States. That has been clearly 
demonstrated in the conversations I have had with Members on 
both sides of the aisle who are committed to pursuing bipartisan 
reform measures. 

Some measures would have an immediate impact on the regu-
latory burden facing these institutions. For example, an automatic 
qualified mortgage status for loans held in portfolio would provide 
much needed flexibility for lenders without increasing risk in the 
system. Another example is to simplify and streamline capital re-
quirements for community financial institutions by reexamining 
Basel III and the risk-based capital rule. Finally, an exemption for 
some financial institutions from some HMDA reporting require-
ments would decrease the paperwork burden for small lenders. 

As this process moves forward, I want to encourage all Members 
of the Committee to engage with us, work together with each other, 
and bring bipartisan legislation forward. Together, we can have a 
very strong opportunity to make a significant impact. 

Senator Brown. 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR SHERROD BROWN 

Senator BROWN. Thank you, Chairman Crapo, and thanks for 
holding this hearing and for the work we have done together to so-
licit ideas from any and all who have useful, productive thoughts 
about economic growth and some maybe that were not useful and 
thoughtful, but thank you for that. 

[Laughter.] 
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Senator BROWN. I want to echo the Chairman thanking all the 
groups and individuals who submitted those proposals. 

With the loss of good manufacturing jobs afflicting pretty much 
all of our States, but especially through the industrial heartland, 
prior to and during the 2008 financial crisis, it is no wonder the 
economic crisis and the economic recovery has been uneven. The 
crisis was devastating to millions of our fellow citizens, and for 
those who want full-time work, the jobs just are not there. 

Foreclosures and job losses hit African American and Latino com-
munities particularly hard during the crisis. One study found the 
average wealth of white families has grown 3 times as fast as the 
rate for African American families and 1.2 times the growth rate 
for Latino families. At these rates, it will take hundreds of years 
for these families just to match what white families have today. 

Across Ohio, I have seen the impact of the uneven economic re-
covery in both urban and rural areas. The lack of opportunities in 
communities has contributed to an increase, as we know, in pre-
scription opioid abuse and dependence. Between now and lunch-
time, odds are that one Ohioan, at least, will die of an overdose. 

One of my staff members was meeting with the Chair of a small 
bank in Gallipolis, Ohio, on the Ohio River. He thought the banker 
would want to talk about Dodd-Frank, but what he really wanted 
to talk about was opioid addiction and how it was ravaging his 
community. By one estimate, this crisis has cost our economy more 
than $70 billion, to say nothing of the physical and the social and 
the emotional cost to individuals and families who cope with addic-
tion. 

We cannot ignore issues like this and pretend they do not affect 
the economy. We also know that the opioid epidemic is not unique 
to Ohio or to the industrial Midwest. I am curious to hear how it 
impacts our witnesses’ communities and the institutions they rep-
resent. 

Yet the President’s proposed budget makes the situation worse. 
He wants to slash or eliminate entirely programs that support eco-
nomic development in both urban and rural communities, including 
job creation and transportation. It cuts important programs to pro-
vide access to affordable housing. It takes away health care from 
literally millions of Americans, including as many as 1 million 
Ohioans. Right now in Ohio, 200,000 people are getting opioid 
treatment who have that treatment because they are insured by 
the Affordable Care Act. Yet members of this body and in the 
House of Representatives who have Government-paid insurance are 
willing to take that insurance—who have Government-paid insur-
ance ourselves are willing to take it away from those 200,000 fami-
lies. 

While I keep hearing promises of an infrastructure package—the 
President was in my State, in Cincinnati yesterday—the infrastruc-
ture package to make up for housing and transportation cuts and 
other things, you cannot build a bridge with bullet points or Wall 
Street fees. So as we discuss the role of financial institutions in 
local communities, I look forward to hearing ideas, real ideas about 
promoting economic growth. I am less interested in hearing old 
complaints about issues that have little to do with solving the eco-
nomic issues plaguing our communities. 
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The evidence from the crisis shows that deregulation does not 
lead to sustainable economic growth, but a breakdown in consumer 
protections can lead to a financial crisis. Community banks and 
credit unions play a vital role in urban and rural communities. I 
am glad their loan volume has grown and they are on a solid finan-
cial footing, those communities banks and small credit unions. 

I am pleased we have a representative from the community de-
velopment financial institutions community at this hearing. Every 
dollar of public investment in CDFIs generates $12 of private cap-
ital. They work in low-income communities. They find alternatives 
to payday loans. And institutions like John Bissell’s are finding so-
lutions in communities where manufacturers have left, giving small 
business loans to former employees of GE, for instance, and work-
ing to solve housing and transportation needs. For that we thank 
you. 

They also are not afraid to do work in communities that other 
financial institutions have left. There are 242 CDFIs in 35 States 
headquartered in counties hard hit by the opioid epidemic, and 
CDFI program awardees have made nearly 115,000 loans in these 
communities across 43 States totaling $6.5 billion, helping to create 
or retain some 65,000 jobs. Yet the Trump budget has proposed to 
eliminate CDFI, yet another example of the President’s agenda 
that I believe will do more harm than good to struggling commu-
nities in my State. 

I am open to considering proposals for small institutions that 
lower costs or cut red tape so they can better serve their customers. 
There is obviously no point in paying for red tape we do not need. 
And Congress has passed bills to do that. The regulators have 
made changes at the urging of pretty much every Member of this 
Committee, Democrat and Republican alike. 

But I will be interested in hearing the amount, the real amount 
of economic growth that such changes would produce. For real eco-
nomic growth, financial institutions need to be partners with strug-
gling communities, finding solutions to create jobs, to make hous-
ing more affordable, and to access transportation. I look forward to 
hearing about ideas from all six of you. 

Thank you so much. 
Chairman CRAPO. Thank you, Senator. 
Now we will turn to the oral testimony. First we will receive tes-

timony from Ms. Dorothy Savarese, Chairman and CEO of Cape 
Cod Five Cents Savings Bank, and on behalf of the American 
Bankers Association. 

Following her—— 
Ms. SAVARESE. Thank you—— 
Chairman CRAPO. I will introduce all six first, and then we will 

let you start. 
Following Dorothy, we will hear from Mr. Steve Grooms, Presi-

dent and CEO of 1st Liberty Federal Credit Union, on behalf of the 
National Association of Federally Insured Credit Unions. 

Then we will hear from Mr. Scott Heitkamp, President and CEO 
of ValueBank, on behalf of the Independent Community Bankers of 
America. 
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Following Mr. Heitkamp, we will hear from Mr. Dallas Bergl, 
CEO of INOVA Federal Credit Union, on behalf of the Credit 
Union National Association. 

Then we will hear from Mr. John Bissell, President and CEO of 
Greylock Federal Credit Union. 

And, finally, we will hear from Mr. Adam Levitin, Professor of 
Law at Georgetown University Law Center. 

There has been an intense interest in this hearing, and that is 
why we have six witnesses. Because of that, however, it is going 
to require that we reduce the time allocated to each of you, and I 
think you have each been told that we are going to reduce your 
time for your presentations to 3 minutes. But do not worry, there 
will be plenty of opportunity for you to continue addressing the 
issue as you get questions from the Senators. 

I will tell the Senators we are still having 5 minutes for each 
Senator, but we are starting to have Senators try to push that 
limit. So I am going to remind the Senators they have 5 minutes, 
not 5 1⁄2, 6, or 7. 

So, with that, now let us return and, Ms. Savarese, you may 
begin. 

STATEMENT OF DOROTHY A. SAVARESE, CHAIRMAN, PRESI-
DENT, AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CAPE COD FIVE 
CENTS SAVINGS BANK, ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN 
BANKERS ASSOCIATION 

Ms. SAVARESE. Thank you, Chairman Crapo, Ranking Member 
Brown, Members of the Committee. My name, as the Chairman 
said, is Dorothy Savarese, and I am Chairman, President, and CEO 
of Cape Cod Five Cents Savings Bank, which was formed in 1855. 
I appreciate the opportunity to be here to present ABA’s views on 
the important role of community financial institutions growing 
their local economies. 

Let me begin by stressing that we agree on the need for strong 
regulation. Indeed, lawmakers, regulators, and bankers themselves 
took important steps after the crisis to improve safety and sound-
ness. Our experience since Dodd-Frank became law demonstrated 
the effectiveness of many of these measures, and at the same time 
showed that included in the 25,000 pages of new and proposed 
rules are requirements that are harming our ability to serve credit-
worthy customers and our communities. 

ABA is committed to working with Members of the Senate on 
targeted, sensible changes to financial regulations that will help us 
accelerate economic growth and opportunities for all Americans 
without compromising safety and soundness. 

Some observers have used the community banks’ resilience in the 
face of these regulatory challenges as an excuse to leave the regu-
latory environment untouched. Indeed, banks are profitable and 
loans are growing. That is a good thing and a sign of economic re-
covery. We have found ways to meet our customers’ needs in spite 
of the unnecessary burden we must carry. That burden is too much 
for some banks. The fact remains that every business day a bank 
in this country is either acquired or merged. That is not good for 
competition, consumers, or the U.S. economy. 
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We have the potential to do more for our economy. Loans are 
growing—however, at half the pace they did years before the finan-
cial crisis. Without reasonable reform, we will never realize the 
thousands of businesses that could be started or scaled, the hun-
dreds of thousands of creditworthy families that could move into a 
new home, and the millions of dreams that could come true be-
cause they did not fit into the restrictive boxes our policymakers 
have contrived. 

The avalanche of new regulations has caused some banks to stop 
offering some products or to cease operations. I just heard a story 
of a branch closing down in a town in a rural area in the Inter-
mountain West, and the family wrote a letter to their local banking 
official saying this meant their mother would have to drive 60 
miles to get to a bank, and they were not going to let her do that. 

As I travel the country, I hear story after story like this, and I 
know Members of the Committee have heard these stories as well. 
Each and every bank in this country helps fuel our economy. Each 
has a direct impact on job creation, growth, and prosperity. That 
is why it is imperative that Congress take reasonable steps to fix 
the regulatory burden before it becomes impossible to reverse the 
negative impact. 

My written testimony includes several recommendations that are 
part of ABA’s blueprint for growth and were also included in our 
recommendations to this Committee. 

I am happy to discuss ideas and answer any questions you may 
have about the impact of regulations on the Nation’s banks and 
how we can work to refine them to support the American economy. 

Thank you. 
Chairman CRAPO. Thank you, Ms. Savarese. 
Mr. Grooms. 

STATEMENT OF STEVE GROOMS, PRESIDENT AND CEO, 1ST 
LIBERTY FEDERAL CREDIT UNION, ON BEHALF OF THE NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FEDERALLY INSURED CREDIT 
UNIONS 

Mr. GROOMS. Good morning, Chairman Crapo, Ranking Member 
Brown, Members of the Committee. My name is Steve Grooms, and 
I serve as the President and CEO of Liberty Federal Credit Union. 
First Liberty is a $170 million institution with over 17,000 mem-
bers, with branches in Montana and North Dakota. I am testifying 
today on behalf of NAFCU. Thank you for holding this important 
hearing on community financial institutions fostering economic 
growth. 

NAFCU believes that credit unions play an essential role in their 
local economies, and their 108 million members agree. During the 
recent financial crisis, credit unions were able to continue to lend 
and help creditworthy consumers and small businesses during dif-
ficult times, often when no one else would. Despite the fact that 
credit unions played no part in causing the financial crisis, they 
are still heavily regulated and affected by many of the rules meant 
for those entities that did. 

We have lost more than 1,500 federally insured credit unions— 
over 20 percent of the industry—since the second quarter of 2010, 
with many citing the growing compliance burden as a reason they 
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cannot survive. My written testimony outlines what will ensure a 
healthy and competitive environment and help credit unions foster 
economic growth. I would like to highlight five key principles from 
my testimony. 

First, NAFCU supports a regulatory environment that allows 
credit unions to grow. To accomplish this, we would encourage the 
Committee to act on improving field of membership restrictions for 
credit unions, modernizing credit union capital standards, and en-
suring credit unions can meet the needs of small businesses. 

Second, NAFCU supports appropriate, tailored regulation for 
credit unions and relief from growing regulatory burdens. We 
would encourage the Committee to exempt all credit unions from 
the CFPB; ensure credit unions have greater exemptions from new 
rules, such as the new HMDA requirements; and require better tai-
loring of regulations, including accurate cost burdens. 

Third, NAFCU supports a fair playing field and believes that 
credit unions should have as many opportunities as banks and non-
regulated entities to provide provident credit to our Nation’s con-
sumers. This includes ensuring regulatory relief is balanced 
between credit unions and banks, keeping nonbank financial enti-
ties such as payday lenders subject to regulation, and enacting a 
national data security standard for all who would handle financial 
information. 

Fourth, NAFCU supports transparency and independent over-
sight. Steps to accomplish this include making common-sense 
improvements to the CFPB, requiring the CFPB to provide rule-
making or guidance on UDAAP, and enacting common-sense exam-
ination reforms. 

Fifth, NAFCU supports a strong, independent NCUA as the reg-
ulator for credit unions. NCUA’s independence and structure 
should be maintained, and we believe it should have the sole au-
thority for rule writing and supervision of credit unions. 

In conclusion, if Congress wants to help foster economic growth, 
enacting the regulatory relief provisions outlined in my testimony 
is key. The time to act is now, and we stand ready to work with 
you. 

Thank you for the opportunity to share our thoughts with you 
today. I welcome any questions you might have. 

Chairman CRAPO. Thank you. 
Mr. Heitkamp. 

STATEMENT OF R. SCOTT HEITKAMP, PRESIDENT AND CEO, 
VALUEBANK TEXAS, ON BEHALF OF THE INDEPENDENT 
COMMUNITY BANKERS OF AMERICA 

Mr. HEITKAMP. Good morning, Chairman Crapo, Ranking Mem-
ber Brown, and Members of the Committee. My name is Scott 
Heitkamp, and I am President and CEO of ValueBank Texas, in 
Corpus Christi, Texas. I am also Chairman of the Independent 
Community Bankers of America, and I testify today on behalf of 
more than 5,800 community banks we represent. Thank you for 
convening today’s hearing. 

ValueBank Texas is a $213 million bank with nine offices in Cor-
pus Christi, Texas, and Houston and 114 employees. We specialize 
in small business and residential mortgage lending. What 
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ValueBank and other community banks do from inside a local com-
munity cannot be done from outside the community. With the di-
rect knowledge of the borrower, the community, and local economic 
conditions, we offer customized terms and make loans that larger 
banks pass over. This is our competitive advantage and the reason 
why we must be part of any plan to foster local economic growth. 

The economic recovery has been painfully slow and has failed to 
reach many individuals and communities. Community banks are 
uniquely suited to reach struggling households and small busi-
nesses. We have a direct stake in the success of communities, and 
we are eager to help. 

Unfortunately, in recent years a sharp growth in regulatory bur-
den has made it increasingly difficult for community banks to lend 
and foster local economic growth. Regulatory overreach has created 
two problems in particular: 

First, it has contributed to rapid consolidations. Banks need a 
larger scale to amortize the increasing cost of compliance. Today 
there are some 1,700 fewer community banks than there were in 
2010. This will harm competition and leave many small commu-
nities stranded without a local community bank. 

Second, overregulation has created a very tight credit box. Too 
many would-be borrowers are being denied credit in today’s envi-
ronment. 

The good news is that solutions are at hand. ICBA’s Plan for 
Prosperity includes over 40 recommendations that will allow Main 
Street and rural America to prosper. A copy of the plan is attached 
to my written statement. Provisions of the Plan for Prosperity are 
found in a number of bills introduced in the House and the Senate, 
including the CLEAR Relief Act, S. 1002, a consensus, bipartisan 
bill introduced by Senators Moran and Tester. ICBA thanks the 
Members of this Committee who have cosponsored S. 1002. 

I would also like to thank Senators Rounds and Heitkamp for in-
troducing S. 1310, a bill to provide relief from the new HMDA 
mandates. The bill is also cosponsored by Senators Hoeven, Ken-
nedy, Donnelly, and Tester. We strongly encourage this Committee 
to consider S. 1002 and S. 1310 and other bills that would include 
meaningful regulatory relief for community banks. 

Thank you again for this opportunity to testify today, and I look 
forward to your questions. 

Chairman CRAPO. Thank you, Mr. Heitkamp. 
Mr. Bergl. 

STATEMENT OF DALLAS BERGL, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 
INOVA FEDERAL CREDIT UNION, ON BEHALF OF THE CRED-
IT UNION NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 

Mr. BERGL. Chairman Crapo, Ranking Member Brown, Members 
of the Committee, I am Dallas Bergl, the CEO of INOVA Federal 
Credit Union, in Elkhart, Indiana. I am also a member of the 
Board of Directors of the Credit Union National Association on 
whose behalf I testify today. 

INOVA Federal Credit Union is celebrating our 75th anniversary 
and proudly serves over 32,000 members with small loans, auto 
loans, mortgages, and a variety of deposit accounts, along with 
member financial education. INOVA has $336 million in assets, but 
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we are quite small compared to the large national banks. To our 
community, however, our credit union is an invaluable financial 
lifeline because we provide products and services that larger finan-
cial institutions and nonbank lenders often do not. 

Elkhart became a symbol of distressed Middle America during 
the Great Recession. Our area is a national leader for RV manufac-
turing, and we were really hit hard during the recession. In fact, 
our community’s unemployment rate tripled, to over 20 percent. It 
was during this downturn that the importance of a credit union to 
a community like ours became even more apparent. 

Many consumers across America are facing financial struggles. 
Our credit union strives to meet their needs. That is because Con-
gress gave us a mission to promote thrift and provide access to 
credit for productive purposes, and this investment pays off. When 
individual communities like Elkhart thrive, so does the Nation. 

I would like to be able to say that credit unions face no hurdles 
in our pursuit to fulfill this statutory mission. Sadly, this is not the 
case. We supported the Government’s reaction to the bad policies 
that allowed anti-consumer practices, ‘‘too big to fail’’ institutions, 
and economic harm to Americans. We did not expect and we do not 
support the onslaught of new regulatory burdens on credit unions 
while the biggest banks get even bigger. That simply does not 
make sense, but we are the ones who put our members first. 

Credit unions have expressed concern over new regulations on 
mortgages, remittances, and other financial products. We have re-
peatedly asked for tailored regulations that allow credit unions to 
responsibly serve their members and protect consumers from bad 
practices elsewhere in the industry. 

Contrary to what has been said, opposing one-size-fits-all regula-
tions is not caving in to Wall Street; rather, it is untying the hands 
of credit unions and small banks to allow us to better serve our 
communities. In truth, the current regulatory scheme only serves 
to benefit the largest banks and predatory lenders that have re-
sources to game the system. This should not be how the world 
works. 

I truly believe that my credit union and their members, as they 
thrive, so does our community. My written testimony provides spe-
cific recommendations on how Congress and the regulators can pro-
vide common-sense regulations to ensure that credit unions can do 
even more to promote economic growth across the country. I fear 
that without regulatory reforms, credit unions and community 
banks in their current form will not survive. 

Thank you. 
Chairman CRAPO. Thank you. 
Mr. Bissell. 

STATEMENT OF JOHN BISSELL, PRESIDENT AND CEO, 
GREYLOCK FEDERAL CREDIT UNION 

Mr. BISSELL. Chairman Crapo, Ranking Member Brown, and 
Members of the Committee, it is my honor today to share the expe-
riences of Greylock Federal, where we serve more than 75,000 fam-
ilies and small businesses in rural Berkshire County in the hills of 
western Massachusetts. Our region, like so many, is making the 
painful transition from a manufacturing base that once offered 
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12,000 GE jobs to a service economy with close to zero GE jobs. The 
population in my hometown of Pittsfield, Massachussetts, has 
dropped from 58,000 to 40,000 just during the course of my life-
time. 

While we are relieved to now see our local economy recovering, 
too many families are being left out. Twenty percent of families 
with children younger than 5 are living in poverty, and 34 percent 
of children in my area are growing up in single-parent households. 

In addition, when we think about putting people back to work, 
our mass transit system in western Massachusetts is very weak. 
For working families living on the edge of financial stability, a 
failed transmission or a dead battery in their car means an imme-
diate loss of income. 

As the only CDFI credit union in the region and with our strong 
$1 billion balance sheet, we at Greylock recognize our responsibility 
to do more. We formed a community development team with two 
full-time employees and seven certified financial counselors who 
are now offering free financial education, credit counseling, and 
budgeting assistance to every person in our community. 

Further, to put more people to work, we are expanding our New 
Road Loan Program for people with credit challenges. When they 
buy a reliable car and make on-time payments, their credit score 
goes up and their interest rate goes down. We are also expanding 
our Greylock Safety Net lending so that when a family has an un-
expected emergency, they can come to us instead of falling in with 
a predatory lender. And, finally, we are broadening our small busi-
ness lending and technical assistance to help more people transi-
tion to entrepreneurship. These steps all taken together should 
help nearly 3,000 more local families participate in the economic 
turnaround. 

In conclusion, I want to offer my own thoughts on the role of reg-
ulation. The people I am concerned about in Berkshire County are 
still hurting. And make no mistake about it, these consumers need 
protection. The abuses and predatory practices that brought about 
the Great Recession destroyed 40 percent of American household 
wealth. Black families lost 50 percent of their household wealth, 
and Latino families lost 67 percent. 

If we thought the abusive and fraudulent practices exercised by 
big banks had ended, we received a rude awakening with the Wells 
Fargo scandal. 

Consumers need and deserve much stronger protection than they 
had previous to 2010. And while I want smarter regulation as 
much as anybody, I ask that you please, as you think about steps 
to refine regulation, do not allow a repeat of the excesses and pred-
atory practices that precipitated the crisis in the first place. Please 
remember that 6,000 credit unions across this country are hard at 
work to grow their local economies, and we are a vital force in that 
effort. 

I thank you for your kind attention, and I am happy to answer 
any questions you may have. 

Chairman CRAPO. Thank you. 
Mr. Levitin. 
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STATEMENT OF ADAM J. LEVITIN, PROFESSOR OF LAW, 
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER 

Mr. LEVITIN. Chairman Crapo, Ranking Member Brown, Mem-
bers of the Committee, good morning and thank you for inviting me 
to testify today. 

There is good news and bad news about the role of local financial 
institutions in creating economic growth. The good news is that 
community banks and credit unions are thriving. A higher percent-
age of community banks are profitable today than at any point in 
the last 20 years, and the percentage of profitable credit unions has 
increased every year since the Dodd-Frank Act. 

To be sure, consolidation continues among both banks and credit 
unions, but industry consolidation is a long-term trend that pre-
dates Dodd-Frank. There is no indication that Dodd-Frank is con-
tributing to community banking or credit union consolidation. The 
chart on page 6 of my written testimony shows that there is no 
change in the rate of consolidation since Dodd-Frank. Instead, con-
solidation is driven by small institutions’ lack of economies of scale 
and for community banks by generational transition problems 
when they are family-owned banks. 

In spite of these challenges, however, credit unions and commu-
nity banks are prospering. Credit union assets and membership are 
up substantially since Dodd-Frank. Likewise, community banks’ re-
turn on assets and return on equity are both up substantially. In 
fact, since Dodd-Frank, community banks’ equity has substantially 
outperformed the S&P 500. That is the good news. 

The bad news is that most American families do not have it so 
good. Most American families have seen their real incomes drop 
since 2010. Thus, during a period when the U.S. economy grew 9 
percent on an inflation-adjusted basis, median household income 
fell by 0.6 percent. 

Of course, not all families are doing poorly. The real income of 
the top 10 percent of American households increased, and most of 
that went to the top 1 percent. And what this tells us is that the 
problem is not one of economic growth but of economic distribution. 
It is important that economic growth be a tide that lifts all ships, 
and that has not been happening. 

Unfortunately, many of the proposals made by the financial serv-
ices industry in response to this Committee’s request for proposals 
have little or nothing to do with improving the economic condition 
of American families. Instead, the bank trade groups have proposed 
a set of deregulations that are not appropriately tailored to small 
institutions but would also cover mega banks and, thus, put the 
American families and the stability of the financial system at risk. 

Rather than pretending that deregulation is synonymous with 
growth, we should be having a conversation about how to ensure 
that growth benefits all Americans. In terms of this Committee’s 
ambit, it means addressing the continued specter of too-big-to-fail 
so that we do not end up with privatized gains and socialized losses 
and that we do not have harmful spillovers from risky behavior by 
mega banks that hurt families, small businesses, and small banks 
and credit unions. 

It means addressing anticompetitive practices such as credit card 
swipe fee pricing, which is a $73 billion annual regressive wealth 
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transfer from American consumers to banks. It means facilitating 
more robust competition among financial institutions for deposits 
by enhancing account and financial data portability. And it means 
tamping down on excessive speculative activity, such as by main-
taining the Volcker rule and enacting a 21st century Glass-Steagall 
Act. 

I look forward to having that conversation. 
Chairman CRAPO. Thank you very much. 
My first question will be to Ms. Savarese and Mr. Heitkamp. The 

Volcker rule was implemented to prohibit trading by banks using 
their own money or proprietary trading. Community banks, by and 
large, have very little trading activity with the exception of general 
operational hedging. The OCC and former Governor Tarullo have 
expressed support for exempting community banks from the 
Volcker rule. 

Ms. Savarese and Mr. Heitkamp, can you elaborate on the impor-
tance of reforming the Volcker rule by exempting financial institu-
tions that do not engage in significant trading activity? 

Ms. SAVARESE. Chairman Crapo, no one would encourage the 
speculative use of customers’ money for investments, and so the 
Volcker rule was intended to direct itself at that. You know, one 
of the things in my bank is we consider ourselves a learning orga-
nization, and I think that we have seen from the implementation 
of the Volcker rule that there have been complications that have 
arisen as a result of that. And to your point, there are some institu-
tions for which it is just simply not applicable. 

Having a more nuanced approach, which has been encouraged by 
the regulatory agencies, to reflect an appropriate application of this 
rule based on size and complexity certainly seems to be in order. 

Chairman CRAPO. Mr. Heitkamp. 
Mr. HEITKAMP. I tend to agree. The Volcker rule—size and com-

plexity is where we need to be. I think you are looking at how you 
handle those individual issues are very important, size and matter, 
and how they are fundamentally handled. 

Chairman CRAPO. Thank you. 
Mr. Levitin, you mentioned the Volcker rule. I was curious as to 

whether you agree that, with regard to community banks and cred-
it unions, there is a justification for exemption. 

Mr. LEVITIN. I believe that for small community banks and credit 
unions there is reasonable grounds for an exemption. But I think 
it is important to keep any exemption narrowly tailored to what 
are truly community financial institutions. Institutions that start 
passing a $10 billion threshold I think we need to be much more 
careful about. 

Chairman CRAPO. All right. Thank you. 
And for Mr. Grooms and Mr. Bergl, studies demonstrate that 

many small lenders have stopped or significantly decreased mort-
gage lending since the passage of the qualified mortgage rule. 
There has been bipartisan support for providing qualified mortgage 
status for loans held in portfolio by the lender. 

Mr. Grooms and Mr. Bergl, can you describe how this reform 
would allow you to have more flexibility in extending credit? 

Mr. GROOMS. Thank you, Chairman Crapo. We feel mortgages 
are an integral part of what we do to take care of our members. 
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What we have seen is an increase in regulation associated with the 
paperwork and the ability to grant loans to our members. Our goal 
is to make it easy for them, and what we have seen recently with 
Dodd-Frank and the increased paperwork associated with that is 
anywhere from 85 to 100 pages worth of documentation that they 
have to review and sign, and the reality is that they are just not 
going to go through and read each one of those. 

With the qualified mortgage rule, with a debt-to-income ratio of 
43 percent, it limits our ability to go beyond that and to exercise 
some good judgment to those that really would qualify. Our concern 
is we do not want to put ourselves at risk and take any undue risk 
to make that loan. So it has made it a little bit more difficult as 
well as a little bit more expensive with the costs associated with 
the increased regulation. 

Chairman CRAPO. Mr. Bergl. 
Mr. BERGL. Thank you, Chairman. The changes in the mortgage 

rules, particularly around TRID and QM, have adversely affected 
our mortgage lending considerably. It has become about three 
times more expensive to produce the documents under the TRID 
rules, and the QM rule’s 43 percent debt-to-income is adversely se-
lecting borrowers that might otherwise qualify had the QM rules 
not been in place. 

The peril to us as a financial institution for holding QM loans on 
our portfolio would be that they are potentially not going to be 
available for sale in the secondary market for liquidity reasons and 
other asset/liability management reasons for a credit union. So re-
lief from that would certainly be a helpful thing both for con-
sumers, for economic growth in our community, and for our credit 
union, and any relief around the mortgage rules would also help 
our mortgage lending. Mortgage lending has truly grown. However, 
the fact of the matter is that smaller banks and credit unions are 
not getting as much of that business. 

Chairman CRAPO. All right. Thank you. 
Senator Brown. 
Senator BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I remember about a decade ago, soon after I got on this Com-

mittee—maybe a little less than a decade—when it was clear what 
was happening to the financial industry in large part because of 
Wall Street malfeasance and misfeasance, I remember a conserva-
tion I had with a community banker in southwest Ohio who was 
pretty shocked by what was happening to his FDIC costs and FDIC 
assessments. 

Wall Street reform, as you remember, changed to be very—as we 
were very aware of what was happening in community banks with 
FDIC charges, assessments, we changed under Dodd-Frank how 
the FDIC charges those assessments on insured banks. Risky or 
large banks now pay more than smaller, less risky banks. 

Ms. Savarese and Mr. Heitkamp, how much have you saved on 
assessments since the second quarter of 2011 when the change was 
put in place? You spoke eloquently and directly on what Dodd- 
Frank meant to you on maybe the more negative side. What did 
it mean to you in terms of FDIC assessments beginning, as I said, 
the second quarter of 2011? Ms. Savarese, if you would answer, 
and then Mr. Heitkamp. 
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Ms. SAVARESE. Ranking Member Brown, that is not information 
I have with me today, but I would be more than happy to share 
that with you as a follow-up and give you detailed information. 

Senator BROWN. Thank you. Do you remember, Ms. Savarese, 
that it was significant for your bottom line and for your cost sav-
ings? 

Ms. SAVARESE. It was a meaningful impact. It certainly was. I 
just cannot recall percentage-wise what that was. 

Senator BROWN. I would like to see the numbers. Fair enough. 
Ms. SAVARESE. I would be happy to, Senator. 
Senator BROWN. OK. Thank you. 
Senator BROWN. Mr. Heitkamp. 
Mr. HEITKAMP. I do not have the numbers here either. I can tell 

you that it did help us. I do not think it was something that was 
huge, but it was a positive way to get the assessments back. But 
I do not have that number, and I can provide that for you, too. 

Senator BROWN. I just think it is important. I asked that ques-
tion; I did not expect you necessarily to be able to just, you know, 
easily regurgitate the number. But I think it is important to re-
member that sometimes some of these rules may have cost some 
money, but they helped with safety and soundness of the whole 
system, always understanding that you two did not contribute to 
the financial implosion that Wall Street contributed to. But I think 
it is important to sort of look at all sides of savings and costs. 

Mr. Bissell, similarly, the cost to the NCUA Corporate Stabiliza-
tion Program was $4.8 billion, which came straight out of the pock-
ets of credit unions and was a direct result of the financial crisis. 
These costs obviously hurt credit union bottom lines. How did these 
costs impact your credit union in relation to the costs of regulation 
or compliance? 

Mr. BISSELL. If I could use the example that has been brought 
up so far of the TRID changes, when that change came down, our 
teams got together, figured out what the impact was going to be 
on our systems and our membership, and we made plans to replace 
one of our software vendors so that we could keep up with the 
changes in TRID. And that entire process cost us about $50,000. 

By contrast, the corporate credit union bailout that you ref-
erenced that took place during the crash, the Great Recession, cost 
our credit union more than $8 million. So the cost, as I said, is un-
acceptably high of the factors that led to the Great Recession. So 
Greylock’s share of the corporate credit union bailout process was 
more than $8 million. 

Senator BROWN. Would you think that when something happens 
like happened 10 years ago, when we tried to—people suggest cost- 
benefit analysis, which may be a little easier on a worker safety 
rule or a clean up Lake Erie rule cost-benefit analysis than it is 
a financial services rule. Would you suggest that the cost of a rule 
or something you need to implement may be significantly less than 
the cost to your institution if there is a financial implosion of some 
kind? 

Mr. BISSELL. Well, I certainly would. The $50,000 expense that 
we put in place to deal with TRID was largely a one-time expense. 
We now run a better software platform than we ran before. But 
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that $8 million is not coming back. That is our members’ money. 
It came straight out of our capital. 

In addition, it cost us a great deal more than that in loan charge- 
offs when the Great Recession hit, both mortgage loans and com-
mercial loans. We took a big hit. Our entire community did. So, 
yeah, I mean, the cost-benefit to me is not at all equal. 

Senator BROWN. Are you different from any other—are you 
markedly different in that assessment of the cost you had versus 
the—the cost you had with TRID versus the cost of the bailout, as 
you call it, are you significantly different from other credit unions, 
or is that pretty widely held—— 

Mr. BISSELL. No, my understanding is it was based on, you 
know, a ratio across assets, and healthy credit unions needed to 
pay—I mean, the good news is that the credit union system bailed 
itself out. There was no taxpayer dollars expended during that. 
That is the really good news. We were the resilient system that we 
are supposed to be during a downturn. The bad news is it cost my 
credit union $8 million, and if you look at other credit unions that 
might be smaller, they also paid a large percentage based on their 
assets. 

Senator BROWN. Thank you very much. 
Mr. BISSELL. Thank you. 
Chairman CRAPO. Thank you. 
Senator Scott. 
Senator SCOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good morning to the 

panel. Certainly I have some experience with credit unions. I 
served on a credit union board for about 7 years in a former life 
many, many years ago, so I appreciate the impact that small finan-
cial institutions have in our communities. It is an impact that is 
really hard to replace. You do not have a number. You have a 
name, and you have a relationship with so many folks in those fi-
nancial institutions, so it is without doubt very important that we 
continue to see more credit unions and more small banks populate 
throughout our Nation. 

Unfortunately, that is not the trend, and that leads to a very 
important point that in South Carolina, about 9 percent of our pop-
ulation is totally unbanked; another 23.5 percent or so are under-
banked. When you look at the trends in financial institutions 
consolidating as well as closing, it means that those folks in rural 
communities in South Carolina—South Carolina being such a rural 
State—will have fewer options, less access—less access to start a 
business, less access to sit down and have the conversation with 
someone in a financial institution who is an expert at borrowing 
money for a home. So these impacts have a real manifestation on 
the quality of life that will be experienced by those folks. 

I think that we are seeing a financial institution or credit union 
closing at least about one a day. Somewhere around 1,917 banks 
have disappeared since Dodd-Frank. We have only seen, I think it 
is, one credit union open in the last year or so. We were averaging 
eight beforehand. This is a devastating and persistent trend that 
means it really has a negative impact on the very folks who are 
fragile and vulnerable in our economy. 

I would love to hear, Ms. Savarese, what you think the major fac-
tors are driving the consolidation that is happening as well as the 
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lack of new financial institutions. And, Mr. Grooms, I would love 
to hear your comments as well. 

Ms. SAVARESE. Thank you, Senator Scott. You have said so much 
that I would like to say. In fact, there has only been five new banks 
chartered in the last 7 years, so to your point, and this consolida-
tion trend continues to accelerate. 

I have spent the last 3 years traveling around the country into 
a lot of rural areas. I have visited with bankers from 33 States and 
heard from all 50, and I was just with a banker on Monday who 
lives in a town of 68, and I know that if he goes away, the people 
in his town will not have access to that. 

So what are the factors that are leading to that, you are asking. 
Well, certainly, we can argue the low interest rate environment, 
the protracted recovery have had an implication for this. Economies 
of scale and technology, those are all factors. 

In addition, the additional regulatory burden and the expenses 
with that are something that these bankers tell me are forcing 
them to make the strategic decisions about merging or selling or 
closing. Succession issues are a challenge in rural areas. They have 
that as well. But if you think about it, do we really want to add 
to that consolidation trend if there is a way that we can support 
those communities banks in serving the unique needs of their com-
munities? And you have heard all the stories from your constitu-
ents about that person-to-person relationship. Right now, in one 
out of five counties in the United States, the only financial services 
they have there is a community bank. And if that community bank-
er and our brethren, the credit unions, go away, what is going to 
happen? 

So what can we do to lessen the expense of the compliance over-
lay? And how can we mitigate that to help those community banks 
and financial institutions? 

Senator SCOTT. Mr. Grooms, I only have about 40 seconds left. 
Ms. SAVARESE. Sorry. 
Senator SCOTT. You will have to be succinct. 
Mr. GROOMS. Not a problem. Thank you for that question. Be-

cause of the financial meltdown, margins shrunk as rates went 
down. The increase in regulatory burdens, expenses associated with 
that, we have seen smaller credit unions not able to take care of 
the costs associated with that and have to merge. 

Senator SCOTT. Yes, sir. 
Mr. GROOMS. We have shut 3 out of 10 branches down over the 

last 4 years as a result of the challenges that we have faced with 
costs associated with increased regulatory burdens. 

Senator SCOTT. Thank you. And, Mr. Chairman, I will just say 
in my last seconds here that a couple days ago we had Dr. Hassett 
testifying before this Committee, and he was testifying on the fact 
that we have had a very uneven economic recovery. If you think 
about the lack of access to financial institutions to borrow money 
for a home or to start a new business, we might ask ourselves how 
do we expect for those rural areas that are on the wrong side of 
an uneven economic recovery to stimulate growth and opportunities 
when the access to the capital, the glue that makes things happen, 
is missing. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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Chairman CRAPO. Thank you. 
Senator Tester. 
Senator TESTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I would want 

to welcome my friend Steve Grooms here today. Steve, we do not 
often get a Montanan in front of this Committee. I think we have 
two this month. You are here this week, and we have got another 
one next week. But I just want to let the Committee know that 
Steve runs a great institution, and he understands small institu-
tions but, more importantly, understands rural America. So it is 
great to have you here. 

I am going to start out with my question to Mr. Levitin, and that 
is, would you agree that access to capital is pretty critical when it 
comes to economic development? 

Mr. LEVITIN. Absolutely. 
Senator TESTER. Yes. Let me give you the lay of the land in Mon-

tana, not from a credit union standpoint but from a banking stand-
point, because I have got those statistics in front of me. We 
currently have 42 banks that are domiciled in Montana. Twenty of 
those banks are less than $100 million. Twenty of those, almost 
half, less than $100 million. Three are over $1 billion, and we do 
not have a one over $10 billion. Since 2010, we have had 30 merg-
ers in the banks alone—not the credit unions, just the banks. And 
so that is a pretty good cut. Now, that is the bad news. 

The good news is that they have been bought up mostly by banks 
inside Montana, so those branches have stayed open. But if we con-
tinue down this line, I will tell you they will sell out to the big 
guys, to one of the five big ones, and then I guarantee you those 
communities will not have branches because they will close them 
down the same way Steve has had to with four of his branches. 
And those communities will not have access to credit. 

We are talking about areas where, if you close the bank down in 
my little town, I have got to go 50 miles. And I guarantee you that 
if JPMorgan Chase owned that bank, they would close the one 
down that is 50 miles away. 

So we have got a real problem in rural America, and it is one 
of the reasons why I think it is very critical that we address this 
issue of regulation because, as Ms. Savarese has pointed out, you 
have economies of scale with regulation and technology. And if we 
continue the way we are, the very people that we are concerned 
about, the big guys, we are empowering them by reducing competi-
tion in the marketplace. 

So, Steve, I am going to go back to you now since I have been 
talking about banks. Over the last 8 years, can you tell me how 
your regulatory burden has changed in a credit union of $170 mil-
lion? 

Mr. GROOMS. Thank you, Senator Tester. Thank you for your 
support of credit unions and all you do to help the little guy, make 
sure they are taken care of. 

Over the last 8 years, we have seen significant increases to the 
regulatory burden. With CFPB, we have an additional regulator 
that is an added burden that we have to deal with. We have talked 
about the TRID, the qualified mortgages. It has been about 
$350,000 worth of added expense we have calculated, as we have 
had to hire an additional compliance specialist. We have had to 
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bring in three or four different pieces of software to assist us. We 
are having to do some reporting with the HMDA manually and col-
lect some of this information. So rules are changing in January of 
2018, went from 13 to 25, they are talking 40 to 48 more data 
points that we have to figure out how to collect. This is a pretty 
significant burden, and when the financial meltdown took place, we 
felt like we were wearing the white hat helping those that needed 
the help. But we are getting painted with a broad brush with the 
big guys that has really made it difficult, particularly for small 
credit unions. 

Senator TESTER. So in your bank of $170 million, it was an addi-
tional cost of about $350,000. Is that over the 8 years or is that 
per year? 

Mr. GROOMS. That is over the last 7 years. 
Senator TESTER. Over the last 7 years. And could you, Ms. 

Savarese, very quickly tell me what kind of impact it has had on 
your bank? 

Ms. SAVARESE. Well, one of the things that we just did, Senator, 
was an analysis of our non-interest expense in the institution and 
how much was related to compliance. And I do not have a baseline 
from before Dodd-Frank, but right now over 24 percent—so $1 out 
of every $4—goes to compliance-related expenses. And on the mort-
gage side, it is over a third. So out of every dollar that I spend that 
is not related to interest, is related to compliance. 

Senator TESTER. Thanks for those comments. I would just say 
this: I mean, I think that we need to have profitable community 
banks. We need to have a profitable banking system, quite frankly, 
and we need to have credit unions out there that are doing what 
they need to do to make sure that they are serving their customers. 

My concern is from a Montana perspective that if we continue 
without adjustment, with all the best of interest, we will end up 
not having access to capital in rural America. When that happens, 
we have got a big problem in this country. 

I want to thank the Chairman and Ranking Member for having 
this hearing. 

Chairman CRAPO. Thank you, Senator Tester. I agree with those 
concerns. 

Senator Rounds. 
Senator ROUNDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
During the 114th Congress, I introduced legislation that would 

provide relief for community financial institutions that would have 
to report new data points as a result of CFPB’s amending of the 
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act, or HMDA. I have been working at 
introducing new legislation in this Congress—as a matter of fact, 
we introduced it yesterday—that basically would exempt smaller 
institutions from the post Dodd-Frank HMDA data reporting re-
quirements due to come online in January of 2018, I believe. Sen-
ator Heitkamp and I are cosponsoring that legislation. 

For those on the panel whose institutions would be involved in 
the consumer mortgage market, could you comment on some of the 
challenges you face getting ready for the new HMDA data report-
ing requirements and the relief that this legislation might offer to 
you and your institutions? 
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Mr. HEITKAMP. Happy to. I think it is huge. I want to tell you 
thank you very much for that. Right now, the 23 points that we 
are collecting right now is already a lot of work that we are doing, 
but we are already trying to get ready for the new collection. We 
are starting to implement processes in the bank to actually collect 
that data so we will be ready for next year when we do have to 
start reporting. And I can tell you my staff has already reported 
it is substantial because it is now going to 48 data points. So it is 
checking. So we have hired several—well, we have two people in 
our bank instead of one, and then we have also hired outside coun-
sel to help us with making sure that we are getting the right data 
in the right places. 

Senator ROUNDS. It would be an ongoing cost? 
Mr. HEITKAMP. It would be ongoing. 
Ms. SAVARESE. And, Senator, in addition to the ongoing cost, the 

startup cost, as Scott is saying, is—we set up priorities for strategic 
projects in the bank, and it sort of makes me sad that on top of 
doing things like introducing new basic banking, checking account, 
and some things that serve our consumers more effectively, we 
have to have the HMDA preparation as a major initiative taking 
up time, technology, and taking it away from the things that we 
could do to serve our customers. 

Senator ROUNDS. Well, unfortunately, we probably will not be 
able to save the costs, the originating costs that some of you are 
going to bear, and I notice all of you—have all of you made money 
in the last couple years? Is anybody not making money? See, you 
are business people. You are going to make money. You are going 
to spend the money when it comes to the regulatory requirements. 
But then you are going to pass it on. Somebody else is going to 
take that cost, and I think that is the part that sometimes gets 
lost, particularly in our smaller banks. 

Let me just ask—and I am just going to ask for a yes or no. Have 
you raised fees in the last couple of years to your consumers? Let 
us go right down the line. 

Ms. SAVARESE. Yes. 
Mr. GROOMS. Yes. 
Mr. HEITKAMP. Yes. 
Mr. BERGL. We had to raise our mortgage origination fees specifi-

cally. 
Senator ROUNDS. Sir? 
Mr. BISSELL. We have begun to cut as many fees as possible for 

our customers. You are right that those costs have to go some-
where, but we have tried very hard to not put that into fees and 
put it on the backs of our membership. 

Senator ROUNDS. In this particular case—and I will ask this of 
Mr. Bissell—would the HMDA legislation that we have proposed 
impact your institution? 

Mr. BISSELL. It would, yes. We are the top mortgage provider in 
our market. About one out of every four mortgages is originated by 
Greylock. 

Senator ROUNDS. I recognize that each of you will have a dif-
ferent opinion on it, but I am just curious. Do you see the addi-
tional data points that would be required under this legislation— 
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did you feel it was necessary that your institution collect those data 
points? 

Mr. BISSELL. Well, I want to acknowledge up front that we are 
a larger institution. We are $1 billion. And so as a larger institu-
tion, I have the luxury of a large IT department, a large lending 
department, and a large risk management and compliance depart-
ment. So I am certainly conscious of the fact that at a smaller in-
stitution the impact of collecting those data points could feel much 
larger to them. So our approach is we understand what is coming 
down, and we adjust our business model to meet that. 

Senator ROUNDS. And I think that is a lot of what we are hear-
ing here today when we talk about fewer banks being created in 
terms of new ones coming online, and those that are smaller are 
being picked up by large ones who actually have the size to be able 
to afford the added regulatory compliance capabilities. 

I am just curious. I want to run into another one that we have 
talked about, and that is the TAILOR Act. Earlier this year, we in-
troduced the TAILOR Act, which would require Federal regulators 
to more precisely tailor the regulations they issued based upon the 
risk profile of the institutions. Secretary Mnuchin echoed the idea 
that the bank regulations should be tailored to the activity, not 
based on size alone. And I am running out of time, but could I just 
very quickly get either agree or disagree that something along the 
lines of the TAILOR Act would be beneficial or not beneficial to the 
consumers that you serve? 

Ms. SAVARESE. Completely agree. 
Mr. GROOMS. Agree. 
Mr. HEITKAMP. Agree. 
Mr. BERGL. Agree. 
Mr. BISSELL. I think scaling things appropriately makes sense. 
Senator ROUNDS. Thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman CRAPO. Thank you. 
Senator Warren. 
Senator WARREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you all for 

being here. I am glad to see that two of our witnesses here today 
are from Massachusetts: Ms. Savarese, Mr. Bissell. So thank you 
for the work you do. It is good to see you in DC. 

These hearings are about ideas to encourage economic growth, 
and every single banking trade group represented on this panel 
sings pretty much the same song, and that is that the key to stimu-
lating economic growth is rolling back the rules in their part of the 
banking industry. 

I have concerns about these proposals, but today I want to focus 
on just one. In Dodd-Frank, Congress directed the Fed to impose 
tougher rules on banks with more than $50 billion in assets. That 
is about 40 giant banks altogether, the top one-half of 1 percent. 
Now, together, these 40 banks control more than $14 trillion in as-
sets, which is about 95 percent of all the banking assets in the 
country by just these 40 banks. 

One proposal which Republicans on this Committee pushed last 
year is to raise that $50 billion threshold to $500 billion, exempting 
dozens of huge banks from tougher scrutiny. 
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Professor Levitin, do you think that this poses risks to the safety 
of the financial system? 

Mr. LEVITIN. Yes, I absolutely do, Senator Warren. We know that 
the failure of banks that were far smaller than $500 billion—such 
as Washington Mutual, which I think was around $300 billion; 
Countrywide, which was never more than about $120 billion—we 
know that the failures of much smaller institutions than $500 bil-
lion have had serious systemic effects on the financial system. 
Frankly, it is rather reckless to consider a $500 billion threshold. 

Senator WARREN. So this change would pose real risks. In your 
view, would the change stimulate any meaningful economic 
growth? 

Mr. LEVITIN. No. To the extent that there are any savings from 
compliance costs there for the larger banks, it is much more likely 
that they would get passed on to the banks’ shareholders in the 
form of higher dividends than to consumers in terms of lower rates 
on loans because the market for capital is more competitive than 
the market for—than the consumer market. 

Senator WARREN. Thank you. 
Now, an alternative proposal may actually be worse, and that is 

eliminate the $50 billion threshold entirely, cut nearly every giant 
bank loose, and direct American regulators to apply stricter stand-
ards to these banks only if they meet a set of criteria established 
by an international banking regulatory body. 

Ms. Savarese, your organization submitted a letter to this Com-
mittee in support of that proposal. One of the factors the bill re-
quires is that our regulators must look at the global reach of a 
bank. Do you think that a bank can impose a risk on the U.S. econ-
omy only if it has international operations? 

Ms. SAVARESE. I think what the bill proposes is that there is a 
broader analysis of the complexity of the institution and the sys-
temic risk that it presents. And so there were actually five different 
things that could be taken into account. Each one was not manda-
tory, so, for example, you could have an institution that did not 
have international interconnectedness and, therefore, that would 
not be applicable to that circumstance. 

However, what they are saying is for those that do, you should 
take that into account in judging the risk. It is a risk-based ap-
proach. 

Senator WARREN. If I can, I just want to understand, and that 
is the part I am not quite getting. There are only five factors. One 
of the five factors is about international connections, and I am just 
trying to understand why it is there. 

The way I see it, it makes no sense to apply a set of international 
standards to determine whether or not there is a threat to our do-
mestic economic system, that that is actually where we should keep 
our attention. And I do not quite understand the ABA’s argument 
on this aspect of financial regulation. 

Ms. SAVARESE. I think that the point is to enhance the risk-based 
analysis by adding factors, and if you think about it, if a bank has 
international interconnectedness, it actually has a little bit of a 
higher risk profile than one that does not. And so if I am the regu-
lator, I am going to want to understand that so that I can then say, 
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hey, are those global events going to impact this? And, by the way, 
we still have an invitation to you to come to our bank. 

Senator WARREN. And I am ready. 
Ms. SAVARESE. I would like you to do that. Good. 
Senator WARREN. You know, the only thing I would say on this— 

because I do worry about banks like Countrywide that were en-
tirely—had nothing but domestic operations, obviously got big and 
brought down the economy. I think it is really dangerous to mess 
with the $50 billion threshold. The banks that would be cut loose 
under these proposals can pose a real threat to the economy. Look 
at what happened in the 2008 crisis. You know, Countrywide in 
2006 had less than $200 billion in assets, but was responsible for 
17 percent of all the mortgage originations in the country. And 
when they failed, it sent shock waves throughout the entire econ-
omy. 

The same thing could happen again with a bank of that size. In 
my view, it is better to keep the regulation threshold where it is. 
Let the Fed tailor their rules, as it has been doing already, and 
stay focused on risk. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman CRAPO. Thank you. 
Senator Donnelly. 
Senator DONNELLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I want to 

also thank our Ranking Member. And I want to quickly recognize 
one of today’s witnesses: Dallas Bergl, the CEO of INOVA Federal 
Credit Union, in Elkhart, Indiana. I am pleased to see someone 
else from Indiana here before us. I have known Dallas for a long 
time. He has been an extraordinary leader not only in the credit 
union world but in the financial world as well. 

As I said, within the credit union industry, Dallas is very, very 
respected not only in Indiana but nationally, as he serves on the 
Board of Directors of both the Indiana Credit Union League and 
CUNA. We appreciate you being here today, Mr. Bergl, and I look 
forward to your testimony and, therefore, I will start with you. 

While we look at this, last summer Senator Ben Sasse and I 
wrote a letter to CFPB Director Cordray, garnered roughly 70 sig-
natures from our colleagues urging the CFPB to utilize their Dodd- 
Frank authority to more carefully tailor financial rules to match 
the unique roles of community banks and credit unions. The fact 
that 70 Senators agreed to sign speaks to the widespread support 
here for common-sense regulatory relief. 

And so what I would like to ask you is to bring that Hoosier com-
mon-sense perspective to this. Can you highlight the section of your 
testimony that you think speaks to the need for a more tailored ap-
proach from the CFPB and from any other regulators? 

Mr. BERGL. Thank you, Senator, and we very much appreciate 
your leadership on that letter and the work you did in the House 
as Dodd-Frank was being structured to try to provide a system in 
which smaller banks and credit unions would not be swept up with 
the bad players of the time. 

Unfortunately, today the reality is we have effectively, although 
we are well below that threshold, the $10 billion threshold at $336 
million in assets, gotten swept up in most of the regulatory reforms 
that have been promulgated by the CFPB. Our organization is not 
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large enough or structured, and certainly was not prior to a num-
ber of these regulations coming out, to handle the additional finan-
cial burden related to that. So we have had to make numerous 
changes within our own organization, and, in fact, we have reduced 
the overall force, the head count in our organization, in order to 
generate enough revenue for some of the implementation of the 
software we needed and to bring in the kind of expertise that we 
needed in reg compliance, not only in the mortgage area but glob-
ally. So the financial burden for us has been greater than what 
may be a $1 billion credit union or larger. 

Senator DONNELLY. And those people could have been out devel-
oping or approving loans for small businesses, for mortgages, for 
similar things that can make the community grow? 

Mr. BERGL. Yes, Senator. I tell people that when I was younger, 
I used to wake up every day working for a credit union. I loved the 
job, and I would think, ‘‘What great things can I do for my mem-
bers today?’’ I wake up today thinking, ‘‘How am I going to deal 
with the regulations and avoid my regulator in NCUA coming 
down on me, let alone the CFPB?’’ 

Senator DONNELLY. Well, not to get personal, but I like the way 
you used to wake up before rather than now. 

[Laughter.] 
Senator DONNELLY. To the other witnesses as well, most of us 

agree community banks and credit unions are overburdened by reg-
ulations and need relief, but—and you have all said it, too—at the 
same time, there is no desire to roll back the rules on the Wall 
Street banks and financial institutions that caused so much of the 
pain. Even the regulators, however, do not always have a uniform 
opinion on what makes a community financial institution. 

And so, you know, is it institutions below $10 billion in assets? 
Below 50? Should we consider geographic scope in lending activi-
ties? 

I would love for each of you to tell me what you think helps to 
define a community financial institution. Ms. Savarese? 

Ms. SAVARESE. Thank you, and—— 
Senator DONNELLY. If I had 5 cents, I would save with you. 
Ms. SAVARESE. Well, thank you. 
Senator DONNELLY. Actually, I would save with Dallas. 
[Laughter.] 
Ms. SAVARESE. Well, it is good to know you are loyal. You know, 

when I keynoted at the first Federal Reserve Community Bank 
Conference, that was half of what we were trying to focus on, is 
what defines a community bank. What I think is wonderful about 
the approach that has been taken by this Committee is under-
standing there are many factors that go into defining that. 

I have a colleague who has a bank that is now exceeding $10 bil-
lion, and yet if you looked at his operations, you would say it is 
so values-driven, it is so focused on his community, he is so gen-
erous. 

So I think arbitrary thresholds are very difficult, and instead, 
taking in scale and scope and complexity and risk profile is the ap-
propriate way to deal with it. We are $3 billion now. When I start-
ed with my institution, we were 500. I would say we are still a 
community bank. 
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Senator DONNELLY. Well, thank you. And I can see I am out of 
time, and I know our Chairman is trying to keep this in line. But 
I want to say to Mr. Heitkamp that your cousin is a terrific mem-
ber of the Committee. 

[Laughter.] 
Chairman CRAPO. Thank you. 
Senator Kennedy. 
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry I have 

been popping in and out, but they do not check with us first before 
the Chairman schedules these hearings, you see. So we have to be 
several places at one time. 

Since I am here on the end, I cannot see your name plates, so 
I will just—thank you. Thank you. I will just kind of throw this out 
to anyone. Do you still think we have institutions that are too-big- 
to-fail in America? 

Mr. BERGL. I believe that to be the case, Senator. I think that 
we have—if you just look at the pure numbers in the banking in-
dustry, the largest banks have gotten even larger at the same time 
that we have lost the smallest financial institutions in both credit 
union and banking space over the last decade. 

Senator KENNEDY. Does anybody disagree with that? 
Ms. SAVARESE. Yeah, I would like to take a contrary view. I 

think one of the things that the legislature has done with its lead-
ership in the last 7 years, and the regulators, and the banks them-
selves in terms of simplification, is mitigated those exposures. 

One of the things we have to think about is we have a large and 
diverse economy, and we want our large customers to go to our in-
stitutions, not have to go overseas—— 

Senator KENNEDY. I do not mean to be rude, but I want to re-
spect my 5 minutes. Well, let me ask you this: Let us suppose Mor-
gan Stanley went bankrupt tomorrow. You do not think it would 
have a substantial impact on the American economy—— 

Ms. SAVARESE. You asked—— 
Senator KENNEDY.——scare the living daylights out of everybody 

else and cause other banks to stop trusting each other? 
Ms. SAVARESE. I think that it would certainly have an impact. I 

would argue that I think that through Dodd-Frank and a variety 
of other measures that have been taken, we have an orderly, non-
chaotic way to deal with that that would protect the financial sys-
tem. 

Senator KENNEDY. Have you read Dodd-Frank? 
Ms. SAVARESE. Yes, sir. 
Senator KENNEDY. All 2,000 pages? 
Ms. SAVARESE. Yes, sir. 
Senator KENNEDY. And 22,000 regulations? 
Ms. SAVARESE. Twenty-five thousand. 
Senator KENNEDY. You can stand on it and paint that ceiling. 
Ms. SAVARESE. Yes, sir. I know that. 
Senator KENNEDY. It is an embarrassment. 
Does anybody really believe on the panel that our community— 

I will call them our ‘‘community banks.’’ I am talking about banks 
and credit unions with less than, say, $10 billion in assets. Does 
anybody here believe they did anything to contribute to the melt-
down in 2008? 
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[A chorus of noes.] 
Senator KENNEDY. Well, geez, I thought this great bill, Dodd- 

Frank, decided to regulate them to half to death. Am I wrong? 
Haven’t we lost 1,700 small banks and credit unions which have 
been forced, because of the outrageous regulatory costs, to either 
sell or merge, which further concentrates assets, which undermines 
the whole purpose of Dodd-Frank? I mean, was I playing Frisbee 
in the quad when they discussed that in class? 

Mr. LEVITIN. With respect, Senator, there has certainly been con-
solidation of the community banking and credit union industry, but 
I do not know that it can be pinned on Dodd-Frank. That consolida-
tion has been going on for decades. Credit unions have been declin-
ing in number since 1979, and the pace has not picked up since 
Dodd-Frank. 

Now, Dodd-Frank certainly increases regulatory burdens, but 
there are a lot of other factors that are going on. 

Senator KENNEDY. Mr. Levitin, have you ever run a small bank? 
Mr. LEVITIN. No, I have not. 
Senator KENNEDY. OK. If you were head of a small bank, you 

have got, let us say, 60 employees, and all of a sudden they put 
in front of you a 2,000-plus-page bill and 25,000 pages of regula-
tions. You are telling me that is not going to dominate your entire 
business to the point that you cannot even worry about making 
loans to the community? Are you telling me this is a coincidence? 

Mr. LEVITIN. First of all, I think I would dispute your character-
ization of the number of pages of regulations. The actual regula-
tions are more like a few hundred pages, and they apply to very 
specific things. Most of it is—— 

Senator KENNEDY. Well, one of you all is wrong then. 
Mr. LEVITIN. Most of that is—no, I can tell you what the rest of 

the number is. It is the background materials on why the regula-
tion is needed. Those can be hundreds and hundreds of pages for 
each regulation. The actual rules are not very long. I read these, 
I teach these. They are masterable. It takes some time. I am not 
going to argue with you that there is an increase in regulatory 
costs from Dodd-Frank. But it is not a game changer. 

Senator KENNEDY. I am out of time. Thank you, folks, very 
much. Forgive me for being so candid, but you have got to cover 
a lot of ground in 5 minutes. 

Chairman CRAPO. You did a good job. 
Senator Heitkamp. 
Senator HEITKAMP. Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman, and I 

want to take a little credit for Mr. Grooms, too, because you rep-
resent my State, and you are part of that vibrant community bank 
network that we have. We are grateful to have you, and I am not 
going to let Tester take all the credit. 

Mr. GROOMS. Thank you. We are pleased to be in North Dakota 
as well. 

Senator HEITKAMP. You like it better than Montana, don’t you? 
Mr. GROOMS. That will be our secret. 
[Laughter.] 
Senator HEITKAMP. Yeah, do not tell anyone, especially Jon. And, 

also, if the last name is Heitkamp, we are related. And we have 
tried to trace it back, but, you know, it is great to see you here, 
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and it is great to see all of you. A lot of ground has been covered 
that I wanted to also cover, especially as it relates to mortgage 
lending. But I will start out by saying I think there is a great will 
on this Committee to actually do what you need us to do. 

Unfortunately, in Washington, DC, trying seems to get some at-
tention, but doing, we never seem to get it over the finish line. And 
I know the Chairman and the Ranking Member, especially the 
Chairman, we have been involved in a number of groups since I 
have been on this Committee that, really, we get it. We understand 
what you are saying. We understand the additional burdens, the 
additional costs, and we understand how difficult that is to maneu-
ver. 

One of the things that I will say that we see trends on is that 
the application of artificial intelligence in compliance, and I won-
der: Well, how is Lincoln State Bank in Hankinson going to be able 
to afford? So they are going to have to do all the compliance by hir-
ing people. But the big banks, the big institutions, will see their 
compliance go down by application of artificial intelligence, and 
that is something that we have not even had a conversation about. 

And so kind of looking forward beyond the challenges of Dodd- 
Frank, I would like to just have a discussion on what you think 
threatens banks your size. You know, take us out of the regulatory 
world. And what can we anticipate 10, 15 years into the future so 
that we can keep you in business? And we will start with Ms. 
Savarese? 

Ms. SAVARESE. You know, Senator Heitkamp, I was just with 
your constituents on Monday. 

Senator HEITKAMP. Yes, and thank you. 
Ms. SAVARESE. And they all say thank you for your support. You 

know, it is such a forward-looking question, and thank you. And 
also to your point about the bipartisan approach that this Com-
mittee is taking, it is so exciting to see. You know, FinTech—you 
talked about AI, artificial intelligence—is a huge issue, and what 
has been wonderful is the regulatory agencies are trying to support 
community banks, understanding how to partner with FinTech so 
that they can be competitive. It could be a leveler, a field leveler, 
for them. 

Senator HEITKAMP. That is very interesting. 
Ms. SAVARESE. So we are working at ABA—we actually pub-

lished a playbook for community banks on how to navigate through 
FinTech. I think that is a big thing. 

Senator HEITKAMP. OK. Mr. Grooms? 
Mr. GROOMS. Thank you, Senator Heitkamp. Thank you for your 

support of credit unions as well. FinTech and nonregulated entities, 
payday lenders, a big issue, and we want to make sure we take 
care of those that need taking care of and not let the entities that 
are not regulated get away with things that we cannot. 

Senator HEITKAMP. That is a dirty little secret about payday and 
predatory lending. The more we squeeze legitimate community- 
based organizations, the more the nefarious, truly predatory folks 
crop up. 

Mr. GROOMS. Exactly. Thank you. 
Senator HEITKAMP. Mr. Heitkamp. 
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Mr. HEITKAMP. I kind of agree with—FinTech is going to where 
we are going to be able to look in the future, how we are going to 
deal with technology, how we are going to deal with those—what 
did you say, the word that you used for pseudo—— 

Mr. GROOMS. AI. 
Mr. HEITKAMP. AI, artificial intelligence, yeah, is what you are 

looking for down the future is what we are going to have to really 
pay attention to and how we are going to comply with that. 

Senator HEITKAMP. OK. Thank you. 
Mr. BERGL. I would say what you might see in the future 10 

years from now if things do not change is that the small credit 
unions and banks that you are looking at might be $100 billion or 
$500 billion instead of what you are looking at today. But a couple 
of things, quickly, that could help in the credit union space, there 
is a 15-year consumer loan limit. We cannot make loans longer 
than 15 years by statute. That could quickly and easily be cor-
rected. There is also a one-to-four family home regulation whereby 
if you are a bank and you do a home for one-to-four family for an 
investor, it is a mortgage, which it should be. In the credit union 
world, it is considered a commercial loan or a business loan. So 
that is a little bit of a road block for us, a major road block for us 
in serving small individual investors who want to buy these homes 
because it counts against their business gap. Those two relief items 
could help us immensely in improving economic growth in our com-
munity. 

Senator HEITKAMP. Mr. Bissell? 
Mr. BISSELL. Thank you for the question. I think you had asked 

what is the biggest threat or the biggest opportunity for us going 
forward. I actually want to go back to one other issue that came 
up earlier, and that is the opioid crisis. When I think about eco-
nomic development, growing the economy, I think about putting 
people back to work. One of our largest and best-run family-owned 
companies in my region is a concrete construction firm that won a 
contract, needed to hire hundreds of people. Sixty-plus percent of 
the people that applied failed the drug test. Another chunk of them 
refused to take the drug test upon learning that it was necessary. 
So those are good-paying union jobs with full benefits that they 
eventually were able to fill, but you can imagine what a struggle 
that was. And it is because the opioid epidemic is all across the 
Northeast. So that is an issue that actually ties directly into eco-
nomic development for us. 

Senator HEITKAMP. Thank you. 
Mr. LEVITIN. FinTechs offer a lot of possible opportunities, espe-

cially on the compliance side. But, remember, FinTechs also in-
clude consumer-facing FinTechs, and those pose some real risks be-
cause they may not have the same regulatory burdens as commu-
nity financial institutions. They are competition. So a company like 
Quicken Loans that is not a bank, if they get a Federal FinTech 
charter, they are going to be able to operate nationally presumably 
without regard to any State usury laws and the like. But they are 
not going to have the same regulatory burdens as other banks, and 
that seems to me to be a problem. 

Senator HEITKAMP. And I only do this because, honestly, we 
spend a lot of time—we have been swirling around all the issues 
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on qualified mortgages and appraisals and all the things we know 
that challenge local folks. I think way too often in Washington, DC, 
we deal with the problem that is immediate in front of us, only to 
look up and see a crisis looming. And if the Chairman will just in-
dulge me one question, since there is no one else here, if—— 

Chairman CRAPO. One very brief question and a brief answer. 
Senator HEITKAMP. One very brief question. Ex-Im Bank, I know 

that your bank, Mr. Bissell, does a lot of work, obviously with GE 
being a major employer and no longer a major employer, can you 
just give me some idea on how significant you think Ex-Im Bank 
is to the work that banks your size do? 

Mr. BISSELL. Yeah. In our region, there are quite a few spinoffs, 
smaller subsidiaries that came off of GE’s presence formerly in our 
community, and there are a lot of specialty manufacturers that do 
import and export work. And so it is troubling to see the Export- 
Import Bank really not functioning. I was reading that some of 
those GE jobs, they are no longer in my community, but they are 
actually moving to Europe now because there are export-import 
type agencies that are fully functioning in competing countries. 

Senator HEITKAMP. We need you guys to tell that story more. 
Mr. BISSELL. Thank you. 
Senator HEITKAMP. Thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman CRAPO. Thank you. And Senator Brown has one more 

question. 
Senator BROWN. Actually, I thought it was one more round. Is it? 
Chairman CRAPO. One more round for you. 
Senator BROWN. OK. Thank you. Considering this is the first 

time ever that Senator Heitkamp has had her first cousin, al-
though they do not admit to knowing each other—— 

[Laughter.] 
Senator BROWN. How many Heitkamps have any of us ever met? 

So I would stand up for my friend from North Dakota. 
Senator HEITKAMP. And all Heitkamps are high quality. I want 

you to know that. 
Chairman CRAPO. So stipulated. 
Senator BROWN. That counted as her second round, that com-

ment. 
Mr. Levitin and Mr. Bissell, some witnesses suggested that one 

way to spur economic growth is to change the structure and fund-
ing of the Consumer Bureau, the CFPB. Would you agree with this, 
the two of you? 

Mr. LEVITIN. Absolutely not. The CFPB certainly does have a dif-
ferent structure than other bank regulators, but that was delib-
erate because Congress learned that there were problems with the 
effectiveness of other regulators. The CFPB has been remarkably 
effective, and to the extent that you hear industry complaints about 
it, that is probably an indication that it might be doing its job. No 
industry likes a regulator that is being tough about enforcing rules, 
but that is what the CFPB does. And the almost $12 billion in 
consumer relief that the CFPB has brought in in 6 years is 
unparalleled to anything we saw from financial regulators in the 
decades before it. 

Senator BROWN. Mr. Bissell. 
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Mr. BISSELL. Senator, how the CFPB is structured, how it is 
structured going forward, is above my pay grade, but I will give 
you my opinion on the importance of it. When I think about, as I 
said, the $8 million of expense that we paid during the recession 
and I think about the tens of millions of dollars in loan losses that 
we took and the vast loss of American household wealth, it is a cost 
that is just unacceptably high. And what I worry about is that 
somewhere in the U.S. financial system right now is the next Wells 
Fargo scandal taking shape. None of us knows where it is or what 
it is, but we cannot afford to let those kinds of scandals and uneth-
ical predatory practices take hold. When they do and they get out 
of control, we experience the significant financial crisis that we just 
finally are healing from. That is what I worry about. 

Senator BROWN. Thank you. And my last question, Mr. Chair-
man, will be a yes or no across the panel, but thank you. And I 
have one comment on their comments, particularly on Mr. 
Levitin’s. I sat through this Committee for 2 years. Senator Crapo 
was not the Chairman. It would have been different, I believe, if 
he had been. But this Committee did not—failed to fill out, failed 
to confirm, even to have hearings on a number of nominees to fill 
out the Federal Reserve, the SEC, the Export-Import Bank. This 
Committee, for whatever reason, refused to do it, Senator Crapo’s 
predecessor. Again, no blame at all on Senator Crapo. 

My question is a yes or no, and I will start with Mr. Levitin. The 
President proposes to eliminate two important programs for eco-
nomic development: Community Development Block Grants and 
the CDFI Fund, which we have talked about. Could you just give 
yeses or noes? Have these programs been valuable to economic de-
velopment in your region? Speaking for all of you, each of you, 
Community Development Block Grants and Community Develop-
ment Financial Institution Funds, have they been valuable to eco-
nomic development in your region? Mr. Levitin. 

Mr. LEVITIN. Yes. 
Mr. BISSELL. Yes, absolutely. 
Mr. BERGL. They have been a part of much bigger programs in 

our community. 
Mr. HEITKAMP. Yeah, they have been a part also. 
Mr. GROOMS. Yes. 
Ms. SAVARESE. Not as much of an impact in our community be-

cause of the demographics. 
Senator BROWN. OK. Perfect. Thank you. Thank you all, and 

thank you, Mr. Chairman, always for your help. 
Chairman CRAPO. Thank you, Senator Brown. 
Senator Cortez Masto. 
Senator CORTEZ MASTO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Ranking 

Member, and thank you to all of you. 
I have been in and out because I am juggling three meetings at 

the same time, so not only as freshmen Senators, they make us run 
around, so I may be a little bit out of breath, but they put me at 
the kids’ table. So I am over here. And I appreciate you being here 
today. Thank you. And I appreciate the conversation, and along 
with that a lot of the written testimony that you provided ahead 
of time. 
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Let me start with Mr. Bissell. Mr. Bissell, in Nevada, like Massa-
chusetts, we have legalized recreational use of marijuana, and the 
legalization of cannabis at the State level raises many concerns and 
ambiguities for banks and credit unions subject to Federal rules. 
As a result, many lawful marijuana businesses find themselves 
unbanked. Employees, vendors, and taxes must be paid in cash. 
Customers cannot pay with debit or credit cards, and legal busi-
nesses may have trouble getting small business loans or mortgages. 

From a law enforcement perspective—and I worked in law en-
forcement for most of my career—I am concerned about the secu-
rity risks that this presents, which is why I cosponsored legislation 
to provide certainty for lawful cannabis-related businesses to gain 
access to the banking system. 

As a Massachusetts financial institution, what would it take at 
a Federal level for you to become comfortable doing business with 
a lawful marijuana business? And I am not only curious about how 
you will respond, but the rest of you as well, because I am sure you 
have thought about this, the other panel members as well. 

Mr. BISSELL. Yes, Senator. Thank you for that question. In my 
opinion, it is critical that the Federal structure line up with the 
State structures. As these kinds of businesses have been legalized 
State by State, it does create, as you said, a significant security 
risk. I have talked to credit union colleagues in Colorado who have 
been working on these issues for years, and they did see initially 
significant amounts of cash moving around in a very concerning 
way. 

Some of my colleagues in that State were able to come up with 
a safe harbor banking approach that was effective, but it took a ton 
of work, a lot of investment. I think it would be much, much better 
for the whole financial system and for these businesses if the regu-
latory structure were rationalized so that—I think in Massachu-
setts there is only one bank providing these services currently to 
marijuana-related businesses. 

Senator CORTEZ MASTO. Thank you. 
Any other comments from anyone else? 
Mr. BERGL. Our position is that legitimate businesses—credit 

unions should be allowed to serve legitimate businesses in the 
United States. That is not our job to sort out what those are. 

Senator CORTEZ MASTO. I appreciate that. Thank you. 
I am going to open this question up as well, and this is really 

around GSE reform and small lender access. When FHFA Director 
Watt was before this Committee a few weeks ago, I asked him 
about small lender access in the context of reform of Fannie Mae 
and Freddie Mac, and specifically I think any reform of the GSEs 
should ensure that community banks and credit unions have equal 
access to the secondary mortgage market, and any efforts to ex-
pand credit risk transfer should not unfairly privilege the big 
banks with securitization operations over small lenders without 
them. 

Can you discuss the Credit Union National Association’s prior-
ities for GSE reform and specific concerns about small lender 
access? And let me start with Mr. Bergl, and if anybody else wants 
to join in. 
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Mr. BERGL. Absolutely. Thank you very much for the question. 
We are very concerned about ensuring any GSE reform, including 
small banks and credit unions, and particularly access to secondary 
market, is vital to our ability to continue mortgage lending. Small-
er institutions can easily outlend their asset base if they do not 
have a market to provide—or to sell mortgages into. And credit 
unions actually have a fantastic track record through the financial 
crisis that our loans perform better than the ones that were being 
done at some of the larger national banks. And I think that we 
should—well, we definitely need to ensure that we have continued 
access and the same pricing that is made available to those kind 
of institutions. 

Senator CORTEZ MASTO. Thank you. 
Anyone else? 
Mr. BISSELL. I would agree. At Greylock, we sell about $30 to 

$40 million of mortgages into the secondary market every year to 
Fannie Mae. We still service those mortgages. We are the top mort-
gage provider in our market. So it is critically important that the 
GSEs—the resolution there be done very carefully and in a way 
that maintains ample access for us. 

Senator CORTEZ MASTO. OK. Thank you. 
And I know my time is running out, but I have a quick question, 

because I am from Nevada and we were ground zero for the crisis. 
And I know that oftentimes we have to find that balance between 
regulation but letting the community grow and the economy grow 
as well. And we certainly want to calibrate rules appropriately for 
community financial institutions, but at the same time, we do not 
want to forget the causes and consequences of the last crisis. 

And so I guess, Mr. Levitin, I am curious: In the long run, would 
it be bad for community banks, credit unions, small businesses, 
and consumers to roll back some of the safeguards we imposed 
after the crisis? 

Mr. LEVITIN. To roll back the safeguards wholesale, absolutely. 
To have targeted rollbacks, no. But, unfortunately, the asks that 
are being put forward by some of the trade groups are not tailored 
just to small institutions. Let me give you one example. National 
Association of Federal Credit Unions has proposed raising the 
threshold for CFPB examination and supervision to $150 billion 
from $10 billion. That is a proposal that will benefit only, I think, 
three of NAFCU’s members directly, which makes it a little 
strange. But it is not in any way about small institutions. We al-
ready have a small institutions exemption from CFPB examination 
and enforcement. The CFPB has itself enacted a number of small 
institution exemptions. Continuing on that path of tailored small 
institution exemptions I think is a very reasonable approach. But 
wholesale exemptions of institutions of $150 billion or, as Senator 
Warren was asking me about, a $500 billion level, there is no cause 
for that. 

Senator CORTEZ MASTO. Great. Thank you. Thank you all very 
much. I appreciate the conversation today. 

Chairman CRAPO. Thank you, Senator. And I, too, thank all of 
our witnesses for being here today and sharing your information 
with us. 
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Some Senators may wish to submit questions to you. I will tell 
the Senators those questions are due Monday, and we would en-
courage the witnesses, if you receive further questions, to please re-
spond promptly. 

Before we end today’s hearing, I would like to touch briefly on 
housing finance reform. Housing finance reform is a top priority for 
this Committee, and the role of small lenders in that discussion is 
very important. And so actually I guess I am asking another ques-
tion but not one I want you to answer today. I would like to ask 
each of your organizations to commit to work with us and with 
each other to engage with the Committee as we examine how small 
lender access in the secondary market can be achieved effectively 
and efficiently. 

Also, one more bit of housekeeping. This morning, Senator Brown 
and I have made public the stakeholder submissions that the Com-
mittee has received in response to our request for recommendations 
about how we can approach and achieve greater economic growth, 
and those submissions may be found on the Committee’s website. 
I encourage not only our witnesses but everyone to review those, 
and we welcome further comment and analysis on these issues as 
well. 

With that, this hearing is adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 11:38 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
[Prepared statements and responses to written questions sup-

plied for the record follow]: 
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Chaim1an Crapo, Ranking Member Brown, and members of the committee, my name is 

Dorothy Savarese. I am chaimJaJJ, president ru1d chief executive officer of the Cape Cod Five Cents 

Savings Bank which is an independent Massachusetts state·chartered savings bank folUlded in 1855. 

My bank has $3. 1 billion in assets and 24locations throughout Cape Cod, the islands ru1d 

Southeastern MassaciJUsetts. 

I am also the chaim1au of tl1e American Bankers Association and I appreciate the opporttmity to 

be here to present ABA 's views regarding regulatory relief for small financial institutions. The ABA 

is tl1e voice oftl1e nation's $14 trillion banking industry, which is composed of smallmid·size, 

regional and large banks that together en1ploy more thru12 million people, safeguard $13 trill ion in 

deposits aud ex1end more than $9 trillion in loans. 

Regulatory relief is not a new subjec~ yet the imperative to do something grows every day. The 

growing volume of bank regulation- particularly for eonummity banks- is negatively impacting 

the ability of banks throughout the nation to meet our customers' and communities' needs. We 

believe that IMgeted, sensible changes to finru1cial regulations will help us accelerate growtl1 in the 

Americru1 economy, without compromising safety and sotmdness. Our request is simple: remove 

regulatory impediments and Jet ns accelerate growth in the American economy. 

Let me begin by stressing that we agree on the need for strong regulation. Indeed, lamnakers, 

regulators and bankers tltemselves took importam steps after the crisis to improve safety and 

sotmdness. But included in the 25,000 pages of new rutd proposed ndes since Dodd·frank became 

Jaw, are requirements that are banning our ability to serve creditworthy customers and our 

communities. 

'& I American Barters Association 2 
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In addition, the cost of compliance is driving some banks to close their doors. Every business 

day a bank inthi.s country is either acquired or merged. 11tat's not good for competition, consumers, 

or tlte U.S. economy. 

Some in Congress have attempted to use conumntity banks' continued resilience in the face of 

this onslaught as an excuse to leave the regulatory enviromuent untouched. Indeed, as the wave of 

consolidation continues, banks are profitable and loans are growing. But that is what we should 

expect in a growing economy. Banks are lending because that is what banks do. We have found 

ways to meet our customers' needs in spite of the ups and downs of the economy and the regulatory 

challenges we face.1 

The "everything's just fine" point of view also loses perspective on potential. Banks could be 

lending more, and the economy could be growing faster, if regulations were rationalized. Consider 

loan growth. Loans are growing, but at half tlte pace they did yc.ars before the fmancial crisis.2 

Community banks power the economy in part by providing nearly half of loans less than $1 million 

tltat go to small businesses, which in tum account for more tltan half of net new job creation. Is it 

any accident that botlt GDP growth and the business startup rate are rwming well below historical 

levels, especially at this point in an economic recovery? 

Mortgages in particular remain tightly bound by a web of Dodd-Frank rules. According to a 

recent ABA survey, just 9 percent of single-family mortgage loans made in 2016were made outside 

of the "qualified mortgage" box, which means a one-size-fits-all arbitrary regulatory standard is 

keeping too many creditworthy families out of homes they can readily alford. 

1 While nominal net income has grown, key m=es of profitability still lag historic norms. For example, Retwn 011 

Assets has av«aged 1.0'/o overthe last fwe years oompenxlto 1.3% d" five years before the Great RocessioJt More 
ttMiing is the Retwn on Equity has avernged just 9.0% OVCf the last fi1·e years compared with 13.3% prior 10 the 
recession. Without sufficient returns to investors, capital flows else~1tere and Jess Jendi~ flows into commWlities. 

2 For example, from 2<100-2005 (before the run~ to the financial crisis) average quarterly Joan growth was 1.9%. From 
201 1-2016 (after Dodd-Frank and again excluding the impact of the ftnancial crisis where many banks were shrinking) 
avernge quarterly loan growth was only I 'It 

~I American Baiters Association 3 
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Peri1aps the most striking and obvious impact of excessive regulation has been on tl1e rapid 

Cj)nsolidation of the industry. Today, there are fewer tl1an6,000 banks- the fii'St time since the 

1890s. Since Dodd-Frank was enacted 1,976 ballks

or 25% of the urdustry-hOI•e tlisappeared. Certainly, 

oonsolidation would have occurred witl1out Dodd-

Frank, but the i11cretrsed pace of that consolidation 

since it was enacted has been ex1raordinary. More than 

43% of banks under $100 million in assets have 

disappeared, as has 17% ofbanks between $100 

million and Si billion (see Table). ·n1is is a trend that 

<SlOOm 

SIOOm• lb 

l lb · l llb 

>SlOb 

Al8anb 

·lli.!" -4.3.!11 

u" ·11.8" 

19." ll.9ll 

·7.1% 8.611 

·14.1% ·245% 

11~11 continue until some rational changes are made that will provide some relief to America's banks. 

Each and every bank in this country helps fuel our economy. Each has a direct impact on job 

creation, economic growth and prosperity. Community bankers are community leaders. They are 

involved in many local organizations, serve on school and hospital boards, donate thousands of 

volunteer hours to charities- all in addition to the advice they provide to small businesses, families 

and individuals, young and old, aoout their daily financial and banking needs. If this trend oontinues 

unabated, there will be fewer fmancial services in conununities and less economic gro111h. Whether 

intended or not, the Dodd-Frank Act has added fuel to industry oonsolidation, reduced flexibility for 

product oiTerings, and increased tl1e cost of providing financial services- a cost that is ultimately 

oorne by customers. 

This is why it is imperative that Congress take steps to ensure and enhance the banking 

industry's ability to facilitate job creation and eoonomic gro111h through the credit cycle. '01e time to 

address tl1ese issues is now before it becomes impossible to reverse their negative impacts. When a 

bank disappears everyone is afiected. 

In tl1e remainder of my testimony I would like to: (I) provide examples of how the regulatory 

burden has had an impact, and (2) provide details on a few of the many legislative actioos that could 

provide relief to conuuunity banks. 

~I American Baiiers Association 4 
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I. Excrssive Regulation Has Consequences for Banks and Their Communities 

Regulation shapes the way banks do business and can help or hinder the smooth nmctioning of 

the credit cycle and economic expansion. Bank regulatory changes- through each and every law 

and regulation, co11rt case and legal settlement-directly affect the coot of providing banking 

products and services to customers. Even small changes can have a big impact on bank customers 

by reducing credit availability, raising coots and driving consolidation in the industry. Everyone who 

uses banking products or services is touched by changes in bank regulation. Congress can help by 

eliminating utmecessary impediments which negatively in1pact every conmmnity across tlte United 

States. 

The mles in Dodd-Frank have caused some banks to stop offering certain products altogether, 

such as mortgage and otller consumer loans. For example, I recently heard from a bank in Soutl1em 

Califomia tha~ to its great regret, had to end its mortgage loan program. Dodd-Frank's mortgage 

regulations and disclosures meant the bank would ha1•e to purchase ex'Jlensive software to manage 

tl1e new layers of red tape-so expensive, in fact, that tlte bank was going to lose money on every 

single loan. 

Tite fact is tbatmoot community banks are small businesses by any defmitio11 The media11 

sized bank in this cotmiT)• has only# employees. There is simply not enougl1 capacity to read and 

understand what ntles apply (especially as mles are modified); implement, train, and lest for 

compliance with those that do; and still have the time and resources to meet with indi1~duals and 

businesses about their financial needs. Faced with the thousands of new regulations, the economics 

have forced many strong, well-run community banks to sell or merge with another bank. 

Just last year, a banker in the Northeast wrote: 

"Unfortunately we became a victint of Dodd-Frank. 1l1e effects of Dodd-Frank, including 

the TILA-RESPA integration, the pending expansion of HMO A, ability to repay, fom:d

placed hazard insurance requirements, plus other regulatory issues such as the pending 

overdrafts rules, restrictions on small dollar lending, the military lending mle, the Durbin 

Amendment, etc .. _ resulted in financial projections showing substantial declines in revenues 

and increases in compliance coots, reaching the point that in a few short years an otherwise 

healthy conununity bank with strong capital and satisfactory eamings could no longer meet a 

munber of financial bench-marl<s set by tile regulators. 'Jhese conclusions forced tile bank to 

~I American Baiters Association 5 
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sell now when our shareholders and some of our employees would be less adversely 

affected." 

In May of2016 this bank merged with a much larger bank, resulting in approximately 50% of tire 

employees Iosi11g their jobs, all because of the cumulative impact ofregulatum. Sadly, this is not 

an isolated case. This cannot be what Congress intended when it enacted Dodd-Frank. 

Let me share a few more of the many examples I've he~rd as I travel the country for ABA of 

how bank regulation has impacted consumers across the country: 

J;> One of my colleagues relayed the story of how, in the pre-Dodd-Frank world, a customer of 

hers whoneeded a new backhoe for his contracting business could call her up on a Friday 

night and get a verbal "okay'' from tl1e bank to make the plU'chase at a Saturday morning 

auction, knowing that he could come in first thing on Monday, fi ll out the paperwork, and 

be approved for the loan. She explained how, due to the inflexibility of regulations today, 

this kind of tme relationship-based lending is no longer possible. 

J;> Another $500 million bank in Texas has had to take all lending discretion away from loan 

officers and rely exclusively on a numbers-driven computerized underwriting model for fear 

of inadvertently violating fair lending regulations. As a result, tlrey were forced to tum 

down a 30-yeM customer who has never been late on a payment and who wanted to 

guarantee a loan to fund a new HVAC system to restore heat to his daug)1ter's home. 

Anotl1er customer was denied a loan despite having fully paid 20 loans to the bank. 

J;> In another case, the customer of an Oklahoma bank passed away. The customer's daughter 

had been li11ng with the mother and supplementing her mortgage pa)1nents while she was 

alive. Upon tire mother's death tl1e daughter wanted to remain in the house and continue 

paying the mortgage. 'The daug)tter did not qualify to purchase the home under ability to 

repay standards. l11is left tl1e bank with the choice of foreclosing on the home and evicting 

the daug)tter or ignoring its policy and making a non-QM loan. Instead this bank decided 

to charge ofT the loan- taking an iJ1m1ediate loss- and aU ow the daughter to continue 

making payments on her deceased mother's loan, recapturing portions of the loss as the 

daughter makes mont!IIy payments. 

~ I American Batters Association 6 
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These stories are common at banks across the country. Together, they tell a story where 

regulation has meant product offerin~ are reduced, resources are reallocated to compliance rather 

than services, and good banks are forced to exit the market. ll's the banks' customers who end up 

being hurt by all of these rules. 

II. LegislatiYe Proposals to Impro,·e the Regulatory• Environment and Our Economy 

It is encouraging to he~r la\\,nakers of both parties acknowledge the need for common-sense 

changes-regulatory calibrations that can kick-start our economy while maintaining a financial 

system that is safe, sound and resilient. ABA members have long advocated regulatory relief and 

other proposals that would help us better serve consumers and our local communities. When the full 

potential of America's banks to drive economic growth is realized, our customers, communities and 

country thrive. 

ABA has, and continues to support, several legislative proposals as part of our Blueprint for 

Growth plan that would improve the regulatory enviromnent and our overall economy. For example, 

we strongly support: 

)> TI1e TAILOR Act (S.366), introduoed by Senator Mike Rounds (R -SD), that would 
empower the regulators to "tailor" regulatory actions so tl1at they apply only when required 
by the bank's business model and risk profile. Time and again, I hear from bankers 
wondering why the complex set of rules, reporting requirements, and testing that are 
imposed upon the largest, most diverse and global institutions become the standard applied 
to the smaller conummity banks in the country. The key to changing the consolidation trend 
is to stop treating all banks as if tl1ey were the largest and most complex institutions. 
Financial regulation and exan1ination should not be one-size-fits-all. 

l> The Federal Savings Association Charter Flexibility Act (S. 567), bipartisan legislation 
sponsored by Senators Jerry Moran (R-KS) and Heidi Heitkamp ([).NO), that would 
provide thrifts witl1 additional flexibility to adapt to and better me~l the needs of changing 
economic conditions and business enviromnents of their communities. 

)> Bipartisan legislation (S. 828) introduced by Senators Mike Rounds (R-SD) and Mark 
Warner (D· VA) that would expand banks' abilities to count municipal securities as high· 
quality liquid assets tu1der the Liquidity Coverage Ratio. This legislation could be improved 
by removing sin1ilar in1pediments that discourage banks from taking municipal deposits. 

)> S. 1139, introduoed by Sens. Jon Tester, Jerry ~·loran, and Heidi Heitkamp would provide 
relief from the Dodd-frank Act stress tests, reducing the mandated frequency of testing for 
all institutions and removing many from the stress test process altogether. The Dodd-Frank 
Act, without real anal~~is, inserted artificial asset thresholds witl1in the regulatory system. 
ABA has long sought refonn of the stress test process as this imposes excessively heavy 

~ I American Baiters Association 
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burdens on institutions for which stress tests are superfluous or not well suited. Tire 
legislation takes a critical first step to refom1 this process and we urge the Committee do 
more to broaden ~lis relief even ftuther. 

) Legislation that streamlines the mles for CtUTency Transaction Reporting (CTR) by 
establishing an exception for very well-ioJOI\11 customers and raising the current threshold 
for filings from SIO,OOO to S20,000. 

J> Bills and legislative proposals that would improve the regulatory enviromnent and enable 
banks to better serve their conummities by: raising the threshold for small bank holding 
company relief from $1 billion to at least SS billion (S. 1284); providing relief for mortgage 
servicing rights and tmst preferred securities from Basel III capital requirements; creating a 
mutual bank certificate to help mutual institutions raise capital; and providing relief from 
regulatory re~uirements penalizing custody banks for taking deposits. 

We hope that ~1ese bills can receive consideration by your Committee, ei~1er as part of this process 

or separately. As ABA noted in our April l2, 2017, Jetter to you Mr. Chainnan and Ranking 

Member Brown, there are several additional proposals that we believe could both receive bipartisan 

support and achieve your goals of economic growth and comnnmity development. Specifically: 

Increa~ Mortgage Lending 

Existing mortgage mles are too restrictive and have made it diftlcult, and in some cases 

in1possible, for creditworthy borrowers~specially low-income families- to obtain safe and sound 

loans from portfolio lenders. 'lbe complex and liability-laden maze of compliance has made home 

loan origination more difficul!, especially for borrowers witl1 little or weak credit history. Over

regulation of the mortgage market has reduced credit available to bank customers, raised tire cost of 

sen• ices, and limited bank products. It is no wonder that the housing market- which drives much of 

our economy- has as taken so long to regain any momentlmJ. 

This concept has been supported by members on both sides of this committee and members of 

the House. ABA has long advocated for legislation that would lr~al any loan made by an insured 

depository and held in t!Jallender's portfolio as compliant with the Ability to Repay and Qualified 

Mortgage (QM) requirements. Loans held in portfolio are, by their very nature, loans which can be 

repaid because the bank takes aU the risk that the loan might default. These loans must be 

conservatively underwritten to protect the safety and soundness of the bank. Simply put: a bank 

would not stay in business very long if it made and held loans on their books that cannot be repaid. 

~ I American Baiters Association 8 
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Effective Bank Supenision and Regulation 

There is a growing recognition of a bad tit in appl}~ng some regulations across the whole range 

of the very diverse American banking industry. Our industry is composed of small , midsize, 

regional and large banks; some with state charters, some wi1h national charters, some that are 

conuuercial banks, others savings associations, some that are publicly owned, others family owned, 

:md still others that are nnrtually owned by their customers. Others are diverse by their 

specia.lization, from agriculture banks, to trust companies, to wealth management, to banks that 

emphasize business lending, among others. The one-size-tits-all regulatory approach is the most 

notorious problem, but there can ~ an equally bad tit with regulations that are applied based upon 

size thresholds, such as labeling all banks with $50 billion in assets as "Sy~temically Important 

Financial hlStitutions" or SIFls, or the host of new regulatory requirements that hit a bank when it 

crosses the S 10 billion asset threshold. 

Wl1at is needed is an overall principle for how we apply bank regulation. If we do not get it 

right, then we end up misappl}~ng the regulations, which harms banks' ability to serve their 

customers, while providing suboptimal regulatory results. l11e overall trend of bank regulation in 

the last several years has been to standardize or homogenize the industry, making banks look more 

and more alike, when in fact we have a highly diversified industry necessary for a highly diversified 

Sl9 trillion economy. 

ABA believes tl1at the best solution is to tailor regulations according to the risks and business 

model of the bank. l11is will be the most comprehensive road to successful bank regulation. It 

encourages diversity of business models while pro,~ ding a regulatory program most adapted to the 

risks of each bank. 

Modernize Regul:1tions that Prevent Acce.ptance of Stable Deposits 

The FDIC has detem1ined that certain traditional deposit accounts are considered to~ 

"brokered deposits" and subjects them to supervisory limits and additional deposit insurance 

assessments. lbesc restrictions and additional costs have limited the access of banks, including 

community banks, to a stable source of deposits that would increase liquidity. l11is unnecessarily 

limits the funding banks can make available for lending to small businesses and consumers. 

Legislation is needed to direct the FDIC to clarify that traditional deposit aocount products 

~I American Baiters Association 9 
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involving a direct, continuing relationship between a customer and an insured depository institution 

are not brokered deposits. 

Create CFPB Ad,isory Opinion Process 

Innovation and consumer protection in financial products and services is currently hampered 

because ~Jere is no effective way to obtain an advanced ruling from ~1e Consumer Financial 

Protection Bureau ("Bure~u'') regarding whether or not a proposed product or service woold 

confonn or would potentially violate the federal consmner laws. This lack of legal and regulatory 

certainty chills im10vation and prevents consumers from benefitting from such products and services 

and hanns economic gro111lt 

bmovators and CFPB staff do not have a means to Connally review a product before it reaches 

consumers, which unnecessarily delays important consumer protection conversations until a costly 

enforcement action is potentially undertaken. This reactionary posture creates an infom1ation 

vacuwn, depriving U.movators of vital compliance infom1ation and preventing CFPB staff from 

staying abreast of emerging consumer product trends- knowledge which is important to their 

effectiveness as a regulator. 

Legislation is needed that directs the Bureau to establish a formal process for iruJovators to 

voluntarily ask for an opinion on whether a proposed product or service would confom1 or violate 

federal consumer law. The Bureau's opinion should be one that can be relied upon by the innovator 

making tl1e inquiry as an officiali11terpretation of the applicable underlyil1g federal consumer law. 

Joint CFPB Small Business Administrntion Study and Recommendations on Collection of 

Minority and Women-owned Business Loan Data 

Section 1071 of the Dodd-Frank Act requires the Bureau to prescribe rules for collecting and 

reporting data on lending to minority-owned and women-owned small businesses. Unfortunately, 

this HMDA-like data collection over-simplifies the nature of the small business lending 

environment, and will mislead conummity leaders, government entities and creditors from 

identifying the business and community development needs and opportunities for local small 

businesses. Moreover, there has been no analysis of whether this new data collection duplic~tes 

existing data on small business lending collected by the Small Business Administration (SBA) and 

the banking agencies pursuant to the Community Reinvestment Act. 

~I American Baiters Association 10 
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Perhaps most troubling is there bas been no anal}sis of its impact on economic growth given 

the potential negative effects this may have on what loans are made or not made in a local 

conununity. The considerable burdens associated will1 this data collection and reporting regime 

would add significant costs and red tape to small business lending. discouraging a primary engine 

for economic gro\\1h. Moreo,•er, the majority of small business lending is originated by community 

and mid-size banks, which try to adapt to the needs and circumstances of individual borrowers. 

Compliance with this nile, however, will impede this individualized approach due to potential fair 

lending liability concems. This will inevitably lead to the homogenization of small business loans, 

which will hurt small businesses and the banks that want to serve them. Titis would be 

countcrproductive to the provision's underlying goal of facilitating increased credit access and 

economic growth. 

To correct litis, the Bureau and the Small Business Administration (SBA) should be required

before the Bureau is authorized to prescribe any rule for collecting and reporting loan data- to 

conduct a joint-study to detemtine whether the proposed collection would be duplicative of existing 

data collections and to detennine whether the costs for such data collection exceed the potential 

benefits. Tile agencies should also be required to submit a report to Congress on their findings along 

with their recommendations, if any, for prescribing rules for the collection and reporting of 

minority-0\\1Jed and women-owned small business loan data. 

Ensure proper oversight of the CFPB 

As mentioned earlier, ABA members support strong consumer protection. Consumers are our 

cnstomers, and we need to eam their trust every day to stay in business. We believe the CFPB is 

making important contributions to consumer protection, but we also believe the bureau needs more 

accountability. ABA bas long supported the conm1ission concept and believes tl1at a conunission 

stnJC.turc is appropriate to address the c~1rcmely broad a1nhority of the Bureau 's Director. We 

believe tl1at the commission approach would broaden the perspective on any rulemaking and 

enforcement activity of the Bureau, and it would provide needed balance and appropriate checks in 

the exerc-ise of the Bureau's authority. We urge Congress to require the commission to include 

members with consumer finance business experience and direc-t safety and soundness regulatory 

expertise. We belie\"e this e~'Pertise provides an important and necessary perspective as standards 

are set and enforcement activities are undertaken. 

~ I American Baiters Association 11 
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Conclusion 

Rules and requirements StUTOtmd every bank activity. When it works well, bank regulation 

helps ensure the safety and sotnJdness of the overall banking system. When it does no~ it constricts 

the natural cycle of facilitating credit,job gro111h and economic expansion. Finding the right 

balance is key to encouraging growth and prosperity as unnecessary regulatory requirements lead to 

inefficiencies and higher expenses which reduce resources devoted to lending and investment. 

Without reasonable and rational refonn, we will never realize the thousands of businesses tbat 

could be started or scaled, the hwtdreds of thousands of homes that could be built ru1d purchased and 

the millions offinrutcial dreruns that could come tme but won't because they don't fit into the 

tumecessarily restrictive boxes our polic}makers have contrived. 

Community bru1ks have been the backbone of hometowns across America. Our presence in 

small towns and large cities everywhere means we have a personal stake in the economic growth, 

health, and vitality of nearly every community. A brutk's presence is a symbol of hope, a vote of 

confidence in a town's future. When a bru1k sets down roots, communities thrive. 

By eliminating unnecessary impediments to the natural credit cycle, Congress can help stem the 

tide of community bank consolidation driven by these unnecessary impediments which negatively 

impact every conununity across the United States. 

~I American Baiters Association 12 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEVE GROOMS 
PRESIDENT AND CEO, 1ST LIBERTY FEDERAL CREDIT UNION, 

ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FEDERALLY INSURED CREDIT UNIONS 

JUNE 8, 2017 

Introduction 
Good morning, Chairman Crapo, Ranking Member Brown and Members of the 

Committee. My name is Steve Grooms and I serve as the President/CEO of 1st Lib-
erty Federal Credit Union in Great Falls, Montana. I am testifying today on behalf 
of the National Association of Federally Insured Credit Unions (NAFCU). Thank 
you for holding this important hearing today on ways to help community financial 
institutions foster economic growth. 

I have 34 years of experience in the credit union industry, including the last 17 
as the President/CEO of 1st Liberty Federal Credit Union. 1st Liberty FCU is a 
$170 million Federal credit union with over 17,000 members. It has seven branch 
offices and serves as the on-base credit union for Malmstrom AFB. In addition 1st 
Liberty FCU is located in the communities of Grand Forks, North Dakota and North 
Central Montana serving members of Grand Forks AFB, and the communities of 
Grand Forks, Conrad, and Cut Bank, Montana. 

As you may know, NAFCU is the only national organization that exclusively rep-
resents the interests of the Nation’s federally insured credit unions at the Federal 
level. NAFCU is celebrating its 50th anniversary this year. NAFCU member credit 
unions collectively account for approximately 70 percent of the assets of federally 
insured credit unions. NAFCU and the entire credit union community appreciate 
the opportunity to participate in this discussion on fostering economic growth. 
Background on Credit Unions 

Historically, credit unions have served a unique function in the delivery of essen-
tial financial services to American consumers. Established by an Act of Congress in 
1934, the Federal credit union system was created, and has been recognized, as a 
way to promote thrift and to make financial services available to all Americans, 
many of whom may otherwise have limited access to such services. Congress estab-
lished credit unions as an alternative to banks and to meet a precise public need— 
a niche that credit unions still fill today. 

Every credit union, regardless of size, is a cooperative institution organized ‘‘for 
the purpose of promoting thrift among its members and creating a source of credit 
for provident or productive purposes.’’ (12 USC 1752(1)). While over 80 years have 
passed since the Federal Credit Union Act (FCUA) was signed into law, two funda-
mental principles regarding the operation of credit unions remain every bit as im-
portant today as in 1934: 

• credit unions remain wholly committed to providing their members with effi-
cient, low-cost, personal financial service; and 

• credit unions continue to emphasize traditional cooperative values such as de-
mocracy and volunteerism. 

Credit unions are not banks. The Nation’s approximately 6,000 federally insured 
credit unions serve a different purpose and have a fundamentally different structure 
than banks. Credit unions exist solely for the purpose of providing financial services 
to their members, while banks aim to make a profit for a limited number of share-
holders. As owners of cooperative financial institutions united by a common bond, 
all credit union members have an equal say in the operation of their credit union— 
‘‘one member, one vote’’—regardless of the dollar amount they have on account. Fur-
thermore, unlike their counterparts at banks and thrifts, Federal credit union direc-
tors generally serve without remuneration—a fact epitomizing the true ‘‘volunteer 
spirit’’ permeating the credit union community. 

Credit unions have always been some of the most highly regulated of all financial 
institutions, facing restrictions on who they can serve and their ability to raise cap-
ital. There are many consumer protections built into the Federal Credit Union Act, 
such as the only Federal usury ceiling on financial institutions and the prohibition 
on prepayment penalties that other institutions have often used to bait and trap 
consumers into high cost products. 

Despite the fact that credit unions are already heavily regulated, were not the 
cause of the financial crisis, and actually helped blunt the crisis by continuing to 
lend to credit worthy consumers during difficult times, they are still firmly within 
the regulatory reach of the Dodd-Frank Act, including all rules promulgated by the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB). 
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The growing regulatory burden on credit unions was demonstrated by a recent 
NAFCU survey of our membership that found that nearly 97 percent of respondents 
were spending more time on regulatory compliance issues than they did in 2009. 
In addition to hiring new compliance personnel, many credit unions have reported 
that noncompliance staff are regularly called upon to help with the compliance 
workload. In fact, another recent survey found that over 70 percent of respondents 
have had noncompliance staff members take on compliance-related duties due to the 
increasing regulatory burden. This highlights the fact that many noncompliance 
staff are forced to take time away from serving members to spend time on compli-
ance issues. Most credit unions have limited staff to tackle their daily challenges, 
and often find themselves in a situation where compliance, not service, becomes the 
main focus. Every dollar, or hour, spent on compliance is time or money taken away 
from member service, additional loans, or better rates. 

At 1st Liberty, we conservatively estimate that our compliance costs have in-
creased by over $350,000 since 2009. While that may not seem like a lot to Wash-
ington bureaucrats, it is a lot in Great Falls, Montana. These costs come from hiring 
new compliance employees, dealing with third-party vendors, increased software 
costs, as well as time and training for our staff. As regulation increases compliance 
costs smaller credit unions like mine are having an increasingly difficult time sur-
viving. We’ve had to shut down three branches in the last 4 years because of in-
creased costs and tighter margins. Many other smaller credit unions have been 
merged into larger credit unions, and, while their members maintain the credit 
union benefits, relationship banking found in towns like Great Falls and Grand 
Forks is lost. 

Lawmakers and regulators readily agree that credit unions did not participate in 
the reckless activities that led to the financial crisis, so they shouldn’t be caught 
in the crosshairs of regulations aimed at those entities that did. Unfortunately, that 
has not been the case thus far. Accordingly, finding ways to cut-down on burden-
some and unnecessary regulations and compliance costs is a chief priority of 
NAFCU members. 
Regulatory Environment and Economic Growth 

NAFCU has always believed that credit unions play an essential and vital role 
in the economic health of local economies. This was again demonstrated during the 
recent financial crisis when credit unions were able to continue to lend and help 
credit-worthy consumers and small businesses during difficult times, often when no 
one else would. Despite the fact that credit unions played no part in causing the 
financial crisis, they are still heavily regulated and affected by many of the rules 
meant for those entities that did. 

During the consideration of financial reform, NAFCU was concerned about the 
possibility of overregulation of good actors such as credit unions, and this is why 
NAFCU was the only credit union trade association to oppose the CFPB having au-
thority over credit unions. Unfortunately, many of our concerns about the increased 
regulatory burdens that credit unions would face under the CFPB have proven true. 
As expected, the breadth and pace of the CFPB’s rulemaking is troublesome, and 
the unprecedented new compliance burden placed on credit unions has been im-
mense. NAFCU continues to believe that credit unions should be exempted from 
CFPB rulemaking, with authority returned to the National Credit Union Adminis-
tration (NCUA). As you examine the Federal financial regulatory system, we urge 
you to support such a reform. 

The impact of the growing compliance burden is evident in the declining number 
of credit unions. Since the second quarter of 2010, we have lost more than 1,500 
federally insured credit unions—over 20 percent of the industry. The overwhelming 
majority of these were smaller institutions below $100 million in assets. While it 
is true that there has been a historical consolidation trend in the industry, the pas-
sage of the Dodd-Frank Act has accelerated this trend. The fact is that many small-
er institutions simply cannot keep up with the new regulatory tide and have had 
to merge out of business or close their doors. This is why regulatory relief remains 
a top priority for our Nation’s credit unions and a key to the continuation of rela-
tionship banking in the communities where my credit union operates. 

We are pleased to see Senators recognizing this need and introducing regulatory 
relief packages to help community financial institutions. An example is S. 1002, The 
Community Lending Enhancement and Regulatory Relief Act of 2017 (CLEAR Relief 
Act), introduced by Senators Moran, Tester, Heitkamp and Tillis. This regulatory 
relief package is a positive first step for community institutions. Section 3 on escrow 
requirements, section 4 on QM relief and section 6 on TILA/RESPA relief would 
have benefits to credit unions and their members. Should this legislation move 
forward, we would also urge you to include the additional provisions from the 
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House-introduced version of this legislation, H.R. 2133, from Representative Blaine 
Leutkemeyer. Including this language would provide additional and meaningful re-
lief to credit unions on mortgage lending and capital requirements, in addition to 
regulatory relief and greater clarity from the CFPB. 

Tenets of a Healthy and Appropriate Regulatory Environment for Credit 
Unions 

NAFCU believes a healthy and appropriate environment is important for credit 
unions to thrive. History has shown that a robust and thriving credit union industry 
is good for our Nation’s economy, as credit unions fill a need for consumers and 
small businesses in the financial services marketplace that may otherwise not be 
met by other institutions. 

There are some basic tenets of a healthy and appropriate regulatory environment 
that NAFCU supports: 

NAFCU supports a regulatory environment that allows credit unions to 
grow. NAFCU believes that there must be a regulatory environment that neither 
stifles innovation nor discourages credit unions from providing consumers and small 
businesses with access to credit. This includes the ability of credit unions to estab-
lish healthy fields of membership that are not limited by outdated laws or regu-
latory red tape. It also includes modernized capital standards for credit unions that 
reflect the realities of the 21st century financial marketplace. 

NAFCU supports appropriate, tailored regulation for credit unions and 
relief from growing regulatory burdens. Credit unions are swamped by an ever- 
increasing regulatory burden from the CFPB, often on rules that are targeting bad 
actors and not community institutions. NAFCU supports cost-benefit analysis in 
regulation, and wants to ensure that we have an effective regulatory environment 
where positive regulations may be easily implemented and negative ones may be 
quickly eliminated. NAFCU also believes that enforcement orders from regulators 
should not take the place of regulation or agency guidance to provide clear rules of 
the road. 

NAFCU supports a fair playing field. NAFCU believes that credit unions 
should have as many opportunities as banks and nonregulated entities to 
provide provident credit to our Nations’ consumers. NAFCU wants to ensure 
that all similarly situated depositories follow the same rules of the road and unregu-
lated entities, such as payday lenders, do not escape oversight. We also believe that 
there should be a Federal regulatory structure for nonbank financial services mar-
ket players that do not have a prudential regulator, including emerging Fintech 
companies. 

NAFCU supports transparency and independent oversight. NAFCU be-
lieves regulators need to be transparent in their actions, with the opportunity for 
public input, and should respect possible different viewpoints. We believe a bipar-
tisan commission structure is the best form of regulatory governance for inde-
pendent agencies, and all stakeholders should be able to have input into the regu-
latory process. 

NAFCU supports a strong, independent NCUA as the primary regulator 
for credit unions. NAFCU believes that the National Credit Union Administration 
is best situated with the knowledge and expertise to regulate credit unions due to 
their unique nature. The current structure of NCUA, including a 3-person board, 
has a track record of success. NCUA should be the sole regulator for credit unions 
and work with other regulators on joint rulemaking when appropriate. Congress 
should make sure that NCUA has the tools and powers that it needs to effectively 
regulate the industry. 

Ideas to Help Foster Economic Growth 
We need both congressional and regulatory action under each of these tenets to 

help credit unions and the communities that they serve. Action to reduce and 
streamline unnecessary regulatory burdens will help credit unions, and all commu-
nity financial institutions, foster economic growth. The next several pages of my tes-
timony will outline areas under each of these tenets where legislative or regulatory 
action can help foster economic growth. 

A. Credit Unions Need an Environment to Thrive and Grow 
Credit unions play a key role in providing consumers and small businesses access 

to credit, often when others will not. These are areas where action will help credit 
unions: 

• Improvements to Field-of-Membership Restrictions for Credit Unions 
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While NCUA has taken recent steps on the regulatory side, NAFCU believes there 
should be improvements to the Federal Credit Union Act to help enhance the 
Federal credit union charter. First, a series of improvements should be made to the 
field of membership (FOM) restrictions that credit unions face expanding the cri-
teria for defining ‘‘urban’’ and ‘‘rural.’’ Furthermore, the Federal Credit Union Act 
should be updated to allow voluntary mergers involving multiple common bond cred-
it unions and to allow credit unions that convert to community charters to retain 
their current select employee groups (SEGs). Additionally, the word ‘‘local’’ should 
be removed from the phrase ‘‘well-defined, local community’’ in Section 109(b)(3) of 
the Federal Credit Union Act. 

Second, all credit unions, regardless of charter type, should be allowed to add un-
derserved areas to their field of membership. 

Third, the NCUA should have authority to grant parity to a Federal credit union 
on a broader State rule, if such a shift would allow them to better serve their mem-
bers and continue to protect the National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund. 

• Capital Reforms for Credit Unions 
NAFCU believes that capital standards for credit unions should be modernized to 

reflect the realities of the 21st century financial marketplace. As Congress examines 
and considers modernizing capital standards for community banks, modernizing 
credit union capital standards must be part of the discussion. 

First, a true risk-based capital system for credit unions that more accurately re-
flects a credit union’s risk profile should be authorized by Congress. As part of this 
effort, NAFCU supports suspending the implementation of NCUA’s recent risk- 
based capital rule, to allow the new leadership at the agency time to review the rule 
and request any statutory changes that the agency deems necessary to institute a 
capital system for credit unions that accurately accounts for risk. NAFCU continues 
to advocate for NCUA to revisit and reconsider the agency’s approach to its risk- 
based capital (RBC) rule, currently set to take effect on January 1, 2019. We were 
pleased to see in the recent EGRPRA report, Acting Chairman J. Mark McWatters 
specifically noted risk-based capital as an area NCUA plans to ‘‘substantially re-
vise’’—which NAFCU strongly supports. 

Second, the NCUA should be given the authority to allow supplemental capital 
accounts for credit unions that meet certain standards. 

• Allow Credit Unions to Meet the Needs of Small Businesses 
A critical step to foster economic growth in local communities is for Congress to 

modify the arbitrary and outdated credit union member business lending (MBL) cap. 
This can be done by raising the current 12.25 percent limit to 27.5 percent for credit 
unions that meet certain criteria or by raising the outdated ‘‘definition’’ of a MBL 
from last century’s $50,000 to a new 21st century standard of $250,000, with index-
ing for inflation to prevent future erosion. Furthermore, MBLs made to veterans, 
nonprofit religious organizations, businesses in ‘‘underserved areas,’’ 1–4 non-owner 
occupied homes, or small businesses with fewer than 20 employees should be given 
special exemptions from the arbitrary cap. 
B. Credit Unions Need Appropriate, Tailored Regulation and Relief from 

Growing Regulatory Burdens 
Credit unions did not cause the financial crisis, but have been victims in the new 

tide of regulations aimed at those institutions who did, with over 1,500 institutions 
disappearing since the passage of the Dodd-Frank Act, primarily due to the new reg-
ulatory burdens. Many credit unions have limited compliance teams and, even if 
they are doing nothing wrong, burdens can stem from the necessity to read thou-
sands of pages of regulation and analysis just to figure out that they are already 
in compliance or how to use some formula to see if a rule applies to them. 

NAFCU believes that, given their unique nature, all credit unions should be ex-
empt from CFPB rulemaking and examination authority, with NCUA once again 
given authority to write all rules for credit unions, tailoring new proposals to meet 
the special nature of the credit union industry. One way to do this would be to ex-
pand on S. 923, the Reforming Finance for Local Economies Act, introduced by Sen-
ator Kennedy, that exempts financial institutions under $10 billion from CFPB 
rules, to include all credit unions. 

Short of that, there are other steps which Congress can take to help: 
• Provide Greater Clarity to CFPB’s 1022 Exemption Authority 
Congress should modify Section 1022 of the Dodd-Frank Act to specify the ability 

of the CFPB to exempt credit unions from CFPB rules. NAFCU believes Section 
1022 currently gives the CFPB broad exemption authority to exempt classes of 
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institutions, including credit unions, from CFPB rules on a case-by-case basis. We 
believe that this was also the congressional intent of this provision. However, CFPB 
Director Richard Cordray has testified before Congress that he believes he does not 
have the authority to outright exempt credit unions from various CFPB rules under 
Section 1022. This failure of the Bureau to provide outright exemptions for credit 
unions to various rules, has greatly increased the compliance burden on the credit 
union industry, as credit unions are now forced to spend time and resources review-
ing rules to see if they meet any arbitrary exemption threshold the Bureau may set. 
Time and money spent on this effort takes away from economic benefits that credit 
unions could be providing to their members. 

Last year, a bipartisan group of 70 Senators sent a letter to Director Cordray urg-
ing him to do more with the authority under Section 1022 to reduce the burden on 
community institutions such as credit unions. We would urge you to adopt legisla-
tion to clarify the ability of the CFPB to specifically exempt credit unions from a 
CFPB rule. We were also pleased to see a May 24, 2017, letter from Acting NCUA 
Chairman McWatters to CFPB Director Richard Cordray urging CFPB to make 
greater use of its 1022 authority when it comes to credit unions. 

• Require the CFPB to Better Tailor Regulations and Subject Them to 
Review 

NAFCU supports measures that would require the CFPB to better tailor its regu-
lations. Despite credit unions being smaller and less risky than mega banks, they 
have too often found themselves subject to burdensome new regulations designed for 
big banks, and this has a negative impact on their ability to serve their members 
and foster economic development. This is why we support S. 366, the Taking Ac-
count of Institutions with Low Operation Risk (TAILOR) Act (introduced by Senator 
Rounds) and S. 21, the Regulations From the Executive in Need of Scrutiny 
(REINS) Act (introduced by Senator Paul), as well as subjecting the CFPB to the 
Economic Growth and Regulatory Paperwork Reduction Act (EGRPRA) review. 

• Hold Regulators Accountable for Cost and Compliance Burden Esti-
mates 

Cost and time burden estimates issued by regulators such as NCUA and CFPB 
are often grossly understated. Unfortunately, there often is never any effort to go 
back and review these estimates for accuracy once a proposal is final. We believe 
Congress should require periodic reviews of ‘‘actual’’ regulatory burdens of finalized 
rules and ensure agencies remove or amend those rules that vastly underestimated 
the compliance burden. A recent survey of NAFCU’s membership found that over 
55 percent of credit unions believe compliance cost estimates from NCUA and the 
CFPB are lower than they are when the credit union actually has to implement the 
proposal. 

We believe Congress should use their oversight authority to require regulators to 
provide specific details on how they determined their assumptions in their cost esti-
mates when submitting those estimates to OMB and publishing them with proposed 
rules. It is important that regulators be held to a standard that recognizes that bur-
dens at a financial institution go well beyond additional recordkeeping. 

Finally, there are some other areas where the CFPB has been active that are of 
growing concern to credit unions: 
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) 

NAFCU and our members support the intended purpose of HMDA, which is to 
promote fair lending and ensure that consumers receive equitable access to credit 
in the housing market. Yet the CFPB’s Final Rule is not entirely suitable for achiev-
ing this statutory purpose, particularly where data collection demands are so costly 
that they impede lending activity. Furthermore, NAFCU’s concerns regarding the 
Final Rule remain largely unaddressed, and a recent proposal making technical re-
visions to Regulation C does little to mitigate the burdens arising from collection 
of increasingly granular HMDA data points. While NAFCU has appreciated the Bu-
reau’s efforts to offer technical corrections and additional clarifications, the proposed 
amendments do not offset the tremendous operational challenges created by the 
Final Rule. 

Under current reporting thresholds, the collection of a vastly expanded HMDA 
dataset from credit unions that do not originate a significant number of home mort-
gage loans would be counterproductive and ultimately harm access to credit. Accord-
ingly, NAFCU urges the Bureau to consider amendments that would raise the re-
porting threshold for close-end mortgage loans in Section 1003.2(g) of the Final 
Rule. 
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NAFCU believes that by raising the reporting threshold, smaller credit unions 
will be spared unreasonable compliance costs that would otherwise impact their ca-
pacity to originate affordable mortgages. Furthermore, NAFCU believes that the 
minimal data received from institutions reporting just above the thresholds in Sec-
tion 1003.2(g) would be statistically insignificant and yield minimal insight about 
the communities they serve. NAFCU believes that the resources of small lenders 
should be spent in their communities, originating the loans that members need 
rather than satiating the CFPB’s appetite for data. 

We are also concerned that the vastly expanded HMDA data collection raises seri-
ous privacy considerations. HMDA reports currently include the name of the credit 
union, mortgage amount, year of transaction, and census tract of the property. This 
information already provides an opportunity to identify the majority of mortgagors 
being reported under HMDA. Because there is little privacy protection in HMDA 
data—and because the Bureau has so far offered only future assurances that a bal-
ancing test will be developed to determine the extent of public disclosure—adding 
more sensitive and nonpublic information, such as debt-to-income ratios, credit 
scores, creditworthiness, or borrower age, will leave members less secure and poten-
tially more vulnerable to targeted scams. NAFCU asks that the Bureau provide 
clarification as soon as possible about how data security concerns will be mitigated 
through controls on public disclosure of HMDA data. 

NAFCU believes the Bureau has failed to adequately consider the net cost of re-
quiring credit unions that originate relatively few mortgage loans to expend consid-
erable resources on reporting new data that would not aid in fulfilling the statutory 
objectives of HMDA. Additionally, the CFPB has not provided satisfactory 
justification for requiring collection of new data points that were not specifically 
mandated by the Dodd-Frank Act. Although there may be academic interest in nu-
merous, marginally significant data points, the Bureau has yet to show that these 
inputs actually achieve HMDA’s stated purpose, which is to ensure fair lending and 
nondiscrimination in the housing market. We agree with Acting NCUA Chairman 
McWatters’ request of the CFPB to use its authority to exempt credit unions from 
these additional data points. 

One approach to providing relief on the HMDA issue would be to pass the Home 
Mortgage Disclosure Adjustment Act, offered by several Members of this Committee, 
to raise the HMDA reporting threshold to 500 loans for both closed-end mortgage 
loans and open-end lines of credit. The new HMDA reporting requirements will be 
especially burdensome on smaller credit unions like mine, and that is why we also 
would support the CFPB delaying implementation of the new rule while giving Con-
gress a chance to review it. 
Qualified Mortgages 

The CFPB has issued a final rule that imposes requirements on credit unions to 
assess and verify a borrower’s ability to repay a mortgage loan before extending the 
loan. In that same rule, the CFPB defined ‘‘qualified mortgage’’ and extended safe 
harbor legal protections to mortgages that meet the definition. Many financial insti-
tutions have decided to extend only mortgages that meet the definition of safe har-
bor ‘‘qualified mortgage’’ as they are concerned that they will not be able to sell non-
qualified mortgages and are worried about the legal and regulatory risks associated 
with extending nonqualified mortgages. At 1st Liberty, even though we are small 
enough to be exempt, we still limit our loans to 43 percent debt-to-income ratio be-
cause of concerns about liability. 

NAFCU believes the definition of qualified mortgage must be revised in a number 
of ways to reduce the enormous negative impact the rule places on credit unions 
and their members, in particular the debt-to-income (DTI) threshold (43 percent of 
the total loan) and the inclusion of affiliate fees in the calculation of points and fees. 
While the CFPB finalized a cure for unintentional points and fees overages, NAFCU 
still believes a legislative change may be necessary to resolve the issue. We also 
support legislation to create a safe-harbor for mortgage loans held in portfolio at 
credit unions. 
Small Business Data Collection 

Section 1071 of the Dodd-Frank Act assigns the CFPB the responsibility to issue 
implementing regulations for collection of small business loan data. In general, Sec-
tion 1071 aims to facilitate enforcement of fair lending laws and enable commu-
nities, businesses and other entities to better identify the needs of women-owned, 
minority-owned, and small businesses. Section 1071 requires financial institutions 
to collect and report information to the CFPB using systems and procedures similar 
to those currently used in connection with the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act 
(HMDA). 
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While NAFCU acknowledges that taken on its own, Section 1071 is a well-inten-
tioned provision, but when added to other laws and regulations, future implementa-
tion of this provision could negatively impact credit unions originating MBLs and 
other commercial loans. A disclosure regime similar to HMDA could increase MBL 
underwriting costs and necessitate substantially increased spending on compliance 
resources. Furthermore, if the ultimate aim of Section 1071 is to promote small 
business lending, then credit unions have already achieved great success. For exam-
ple, credit union small business loan growth has dramatically outpaced banks both 
during and after the financial crisis. Credit unions have maintained strong small 
business loan growth despite field of membership and other statutory restrictions; 
however, this trend may experience disruption if the CFPB sees fit to impose addi-
tional regulatory burdens. 

NAFCU is also concerned that future implementation of Section 1071 may yield 
confusing information about credit unions and further restrict lending activity as a 
result of increased compliance costs. Credit unions serve distinct fields of member-
ship, and as a result, institution-level data related to women-owned, minority- 
owned, and small business lending substantially differs in relation to other lenders. 
Given the unique characteristics of credit unions and the limits placed on member 
business loans (MBLs), the CFPB should seek to exempt credit unions from any fu-
ture rulemaking that compels disclosure of business loan information. We believe 
it is important that Congress be prepared to step in and legislate in this area if nec-
essary. 
C. There Must be a Fair Playing Field in Financial Services 

As Congress looks at measures to foster economic growth, it is important the any 
legislative package be balanced in addressing needs of credit unions and community 
banks. Capital relief provisions for banks should be paired with capital relief provi-
sions for credit unions. Business lending provisions for banks should be paired with 
business lending relief provisions for credit unions. Credit unions want to do their 
share for economic growth, and they want to ensure that there is a proper regu-
latory environment for all players in the financial services and payments realm. 

• Provide Credit Unions Parity in the Treatment of Residential Loans 
One easy step to provide parity in business lending relief is in the treatment of 

certain residential loans. NAFCU urges you to exempt loans for one- to four-unit 
non-owner occupied dwellings from the credit union member business lending (MBL) 
definition. This idea was recently introduced as bipartisan legislation, S. 836, the 
Credit Union Residential Loan Parity Act, by Senators Ron Wyden and Lisa Mur-
kowski, which would allow credit unions to treat loans that qualify for the exemp-
tion as residential loans with lower interest rates—similar to how banks make those 
same loans—and not have to count them toward their MBL cap. This would free 
up capital for additional lending and help foster economic growth. 

• Payday Lenders Need To Be Regulated; Credit Unions Need Flexibility 
to Help 

The concept of a fair playing field also applies when dealing with regulated finan-
cial institutions and unregulated entities, who should not be let off the hook as part 
of regulatory relief. 

A prime example is payday lending. NAFCU believes that unregulated actors in 
this area need to be regulated, but that flexibility should be provided to regulated 
entities that offer regulated products to meet demand. At 1st Liberty, we were able 
to help a veteran who was struggling financially and had gotten into trouble with 
payday lenders. He had already filed bankruptcy and had been in debt to nine dif-
ferent payday lenders for the last 5 years when he came to us. He wasn’t even a 
member yet. He had $500 loans with each lender, was paying them $10 every week 
each to roll the debt another week, he had paid them roughly $21,600 already and 
had not reduced the principle balance on any of them. 

Based on his circumstances, he did not qualify for a loan, but based on what we 
do to try to help members where we are able, he needed our help fast. We were 
able to set up a signature loan for $4,500 to be paid off over 3 years at a 12 percent 
interest rate (unsecured rate) with payments of $150 month. We had to go outside 
of our policies to deal with his unique circumstance—a prime example of why credit 
unions need to have regulatory flexibility to serve the needs of their members. 

In July, 2016, the CFPB published a proposed rule for Payday, Vehicle Title, and 
Certain High Cost Installment Loans. NAFCU maintains serious concerns about 
this rule and how it will hamper credit union’s ability to meet the credit needs of 
their members. NCUA has even weighed-in with a similar concern. NAFCU has 
asked that the CFPB withdraw its rule and consult with NCUA regarding any fu-
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ture plans to regulate short-term, small dollar lending at credit unions. NAFCU 
strongly recommends that the Bureau exercise its exemption authority granted by 
Congress to preserve the ability of credit unions to accommodate members with con-
sumer-friendly, short-term, small dollar loans. 

An exemption for credit unions from the entirety of the rule would represent the 
only true solution for mitigating the overwhelming burden imposed by a novel and 
complex compliance regime. Credit unions cannot reasonably meet the needs of fi-
nancially distressed members when the cost and time associated with originating 
just one short-term, small-dollar loan skyrockets to satisfy the CFPB’s unwieldly un-
derwriting requirements. 

The need for a fair playing field does not just apply across financial services, but 
with others in the payments eco-system, such as retailers. There is a need for Con-
gress to act to ensure a fair playing field in this realm as well. 

• 21st Century Data Security Standards Are Needed 
Credit unions are being adversely impacted by ongoing cyber-attacks against the 

United States and continued data breaches at numerous merchants. The cost of 
dealing with these issues hinders the ability of credit unions to serve their mem-
bers. Congress needs to enact new 21st century data security standards that in-
clude: the payment of costs associated with a data breach by those entities that 
were breached; establishing national standards for the safekeeping of all financial 
information; require merchants to disclose their data security policies to their cus-
tomers; requiring the timely disclosure of entities that have suffered a data breach; 
establishing enforcement standards for provisions prohibiting merchants from re-
taining financial data; requiring the timely notification of the account servicer if an 
account has been compromised by a data breach; and, requiring breached entities 
to prove a ‘‘lack-of-fault’’ if they have suffered from a data breach. 

• Repeal the Durbin Debit Interchange Amendment 
The interchange price caps passed as part of the Dodd-Frank Act have failed to 

produce the consumer benefits that proponents promised. This provision has essen-
tially been a windfall to merchants and their stockholders, while costing credit 
unions and their members billions of dollars that could have been used to help fos-
ter economic growth through better rates and more loans. We urge you to repeal 
the debit interchange provision found in the Dodd-Frank Act and protect community 
financial institutions from future harm by opposing any efforts to expand the Dur-
bin price controls to credit interchange. 
D. Transparency and Independent Oversight of Regulators 

NAFCU believes regulators need to be transparent in their actions, with the 
opportunity for public input, and should respect possible different viewpoints. Fi-
nancial institutions should have clear rules of the road to follow, and have an inde-
pendent process to appeal actions of regulators. Congress should make sure regu-
lators are focusing on sound public policy and not political agendas. 

There are a series of steps NAFCU believes can be taken that will be beneficial 
to credit unions and community financial institutions in this area: 

• Make Common-Sense Improvements to the CFPB 
We believe that one way to improve the Bureau would be to change the leadership 

structure from a single director to a five-member bipartisan commission appointed 
by the President. NAFCU has long held the position that, given the broad authority 
and awesome responsibility vested in the CFPB, a five-person commission has dis-
tinct consumer benefits over a single director. Regardless of how qualified one per-
son may be, a commission would allow multiple perspectives and robust discussion 
of consumer protection issues throughout the decisionmaking process. A bipartisan 
board structure at the CFPB would also help to provide community financial institu-
tions more regulatory certainty by lowering the possibility that the Bureau could be-
come subject to drastic political swings from a single director that could change with 
each Administration. 

We also believe that the main focus of the CFPB should be on unregulated enti-
ties operating in the financial services arena and other significant market actors 
that have a national impact, and thus we believe that the supervision threshold for 
the CFPB should be raised to $150 billion and indexed for inflation. Making this 
change would allow functional regulators to focus on community and regional insti-
tutions, while allowing the CFPB to focus on the Nation’s largest financial institu-
tions and otherwise unregulated entities. 

• Require the CFPB to Provide Guidance or Rulemaking for its UDAAP 
Authority 
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Uncertainty stemming from CFPB’s authority to take action on entities commit-
ting unfair, deceptive, or abusive acts or practices (UDAAP), can prevent institu-
tions from providing services that consumers may want. Credit unions want to 
comply and provide the services that their members want and need. However, when 
the CFPB does not provide clarity in regards to UDAAP, either through rulemaking 
or guidance, economic opportunity is stymied as institutions fear the CFPB will only 
regulate through enforcement action. We would urge the adoption of legislative lan-
guage to require the CFPB to provide more clarity and guidance to those they regu-
late. 

• Common-Sense Examination Reform 
Credit unions face more examiner scrutiny than ever, as the examination cycles 

for credit unions went from 18 months to 12 months since the onset of the financial 
crisis, even though credit union financial conditions continue to improve. We are 
pleased to see that NCUA has started to return to extended examination cycles, but 
we think the extended cycles should be available to all low-risk, well-run credit 
unions. Additional exams mean additional staff time and resources to prepare and 
respond to examiner inquiries. NAFCU supports effective exams that are focused on 
safety and soundness and flow out of clear regulatory directives. NAFCU also sup-
ports examination fairness legislation to ensure timeliness, clear guidance and an 
independent appeal process free of examiner retaliation. 
E. A Strong, Independent NCUA should be the sole regulator of credit 

unions 
As noted earlier, NAFCU strongly believes that credit unions should be exempt 

from CFPB regulation and supervision, with that authority for all credit unions re-
turned to the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA). NCUA has the knowl-
edge and expertise that other regulators simply do not about the unique nature of 
credit unions. 

• NCUA should have pre-emption authority over CFPB rules 
NCUA should have the authority to delay the implementation of a CFPB rule that 

applies to credit unions, if complying with the proposed timeline would create an 
undue hardship. Furthermore, given the unique nature of credit unions, the NCUA 
should have authority to modify a CFPB rule for credit unions, provided that the 
objectives of the CFPB rule continue to be met. 

• NCUA Needs Proper Authority and Flexibility To Govern Credit Unions 
We are pleased NCUA has been willing to use its authority in recent years to pro-

vide credit unions with much-needed relief when congressional action has stalled. 
A few prime examples of this willingness are the agency’s rules relative to member 
business lending, field of membership, and fixed-assets. However, in each of these 
rulemakings, the agency stopped short of providing relief to the fullest extent pos-
sible so there is more work to be done, whether by the agency or by Congressional 
action. 

We continue to appreciate NCUA’s voluntary participation in the Economic 
Growth and Regulatory Paperwork Reduction Act of 1996 (EGRPRA) regulation re-
view process. This review provided an important opportunity for credit unions to 
voice their concerns about outdated, unnecessary or unduly burdensome require-
ments within NCUA’s Rules and Regulations. The EGRPRA report issued in March 
2017 was the culmination of a long process and we were encouraged to see the regu-
lators admit that there are many opportunities to do better. In particular, the 
NCUA portion of the report touched on a number of key areas where NAFCU has 
sought reform, including risk-based capital. We look forward to continuing to work 
with NCUA and other regulators to address the problem of regulatory burden and 
we urge Congress to ensure that they have the tools they need. 

• NCUA Independence and Structure Should be Maintained 
NAFCU also believes that NCUA should continue to be governed by a three-per-

son bipartisan board, and not subject to congressional appropriations. However, we 
do think there are areas where it is appropriate for congressional oversight of 
NCUA, including the agency’s budget, which is funded by our Nation’s credit unions 
and, ultimately, their 108 million members. 
Additional Areas To Help Economic Growth 

There are a few additional areas where Congress can help credit unions foster 
economic growth that I would like to outline: 

• Promote Regulatory Coordination 
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NAFCU believes that a large part of the regulatory burden problem stems from 
the cumulative impact of numerous regulations. That is why NAFCU applauded 
President Donald Trump’s ‘‘Executive Order on Core Principles for Regulating the 
United States Financial System,’’ which directed the U.S. Department of the 
Treasury to conduct a comprehensive review of the financial regulatory landscape. 
We are pleased that NCUA has participated in discussions with Treasury as part 
of the review process and hope they will continue to cooperate with the Administra-
tion in a productive manner. 

With numerous new rulemakings coming from regulators, coordination between 
the agencies is more important than ever. Congress should use its oversight author-
ity to make sure that regulators are coordinating their efforts and not duplicating 
burdens on credit unions by working independently on changes to regulations that 
impact the same areas of jurisdiction. There are a number of areas where opportuni-
ties for coordination exist and can be beneficial. 

NAFCU has been on the forefront encouraging the Financial Stability Oversight 
Council (FSOC) regulators to fulfill their Dodd-Frank mandated duty to facilitate 
rule coordination. This duty includes facilitating information sharing and coordina-
tion among the member agencies of domestic financial services policy development, 
rulemaking, examinations, reporting requirements and enforcement actions. 
Through this role, the FSOC is effectively charged with ameliorating weaknesses 
within the regulatory structure and promoting a safer and more stable system. It 
is extremely important to credit unions for our industry’s copious regulators to co-
ordinate with each other to help mitigate regulatory burden. 

In addition, Section 1023 of the Dodd-Frank Act grants the FSOC the authority 
to stay and set aside Bureau rules by a vote of two-thirds of the members of the 
Council. A decision to set aside a Bureau regulation renders the rule unenforceable. 
This authority could spur renewed dialog between the Bureau and the Federal 
banking agencies regarding rules that may actually pose systemic risk to the finan-
cial sector. 

As the new Administration continues to review and reform financial regulations, 
NAFCU welcomes efforts by the members of the FSOC to strongly consider their 
authority to start holding the Bureau accountable for rules that pose serious risks 
to financial institutions and the consumers they serve. 

• Support the CDFI Fund 
The Administration’s FY 2018 budget proposal has proposed cutting funding for 

the Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI) Fund. As of January 31, 
2017, there were 287 credit unions certified as CDFIs. Representing approximately 
27 percent of the total number of certified institutions, CDFI certified credit unions 
hold more than 50 percent of total CDFI assets. Clearly, CDFI credit unions are 
critical partners in the CDFI Fund’s mission. In recognition of this importance, and 
in exploring ways to enable even more credit unions to be recognized as CDFIs, the 
NCUA, CDFI Fund and Treasury entered into a trilateral Memorandum of Under-
standing (MOU) in January 2016. A significant component of the MOU included the 
introduction of a streamlined CDFI application process for credit unions, paving the 
path for more credit unions to seek the designation. 

Because they are not-for-profit, cooperative financial institutions, credit unions 
are focused on providing financial services that are in the best interest of their 
members. Since CDFI credit unions predominantly serve low-income areas and 
other target markets, CDFI credit unions are often the only financial services option 
for consumers in those communities that live paycheck to paycheck. The CDFI Fund 
grant program helps credit unions serve communities and consumers that large 
banks don’t focus on. 

Additionally, because many credit unions cannot raise funds from the capital mar-
kets, access to the CDFI Fund grant program is an incentive for credit unions to 
obtain certification. The grants provided by the Fund are an invaluable resource 
that aids CDFI credit unions in providing financial services to millions of credit 
union members. Without these grant funds, thousands of consumers could find 
themselves without credit union products, such as small dollar loans, credit builder 
programs, and access to financial education. 

Over the past 2 years, CDFI credit unions received roughly $70 million in grant 
funding to aid in their efforts to offer financial services to their low- and moderate- 
income members. Without the CDFI grant program, many CDFI credit unions would 
not have been able offer new products and loans that provide financial stability for 
members and their families. It is with this in mind that we would urge Congress 
to continue funding for CDFIs. Providing funding for the grant program is an impor-
tant step in helping credit unions foster economic growth in their local communities. 
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1 See ‘‘The State and Fate of Community Banking.’’ Marshall Lux and Robert Greene. 
Mossavar-Rahmani Center for Business and Government at the Harvard Kennedy School. Feb-
ruary 2015. This paper discusses a number of studies, both governmental and academic, that 
have found a community bank advantage based on their proximity to the communities they 
serve. 

• Fix the Department of Defense (DoD) Military Lending Act Final Rule 
As a defense credit union, I would like to share some concerns over potential un-

intended consequences and negative impacts from DoD’s recent MLA rule. NAFCU 
is in full support of protecting service members from predatory and unscrupulous 
lenders. It is clear this is the intent of the rule DoD has issued. Credit unions have 
undertaken considerable efforts to comply with the MLA Rule, and they will con-
tinue to do so. However, the challenges presented by the MLA Rule are substantial 
and many financial institutions continue to struggle to determine the parameters 
of the rule due to ambiguous text and slim guidance. 

Credit unions, as member-owned, not-for-profit cooperatives, consistently provide 
their members with products and services designed to help each member achieve 
their individual financial goals. In addition, credit unions have a strong track record 
of helping active duty members of the armed forces and their families avoid the 
kinds of debt traps that prompted the passage of the MLA by Congress. That is why 
NAFCU and our members support the Department’s primary goal of protecting ac-
tive duty members of the armed forces and their families from financial exploitation. 
However, implementing the MLA Rule has proven to be a difficult undertaking for 
many credit unions. 

NAFCU has, on several occasions, requested the DoD exercise its authority under 
Section 232.13(c)(2) of the MLA Rule and issue an order extending the limited ex-
emption for credit card accounts until October 3, 2018. NAFCU believes that extend-
ing the deadline for credit card account compliance with the MLA Rule is necessary 
to allow the DoD additional time to consider the consequences of the MLA Rule as 
applied to credit card accounts, and to develop effective solutions to prevent those 
consequences from taking place. Given that we are merely months from the current 
credit card implementation deadline, it is imperative the DoD act quickly and pro-
vide relief to the industry. 
Conclusion 

The growing regulatory burden on credit unions is the top challenge facing the 
industry today and credit unions are saying ‘‘enough is enough’’ when it comes to 
the overregulation of the industry. If Congress wants to help foster economic 
growth, enacting the regulatory relief provisions outlined in my testimony to provide 
regulatory relief to credit unions and community financial institutions is key. Credit 
unions need a healthy regulatory environment to succeed and serve the needs of 
their 108 million members. Small credit unions are disappearing at an ever-increas-
ing pace, and cannot wait forever for congressional action. The time to act is now. 
Regulators must also do their part and we are encouraged that some are starting 
to take steps to do so. But more must be done and the Committee should also en-
courage regulators to act to provide relief where they can without additional con-
gressional action. 

We thank you for the opportunity to share our thoughts with you today. I wel-
come any questions you might have. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF R. SCOTT HEITKAMP 
PRESIDENT AND CEO, VALUEBANK TEXAS, ON BEHALF OF THE INDEPENDENT 

COMMUNITY BANKERS OF AMERICA 

JUNE 8, 2017 

Opening 
Chairman Crapo, Ranking Member Brown, and Members of the Committee, my 

name is Scott Heitkamp, and I am President and CEO of ValueBank Texas in Cor-
pus Christi, Texas. I am also Chairman of the Independent Community Bankers of 
America, and I testify today on behalf of the more than 5,800 community banks we 
represent. Thank you for convening today’s hearing on ‘‘Fostering Economic Growth: 
The Role of Financial Institutions in Local Communities.’’ 

What ValueBank and other community banks do from inside a local community 
cannot be replicated from outside the community. This isn’t just my opinion; this 
is what a number of empirical studies have found.1 With a direct knowledge of the 
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borrower, the community, and local economic conditions, community banks offer cus-
tomized terms and make loans passed over by larger lenders based outside of the 
community or that rely on algorithms and other impersonal methods of evaluating 
credit. This is the community bank competitive advantage and the reason we must 
be part of any plan to foster local economic growth. 

Before I discuss ICBA’s plan for fostering local economic growth, I’d like to give 
you some background on my bank. ValueBank Texas was chartered in 1967 and 
later acquired by my father. I’m proud to carry on his legacy as a second-generation 
community banker. Today, ValueBank Texas is a $213 million-dollar bank with 10 
offices in Corpus Christi and suburban Houston with 114 employees. We specialize 
in small business and residential mortgage lending. As our name suggests, we are 
dedicated to creating value for our customers and our community. 

The economic recovery has been painfully slow and has failed to reach many indi-
viduals and communities. Today, a customer with a pristine credit score or a large, 
established business can get a loan. But this isn’t the measure of a strong economy. 
When the credit box is artificially tight, we have subpar economic growth. To break 
out of this rut and strengthen economic growth, we must expand credit availability 
to millions of hardworking households and would-be borrowers with less-than-per-
fect credit scores. Many of these borrowers are on the middle-to-lower end of the 
income scale. 

Community banks are uniquely suited to reach struggling households and small 
businesses. An intangible, yet critical, factor that separates community banks from 
other financial institutions is the direct stake and vested interest we have in the 
success of our communities. We cannot thrive in a community that is failing or stag-
nant. Every loan we make is a vote of confidence in the community and a deepening 
of our commitment, not a one-off transaction. Unfortunately, in recent years, a 
sharp growth in regulatory burden has made it increasingly difficult for community 
banks to lend and foster local economic growth. 

Regulatory overreach has created two problems in particular. First, it has contrib-
uted to rapid consolidation. Banks need a larger scale to amortize the increasing 
cost of compliance, and this has been driving many mergers and acquisitions. At the 
same time, a daunting compliance burden and heightened legal risk deter the for-
mation of de novo charters. As a result, today there are some 1,700 fewer commu-
nity banks than there were in 2010 and only a handful of new bank charters. This 
often harms competition and leaves many small communities stranded without a 
local community bank. 

Second, overregulation has created a very tight credit box by choking off commu-
nity banks’ capacity to take on and manage reasonable credit risk. Too many would- 
be borrowers—often people with lower credit scores and lower income or newly es-
tablished small businesses who are still creditworthy—are being denied credit in to-
day’s environment. 
Solutions 

The good news is that solutions are at hand. ICBA’s ‘‘Plan for Prosperity’’ includes 
over 40 recommendations that will allow Main Street and rural America to prosper. 
A copy of the Plan is attached to my written statement. In April of this year, at 
the request of Chairman Crapo and Ranking Member Brown, ICBA submitted a 
short list of recommendations, drawn from the Plan for Prosperity, which were se-
lected based on two criteria: their positive impact on local communities and their 
history of bipartisan support. What follows is a discussion of these recommenda-
tions. 
Access to Mortgage Credit 

The following recommendations would enhance access to mortgage credit and sup-
port a robust housing market by providing relief from new mortgage regulations, es-
pecially for loans held in portfolio. 

1. Expand Exemption Thresholds Under the Home Mortgage Disclosure 
Act (HMDA) and Repeal New Data Points 

The CFPB’s new rule under HMDA, when it becomes effective, will require cov-
ered banks and credit unions to collect and report 48 unique data points on each 
mortgage loan they make, more than double the number of data points covered lend-
ers are currently required to collect. The proliferation of data points will amplify the 
number of inadvertent data entry errors and penalties, especially among institutions 
that upload data manually, including many community banks and small credit 
unions. 

ICBA believe the exemption thresholds should be increased to provide relief for 
small lenders without materially impacting the mortgage data available to the 
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CFPB or impairing the purpose of the HMDA statute. Specifically, ICBA rec-
ommends that: 

• Depository institutions that have originated 1,000 or fewer closed-end mort-
gages in each of the two preceding calendar years be exempt from reporting on 
such loans; and 

• Depository institutions that have originated 2,000 or fewer open-end lines of 
credit in each of the two preceding calendar years will be exempt from reporting 
on such loans. 

The exemption thresholds should be applied separately so that a lender may be ex-
empt from reporting on its closed-end mortgages but not on its open-end lines of 
credit, or vice versa. 

ICBA also recommends that statutory authority under Dodd-Frank for the addi-
tional data points be repealed. 

2. Automatic Qualified Mortgage Status for Loans Held in Portfolio 
The ‘‘qualified mortgage’’ (QM)/ability-to-repay rule is overly complex and pre-

scriptive and excludes otherwise creditworthy mortgages. When a community bank 
holds a mortgage in portfolio, it has every incentive to ensure it understands the 
borrower’s financial condition and to work with the borrower to structure the loan 
properly and make sure it is affordable. For this reason, mortgages held in portfolio 
by a community bank should have automatic ‘‘qualified mortgage’’ (QM) status 
under the CFPB’s ability-to-repay rule. 

3. Ease Escrow and Appraisal Requirements for Community Bank Port-
folio Lenders 

Mandatory escrow requirements raise the cost of credit for those borrowers who 
can least afford it, and impose additional, unnecessary compliance costs for commu-
nity bank lenders. Appraisal requirements have become costly in recent years, and 
rural America is experiencing a shortage of licensed appraisers. Escrow and ap-
praisal requirements deter community bank mortgage lending and reduce borrower 
choice. Portfolio lenders have every incentive to ensure that collateralized properties 
are accurately appraised and that taxes and insurance are paid on a timely basis. 
Community bank employees often understand local real property values better than 
licensed appraisers who operate from outside of the county or State where the prop-
erty is located. When a mortgage is held in portfolio by a community bank, it should 
be exempt from escrow requirements and the lender should be able to substitute an 
in-house ‘‘property evaluation’’ for a full residential property appraisal completed by 
a Licensed appraiser. 
Access to Capital 

Community banks need better access to capital and simplified capital regulation 
to best serve the lending needs of their communities. 

4. Exempt Non-Systemically Important Financial Institutions from Basel 
III 

Basel III was originally intended to apply only to the largest, systemically impor-
tant and internationally active banks. Imposing complex and excessive capital 
standards on the Nation’s community banks will limit lending, investment, and 
credit availability in local communities. 

Community banks should be exempt from Basel III and subject to Basel I, a cap-
ital framework that more accurately aligns community banks’ regulatory capital 
with the types of assets they hold and the relationship model they follow. Basel I 
has served the relationship-based banking model well for over a generation. 
Community Bank Small Business Lending 

5. Repeal New Small Business Loan Data Collection Requirement for 
Small Financial Institutions 

Section 1071 of the Dodd-Frank Act requires the collection and reporting of 12 
pieces of data in connection with credit applications made by women- or minority- 
owned businesses of any size as well as all small businesses regardless of owner-
ship, including the race, sex, and ethnicity of the principal owners of the business. 
Section 1071 also gives the Bureau discretion to require the reporting of any addi-
tional information that would assist it in fulfilling the purposes of the statute. Sec-
tion 1071 is fraught with unintended consequences that will only harm small busi-
ness borrowers. 
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1 Credit Union National Association represents America’s credit unions and their 110 million 
members. 

Small businesses create more new jobs in the American economy than any other 
sector. They rely heavily on credit to fund their payrolls, working capital, inventory, 
and capital investments. Any new compliance burden of the magnitude con-
templated under Section 1071 will likely drive smaller creditors out of the market-
place and shrink access to credit for the most credit-dependent businesses. Because 
the compliance costs would be fixed, the smallest borrowers would be at the greatest 
risk. Data collection and reporting for a small loan application would cost a lender 
the same as for a larger loan application, giving lenders a strong incentive to forgo 
smaller borrowers. 
Pending Legislation 

The recommendations listed above, as well as other recommendations of the Plan 
for Prosperity, are found in a number of bills introduced in the House and Senate. 

The Clear Relief Act (S. 1002), a bipartisan bill introduced by Senators Moran and 
Tester, provides ‘‘qualified mortgage’’ status and escrow relief for mortgages held in 
portfolio by institutions with assets of less than $10 billion. S. 1002 also includes 
three other provisions from the Plan for Prosperity: Relief for community banks 
with assets of $1 billion or less from redundant internal controls assessment man-
dates of Sarbanes-Oxley 404(b); an exemption for banks with assets of $10 billion 
or less from the Volcker Rule; and a waiver from the mandatory waiting period prior 
to closure that is triggered when a lender extends a second offer of credit with a 
lower interest rate. 

ICBA strongly supports S. 1002 and thanks the Members of this Committee who 
have cosponsored this bill: Senators Heitkamp, Tillis, and Donnelly. 

I would also like to recommend a bill Senator Rounds introduced last Congress, 
the Community Bank Access to Capital Act, which included an exemption from 
Basel III for banks with assets of $50 billion or less; SOX 404(b) relief similar to 
what is included in S. 1002; and amendments to the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission’s Regulation D that would make is easier for community banks to raise eq-
uity capital through private securities offerings. These critical capital provisions 
would result in more robust community lending and local economic growth. ICBA 
looks forward to the reintroduction of the Community Bank Access to Capital Act. 

We strongly encourage this Committee to consider S. 1002, the Community Bank 
Access to Capital Act, and other bills that include meaningful regulatory relief for 
community banks. 
Closing 

Thank you again for the invitation to testify today on behalf of ICBA and commu-
nity banks nationwide. The 115th Congress has an opportunity to comprehensively 
rethink, restructure, and modernize the regulation of the American financial serv-
ices industry to ensure that it promotes local economic growth, prosperity, and job 
creation. Regulatory relief for community banks is a critical part of this effort. To-
day’s hearing will set the parameters for the important work ahead of us. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DALLAS BERGL 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, INOVA FEDERAL CREDIT UNION, ON BEHALF OF THE 

CREDIT UNION NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 

JUNE 8, 2017 

Chairman Crapo, Ranking Member Brown, Members of the Committee: 
Thank you for the opportunity to testify on this important topic. My name is Dal-

las Bergl, and I am the Chief Executive Officer for the INOVA Federal Credit 
Union, headquartered in Elkhart, Indiana. I am also a member of the Board of Di-
rectors of the Credit Union National Association (CUNA),1 on whose behalf I testify 
today. 

INOVA Federal Credit Union proudly serves over 32,000 members, providing 
small dollar loans, mortgage loans, and automobile refinance loans along with a va-
riety of savings and deposit accounts. By asset size ($336 million), loans outstanding 
($285 million), and member deposits ($291 million), we are small relative to the big 
banks. Nevertheless, we are an invaluable financial lifeline to our community: we 
provide products and services that larger financial institutions often do not, because 
it may not be worth their time or resources to do so. 

Elkhart, in northern Indiana, became a symbol of distressed Middle America dur-
ing and after the Great Recession. Among a variety of other manufacturing activity, 
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the area is a hub of recreational vehicle manufacturing, one of the first industries 
to falter in the recession. In fact, less than a year into the recession, our commu-
nity’s unemployment rate tripled, peaking at 18.9 percent by early 2009. It was dur-
ing this downturn that the importance of a credit union to a community like ours 
became apparent. 

Life does not treat people equally or fairly, and economic disparity is clearly seen 
through the eyes of those with little or no savings at all. They struggle to afford 
life, to purchase a home, to pay their rent, or to put a meal on the table for their 
family. Consumers who do not have robust savings often also do not have solid cred-
it histories or individuals who can cosign a loan for them. And, they end up 
borrowing small amounts of money, where the cost of making the loan often equals 
and sometimes exceeds the interest paid. It’s understandable that this is not an at-
tractive investment for larger, for-profit financial institutions to undertake. 

My credit union, and others like it throughout the country, lend and provide de-
posit accounts to these individuals, and other credit union members, because Con-
gress gave us a mission to promote thrift and provide access to credit for provident 
purposes to our members. Serving our members and investing in their success, espe-
cially during tough economic times, is a key element to ensuring our communities 
grow and thrive. But the investments credit unions make do not just help our indi-
vidual communities. Success begets success, and when individual communities grow 
and thrive, so does this country. It is the growth and success of individual commu-
nities, like Elkhart, that allows this country to achieve economic growth and be a 
competitive force in the international community. It is critical that credit unions can 
continue to support economic development in the United States. Congress has given 
us a big job, and we’re helping consumers every day in ways that large, for-profit 
institutions simply will not: we’re helping them put gas in their car, buy appliances, 
cover medical expenses, send their children to college, and purchase homes of their 
own. 

I would like to say that credit unions face no hurdles in their pursuit of this statu-
tory mission, but this has not been the case. The 2008 economic crisis hit small com-
munities, like Elkhart, hard. So, when our Government had to react and fix the bad 
policies that led to too-big-to-fail institutions, their irresponsible practices, and the 
subsequent economic harm to everyday Americans, we supported this effort. Con-
sumers were losing their homes, life savings, and everything they worked for years 
to earn. Credit unions and their leaders, such as myself, expected a reaction from 
our Government that was targeted to the abusers of consumers. What we did not 
expect, what we did not support, and what continues to perplex us, are the consider-
able new regulatory requirements for our institutions—the ones who put consumers, 
as their member-owners, first. 

New mortgage requirements intended to prevent an economic crisis in the future 
have had the unintended effect of preventing credit unions like mine from lending 
at the same levels as before the crisis. Prior to the mortgage disclosure and under-
writing requirements imposed by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
(CFPB), my credit union closed as many as three mortgage loans in the time it now 
takes us to originate just one loan. Increasing the cost of making a loan does not 
create economic growth. It leads to fewer consumers getting help. While my credit 
union continues to provide mortgage loans, there are other credit unions in Indiana 
and elsewhere that are not as fortunate because they have had to stop their mort-
gage lending completely because of the new regulatory burden. This does not make 
sense: why would Congress support a regulatory regime that makes it harder for 
lenders with histories of safe and affordable lending to serve their members? Why 
would Congress allow this regulatory regime to continue and potentially have a 
similar effect on other critical lifeline services provided by credit unions, like small 
dollar lending? 

My testimony presents commonsense proposals that will help responsible financial 
institutions, like credit unions and small banks, continue to serve their members 
and communities so they can grow and thrive; regulatory changes that can be tai-
lored to address the problem institutions in this country without punishing solid 
ones; and proactive steps that can be taken with credit unions’ regulator, the Na-
tional Credit Union Administration (NCUA), to help foster the continued safety and 
soundness of the credit union system. 

I believe it is my obligation, as a credit union representative invited to testify, 
to be honest with you, provide you with my advice based on years of experience in 
this industry, and tell you when ideas—even well intentioned ones—may not be 
workable. I truly believe that when credit unions and their members thrive, so does 
this country. It is through the prosperity of these individual financial institutions 
that we will prosper economically as a Nation. 
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2 Haller, Jon; Ledin, Paul; and Malla, Bandana, Credit Union National Association Impact of 
CFPB Rules Survey, available at https://www.cuna.org/uploadedFiles/CUNA/Legisla-

The Roadmap for Strengthening Credit Unions and Our Members 
My primary goal as CEO of INOVA Federal Credit Union is to run my credit 

union successfully so we can best provide products and services for our members. 
That is what my volunteer, unpaid board of directors, consisting of members elected 
by fellow members, expects of me. It is what I expect of myself. Congress should 
enact legislation that allows credit unions to more effectively serve their members 
and help promote economic growth, starting with correcting a disparity in the treat-
ment of certain residential loans made by credit unions and eliminating the credit 
union member business lending cap. 

Under current law, when a bank makes a loan for the purchase of a 1–4 unit, 
non-owner-occupied residential property, the loan is classified as a residential real 
estate loan. That is appropriate because these are generally loans to individuals or 
households with regular jobs with modest real estate investments on the side. In 
fact, many of these loans can be sold to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac as residential 
home loans. However, when a credit union makes the same loan, it is required to 
be classified as a business loan and is therefore subject to the statutory member 
business lending cap. This makes no sense, and Congress should fix it. 

Correcting this disparity would provide economic growth in many ways. It would 
enable credit unions to provide additional credit to borrowers seeking to purchase 
residential units, and help stimulate investment in affordable rental real estate and 
employment in the construction trades. Further, changing the statutory classifica-
tion of these loans would free up as much as $4 billion in business lending cap 
space, allowing credit unions to more fully serve their small business members. 
Serving these members, who want to contribute to our country’s economy, should 
be the primary goal of all of us here today. 

Further, eliminating the statutory cap on credit union member business lending 
would foster economic growth. As the Committee knows well, there is no safety and 
soundness rationale to the member business lending cap, and there is no nexus be-
tween the business lending cap and the credit union tax status. The only reason for 
the cap is to keep credit unions from serving small businesses to a greater degree. 
Perpetuating this policy robs America’s small businesses of further access to safe 
and affordable credit. Eliminating the credit union business lending cap would free 
up significant additional capital for small businesses and help advance economic ac-
tivity and job growth in areas served by business lending credit unions. We estimate 
that eliminating the cap on credit union member business lending would provide 
nearly $5 billion in new small business lending and help to create more than 54,000 
jobs for Americans in the first year alone. 
Macro-Level Changes to Improve the Regulatory Landscape 

My credit union and our members experienced the financial crisis like all Ameri-
cans did, perhaps even more so. Oftentimes, we felt helpless because we didn’t cause 
the turmoil that took place. For this reason, we welcomed policies to address the 
problem actors. Yet, new regulations from the CFPB have not protected credit union 
members as we expected, nor have they prevented too-big-to-fail banks from getting 
bigger and absorbing more market share. 

Since the beginning of the crisis, credit unions have been subject to more than 
200 regulatory changes from over a dozen Federal agencies. These new rules total 
nearly 8,000 Federal Register pages, and counting. The constant stream of new reg-
ulations from the CFPB particularly has led to credit union resources being diverted 
from serving members and to tough choices to limit or eliminate certain products 
and services. 

Furthermore, disparity in the cost impact of regulatory burden has accelerated 
the consolidation of the credit union system (and the banking sector), robbing con-
sumers of financial institution choices. While the number of credit unions has been 
declining since 1970, the attrition rate has accelerated since 2010, after the reces-
sion and the creation of the CFPB. Indeed, 2014 and 2015 were among the top 5 
years in terms of attrition rates since 1970, at 4.2 percent and 4.1 percent. Attrition 
rates at smaller credit unions have been especially high. In both 2014 and 2015, 
the attrition rate at credit unions with less than $25 million in assets (half of all 
credit unions are of this size) has exceeded 6 percent. There is an indisputable con-
nection between both the dramatically higher regulatory costs incurred by small 
credit unions and the increases in those costs since 2010, and their higher attrition 
rates. 

Earlier this year, CUNA surveyed credit union executives to measure the impact 
of these rules on credit union members.2 The findings indicate: 
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tivelAndlRegulatorylAdvocacy/RemovinglBarrierslBlog/RemovinglBarrierslBlog/ 
FINAL%20Report%20Summary%20only%20Impact%20of%20CFPB%20Survey%20Analysis.pdf 
(February 2017). 

3 See e.g., Letter from Director Richard Cordray to Congressman and Congress Stivers, avail-
able at https://www.cuna.org/uploadedFiles/CUNA/LegislativelAndlRegulatorylAdvocacy/ 
RemovinglBarrierslBlog/RemovinglBarrierslBlog/April%202016%20Response%20 
to%20Schiff-Stivers%20CFPB%20Letter.pdf (April 13, 2016). 

• Over half (55 percent) of credit unions that have offered international remit-
tances sometime during the past 5 years have either cut back (27 percent) or 
stopped offering them (28 percent), primarily due to burden from CFPB 
regulations. 

• More than 4 in 10 credit unions (44 percent) that have offered mortgages some-
time during the past 5 years have either eliminated certain mortgage products 
and services (33 percent) or stopped offering them (11 percent), primarily due 
to burden from CFPB regulations. Credit unions with assets of less than $100 
million are the asset group most apt to have dropped their mortgage program 
altogether. 

• Truth-in-Lending Act and Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act Integrated 
Disclosure (TRID) rules are far and away (80 percent) the single rule most neg-
atively impacting credit unions that have offered mortgages. This is followed by 
the Qualified Mortgage rules (43 percent), Mortgage Servicing (30 percent), and 
new Home Mortgage Disclosure Act rules (19 percent). TRID rules serve as the 
most troublesome rule for all asset groups. (Notably, many credit unions have 
not yet turned their full attention to the new requirements in the new HMDA 
rules so this impact is likely understated). 

• One in four credit unions (23 percent) that currently offer Home Equity Lines 
of Credit (HELOCs) indicate they plan to either curtail their HELOC offerings 
or stop offering them in response to the new HMDA rules. 

• The clear majority of credit unions (93 percent) that either currently offer pay-
day/small-dollar loans or are considering offering them indicate they are recon-
sidering their programs if there are increased regulations: (33 percent) will like-
ly no longer consider introducing these loans, (43 percent) will review the im-
pact and then decide whether to continue/discontinue the currently existing of-
fering, and (17 percent) will likely discontinue the currently existing loan prod-
uct (without an impact review) if there are increased regulations. 

These results show consumers are losing options from credit unions, and the small-
est credit unions are being hit the hardest. Common-sense reforms must be enacted 
to better protect credit unions from the anti-competitive rules generated by this 
rigged regulatory regime that rewards the largest financial institutions and 
nonbank lenders that caused the financial crisis. There are ways that Congress can 
make the CFPB more effective and adaptable to our economic landscape. 
1. A Five-Person Commission for the CFPB 

As presently structured, the CFPB is an anomaly in the Federal Government— 
its authority is vested in a single person, removable by the President only for cause, 
and absent the appropriate levels of Congressional oversight. Credit unions and our 
members benefit from policymaking that includes more voices and different exper-
tise. This is how my credit union is run—with a Board consisting of members from 
the community that can offer different perspectives and views. This is how all other 
Federal financial regulatory agencies are run-with bipartisan boards made up of 
members with diverse views. 

Director Cordray believes he has done more than enough to accommodate credit 
unions in rulemakings despite the substantial evidence they have been harmed by 
one-size-fits all rules.3 Under the current structure, it is possible to ignore signifi-
cant input from other regulators and Congress about issues such as exempting cred-
it unions from certain rules, because ultimately, the Director answers to no one, not 
even consumers themselves. 

A single director structure leaves consumers vulnerable to market uncertainty 
and drastic swings in policy due to the political environment. This uncertainty and 
the frequent changes in rules and policy can be problematic for credit unions, forc-
ing membership resources to be diverted to appease the most recent perspective the 
CFPB director has. 

Consumer protection is not about politics; it is about creating the best environ-
ment to enable financial health and safety—a mission the credit union movement 
has adhered to for many decades with bipartisan support. The best way to remove 
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4 Department of Treasury, ‘‘Financial Regulatory Reform: A New Foundation: Rebuilding Fi-
nancial Supervision and Regulation.’’ Available at https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/Docu-
ments/FinalReportlweb.pdf. 2009, p. 58. 

5 H.R. 1266 (114th Congress). 
6 National Credit Union Administration Comment Letter to CFPB in response to the CFPB’s 

proposed rule for Payday, Small Dollar, and High Cost Loans, available at https:// 
www.ncua.gov/newsroom/Documents/comment-letter-2016-oct-metsger-payday-rule.pdf (Oct. 3, 
2016). 

7 National Credit Union Administration Letter to CFPB Concerning Compliance with CFPB 
Rules, available at https://www.cuna.org/uploadedFiles/CUNA/LegislativelAndlRegulatory 
lAdvocacy/RemovinglBarrierslBlog/RemovinglBarrierslBlog/Cordray%20CU%20 
Compliance%20with%20CFPB%20Rules%20Letter.pdf (May 24, 2017). 

8 CFPB Director Richard Cordray in response to a question by Representative Nydia Velaz-
quez (D–NY) at a hearing entitled, ‘‘Semi-Annual Report of the Bureau of Consumer Financial 
Protection.’’ (April 5, 2017). 

9 Letter from 329 U.S. Members of the House of Representatives to CFPB Director Richard 
Cordray, available at http://www.cuna.org/Legislative-And-Regulatory-Advocacy/Legislative- 
Advocacy/Letters-andTestimony/Letters/2016/Stivers-Schiff-Letter-w-signatures/ (Mar. 14, 
2016); Letter from 70 U.S. Senators to CFPB Director Richard Cordray, available at http:// 
www.cuna.org/Legislative-And-Regulatory-Advocacy/Legislative-Advocacy/Letters-and-Testi-
mony/Letters/2016/160718-Letter-to-CFPB-on-Tailoring-Regulations/ (July 2016). 

politics from this equation is through a multi-member commission. Perhaps the best 
indication that this is the best solution is the fact it is a proposal that both 
Democrats,4 and Republicans 5 have supported, only to walk away from it when it 
was politically convenient to do so. Credit union members and other consumers 
would benefit from a multi-member Commission that returns fairness and certainty 
to the rulemaking process. We urge you to put consumers ahead of politics and 
change the structure of the CFPB. 
2. Enhance CFPB’s Exemption Authority 

Congress provided the CFPB with the authority to exempt any class of covered 
institutions from any of its rulemakings under Section 1022 of the Dodd-Frank Wall 
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act), and we were pleased 
it did so. However, the CFPB has resisted using this exemption authority to fully 
exempt credit unions from any of its rulemakings. Moreover, while under present 
law the CFPB is required to consult with the prudential regulators primarily re-
sponsible for ensuring safety and soundness, it is not engaging with the NCUA in 
a meaningful way during the rulemaking process. This is evidenced by the NCUA’s 
recent objection to the CFPB’s proposed rule for small dollar lending 6 and a letter 
sent to the CFPB last month outlining concerns with other CFPB rules.7 This un-
willingness to consider input from the NCUA early in the rulemaking process has 
resulted in proposals, final regulations, and guidance that are conflicting, confusing, 
and do not take into consideration the concerns of credit unions’ prudential regu-
lator. 

Furthermore, the CFPB’s unwillingness to adequately exercise its exemption au-
thority has resulted in credit unions reducing the availability of, or eliminating en-
tirely, safe and affordable financial products from the market. Nowhere is this seen 
more clearly than in the impact of the Bureau’s first major rulemaking on remit-
tances. More than half of the credit unions that offered remittances prior to the rule 
have either stopped offering this service to their members or have significantly re-
duced offering the service to stay below the low exemption threshold. Indeed, CFPB 
Director Richard Cordray himself noted at a recent hearing in the House Financial 
Services Committee that 96 percent of international remittances now run through 
large banks or nonbank providers, the very abusers from whom this rule was de-
signed to protect consumers.8 When a ‘consumer protection’ rule drives out safe pro-
viders and forces consumers into the hands of abusers, this is not consumer protec-
tion. 

Because such one-size-fits-all CFPB rulemakings have harmed credit union mem-
bers, the NCUA recently urged the CFPB to use its Section 1022 (b)(3)(A) exemption 
authority ‘‘whenever possible’’ given the credit union community’s long history of 
serving their members and protecting consumers. The NCUA further stated, ‘‘Use 
of this permitted, yet underutilized, statutory authority is appropriate to address 
compliance costs and the unintended consequences of limiting access to affordable 
financial services for many millions of middle class credit union members through 
the enactment of needless regulatory burden.’’ 

In addition to the NCUA, 399 Members of Congress urged the CFPB to properly 
use its authority to exempt credit unions from regulations that were never intended 
to apply to them, and to ensure that regulations do not have the unintended con-
sequences of limiting services or increasing cost for credit union members.9 
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10 Small Business Administration Office of Advocacy Letter to CFPB in response to the 
CFPB’s proposed rule for Payday, Small Dollar, and High Cost Loans, available at https:// 
www.sba.gov/advocacy/10–07–2016-payday-vehicle-title-and-certain-high-cost-installment-loans 
(Oct. 7, 2016). 

11 Payday, Vehicle Title, and Certain High-Cost Installment Loans, 81 Fed. Reg. 47864, 47900 
(July 22, 2016). 

12 Peace, Elizabeth. ‘‘Consumers Prefer Credit Unions to Payday Lenders,’’ Credit Union 
Times, available at: http://www.cutimes.com/2015/07/28/consumers-prefer-credit-unions-to- 
payday-lenders (July 28, 2015). 

13 National Credit Union Administration Comment Letter to CFPB in response to the CFPB’s 
proposed rule for Payday, Small Dollar, and High Cost Loans, available at https:// 
www.ncua.gov/newsroom/Documents/comment-letter-2016-oct-metsger-payday-rule.pdf (Oct. 3, 
2016). 

14 Supra note 9, NCUA Letter to CFPB. 

Further, the Small Business Administration Office of Advocacy additionally urged 
the CFPB to exempt credit unions from the CFPB’s proposed small dollar loan 
rule.10 It specifically outlined the economic impact of not doing so stating, ‘‘The 
CFPB’s proposed rule may force legitimate businesses to cease operation. Imposing 
such a regulation will not alleviate a consumer’s financial situation. The consumer 
will still need to pay his/her bills and other expenses. Imposing these strict regula-
tions may deprive consumers of a means of addressing their financial situation.’’ 

Despite these loud and powerful voices encouraging the CFPB to exercise its Con-
gressionally bestowed exemption authority, the CFPB has refused to listen. There-
fore, we believe even further clarity about Congress’ intent is prudent. 

Congress conveyed the exemption authority for a reason: to make sure that the 
rules promulgated by the Bureau took into consideration the impact on small insti-
tutions, like credit unions and small banks. Congress understood then and we hope 
it understands now that a one-size-fits-all structure produces anti-competitive rules 
that disadvantage small providers, but rules which are tailored to the size and risk- 
profile of the institution allow them to continue to provide safe and affordable serv-
ices to their members and customers. Consumers benefit when credit unions and 
other good actors spend fewer resources complying with rules meant to address oth-
er’s bad behavior. 

Sadly, consumers are paying the price for this anti-competitive rulemaking re-
gime. In 2014, the impact of regulatory burden on credit unions and their members 
was $7.2 billion. This represented a 40 percent increase in compliance costs from 
2010. Since 2014, significant new rulemakings have taken effect which will have un-
doubtedly increased the cost credit unions and their members are paying to comply 
with rules designed for abusers even more. 

By more explicitly directing the CFPB to provide meaningful exemptions for insti-
tutions with a history of providing safe and affordable financial services, these insti-
tutions—credit unions and small banks—can take resources they intend to apply to 
superfluous compliance and invest them instead in their local communities. We urge 
Congress to enact legislation that exempts credit unions and small banks from all 
Bureau rulemakings unless, on an individual rulemaking basis, the Bureau dem-
onstrates that a pattern of abuse exists that justifies application of a Bureau rule, 
and the Bureau receives the concurrence of the credit union and/or bank prudential 
regulators. 
3. Reexamine the CFPB’s UDAAP Authority 

The CFPB’s Unfair, Deceptive, or Abusive Acts or Practices (UDAAP) authority 
gives it the power to engage in nearly any policymaking desired, even in the absence 
of actual harm to consumers. For instance, in its proposed Payday and Small Dollar 
Loan rule, the CFPB is attempting to include consumer-friendly, credit union small 
dollar loan programs using this UDAAP authority.11 The proposed rule imposes 
new, and extremely complex, requirements on credit unions despite little to no data 
suggesting these products have any pattern of harm to consumers. To the contrary, 
consumers have stated that credit union small dollar loans are often their safest 
and best option for credit.12 My credit union has provided small dollar loans to our 
members for years to help them buy groceries, pay for health care, and pay the rent 
when they are short for the month. 

Even the NCUA was concerned with the CFPB’s overreaching proposal, and it 
sent its own comment letter urging the Bureau to exempt aspects of credit union 
lending from the rule.13 The NCUA recently reiterated these concerns in a follow- 
up letter to the CFPB, specifically addressing its use of UDAAP authority.14 The 
NCUA has also stated that the CFPB should provide clarity to credit unions with 
respect to UDAAP. Specifically, the agency expressed that ‘‘uncertainty regarding 
supervisory expectations can limit the ability of credit unions to provide the services 
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sought by their members.’’ The NCUA also expressed that there is no precedent for 
understanding the abusive prong of UDAAP, which can be broad. 

When credit unions are operating without due process and do not have a clear 
picture of the rules they are operating under, we stop innovating and limit our prod-
ucts and services. The result is detrimental to our members and our communities. 
More clarity is needed about the CFPB’s use of UDAAP authority, as this would be 
in the best interest of credit unions and their members. 
Specific Changes to Strengthen Consumer Regulations 

The 2008 financial crisis taught us that it is important to address the actions of 
financial services providers who are harming consumers. While the goal of the 
CFPB is to protect consumers, there are ways CFPB regulations could be better tai-
lored to address the problem actors in the industry without impeding the ability of 
credit unions and other community financial institutions from continuing to operate 
and serve consumers. 

In the past several years, since the creation of the CFPB, credit unions’ ability 
to provide top quality and consumer-friendly financial products and services has 
been significantly impeded by a regulatory scheme which has favored the large 
banks and nonbank financial services providers that can afford to absorb regulatory 
and compliance changes. CUNA’s recent Regulatory Burden Study found that in 
2014, regulatory burden on credit unions caused $6.1 billion in regulatory costs, and 
an additional $1.1 billion in lost revenue. Even more alarming, these figures do not 
include the CFPB’s recent regulatory additions to the Home Mortgage Disclosure 
Act (HMDA) and Truth in Lending Act/Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act Inte-
grated Disclosure (TRID) requirements, which we believe have caused the greatest 
increase in compliance cost but have yet to be precisely measured. CUNA is in the 
process of updating the study to consider the impact of recently implemented regula-
tions. 

The CFPB regularly cites modest thresholds and accommodations it has provided 
in some mortgage rules and the remittances rule as proof it is considering the im-
pact its rules have on credit unions and their members. And, the exemptions the 
CFPB provided for small creditors in the qualified mortgage/ability-to-repay under-
writing rules were helpful to credit unions. Regrettably, the CFPB’s efforts have not 
been sufficient and have not fully taken into consideration the size, complexity, 
structure, or mission of all credit unions. Below are regulatory changes that could 
be made to keep credit unions like mine operating and thriving in these markets. 
This nuanced policymaking can foster economic growth for credit unions and their 
members. 
1. Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) 

The CFPB has acknowledged that credit unions maintained sound credit practices 
through the economic crises and did not engage in the practices that led to the crash 
of the housing market. Nonetheless, the HMDA rule penalizes credit unions where 
there has been no evidence of wrongful conduct. This makes little sense given credit 
unions’ field of membership requirements. 

The CFPB should modify the 2015 HMDA final rule to provide meaningful exemp-
tions that will provide relief to credit unions. It will be difficult for credit unions 
to effectively participate in the mortgage lending market if they are forced out be-
cause of rules not tailored to their size or structure. While the 2015 HMDA final 
rule included exemption thresholds of 25 closed-end mortgages—2 per month—and 
100 open-end mortgages (HELOCs)—2 per week—from HMDA reporting, this can 
hardly be described as tailoring the rule to minimize the impact on small entities 
given that prior to the rule, credit unions were not required to report HMDA data 
on HELOCs. The new HMDA reporting requirements are particularly troublesome 
since many credit unions process HELOCs on a consumer platform and mortgages 
on a different lending platform, a point that credit union leaders repeatedly raised 
with Bureau staff during the rulemaking process. The CFPB further added to credit 
unions’ regulatory burden by drastically increasing the number of data points they 
must report to a level well beyond the data points required by the Dodd-Frank Act. 

CUNA’s recent survey of credit unions showed that nearly one in four (23 percent) 
that currently offer HELOCs plans to either curtail their offerings or stop offering 
them completely in response to the new HMDA rules. We believe this is a conserv-
ative estimate since many credit unions have not fully turned their attention to im-
plementing the new HMDA rules, given the other regulatory changes that have had 
their focus the past few years. 

While the NCUA stated recently that there are several areas where relief is war-
ranted for credit unions, it specifically identified HMDA as problematic. It urged the 
CFPB to significantly increase its exemption thresholds. Additionally, the NCUA 
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expressed concerns that the CFPB is requiring the reporting of 14 additional data 
points beyond what was explicitly required in the Dodd-Frank Act. The NCUA 
stated, ‘‘the recording and submission of the additional data fields create a signifi-
cant burden on credit unions,’’ and it further urged the CFPB to exempt credit 
unions from this reporting requirement. The NCUA also points out the harm such 
arbitrary requirements could cause for consumers, stating, ‘‘While the Bureau may 
consider such additional data points as value added for economic modeling or other 
purposes, please consider the distinct economic burden places on the credit union 
community by this exercise.’’ 

Credit unions have provided an abundance of data to the CFPB showing that the 
thresholds for HMDA compliance do not provide enough regulatory relief. Congress 
should, therefore, encourage the CFPB to provide an exemption from reporting on 
HELOCs and a dramatic increase in the loan volume exemption threshold for 
closed-end mortgage loans. These changes would allow credit unions to continue to 
operate in the mortgage lending market and allow consumers to have more and 
safer choices. A more robust and competitive mortgage market with many partici-
pants benefits consumers most. 

In addition, Congress should require the CFPB to make modifications to the rule 
so the required data points are limited to the enumerated data points in the Dodd- 
Frank Act. The Dodd-Frank Act enumerated data points are sufficient for purposes 
of identifying discriminatory practices and implementing the purpose of the rule. 

Finally, Congress should require the CFPB to study the ramifications on privacy 
and the potential for identity theft before collecting any additional data points or 
making them public. The final rule also calls for the use of a ‘‘balancing test’’ by 
the CFPB yet does not otherwise indicate which fields will be made public. The 
CFPB should make modifications to the rule to clarify which fields will be made 
public and allow for notice and comment on the actual public data points. 
2. Mortgage Origination Rules 

In CUNA’s recent survey of credit unions, 43 percent cited the CFPB’s QM/ATR 
rule as most negatively impacting the ability to serve members with mortgage prod-
ucts. While the CFPB provided a ‘‘small creditor’’ exemption to certain provisions 
of this rule, it did not provide full relief for credit unions who in some instances 
were forced to change their product offerings. All credit unions, not just the very 
smallest, have a different operating structure than banks and for-profit lenders, and 
the regulatory changes implemented by the CFPB must reflect this difference. Modi-
fications in these new underwriting rules for all credit unions would be appropriate 
to ensure they can continue to effectively serve their members. 

Furthermore, credit unions agree that borrowers should have appropriate disclo-
sures when buying a home, but the sweeping substantive changes made by the new 
TRID rules in addition to the Ability-to-Repay (ATR) underwriting requirements in-
crease the regulatory burden on credit unions and create arbitrary barriers to home-
ownership. The CFPB should recognize credit unions are not predatory lenders but 
good faith partners for their members seeking to buy a home. Credit unions would 
support the following changes to the TRID framework, which would help us con-
tinue to operate in the current market. 

First, origination waiting periods are harmful to consumers and lenders by delay-
ing closings often not to the benefit of the consumer. We would support modifica-
tions to the rules to allow waiting periods to be waived. Congress should urge the 
CFPB to remove the required 3-day waiting period prior to closings. This waiting 
period is disruptive to borrowers and credit unions alike, and can result in credit 
union home buyers losing opportunities to other potential buyers, such as investors 
paying cash. 

Second, credit unions would support a regulatory change that would allow a safe- 
harbor from TRID enforcement until it issues clear guidance and clarifies the tech-
nical and prescriptive TRID requirements. The rule should be modified to be prin-
cipal-based instead of prescriptive. 

Third, Congress should urge the CFPB to provide a definition for ‘‘residual in-
come’’ in the TILA Regulation Z ATR requirements. The lack of a clear definition 
forces significant documentation requirements and creates unnecessary litigation 
and liability risk. This risk adversely affects consumers with less than meticulous 
credit records. 

Fourth, the CFPB should make modifications to TILA regulations to allow for an 
ability to cure violations prior to the right to proceed with litigation. 

Fifth, credit unions would support removal of the 2021 sunset for QM loans that 
are eligible for sale to the Government-Sponsored Enterprises (GSEs) to prevent 
market disruptions. The current exemption allows lenders to exceed the general re-
quirement that QM loans have a debt-to-income ratio of 43 percent, an onerous 
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standard. The exemption for GSEs assists in maintaining a functioning mortgage 
market. 

In addition, credit unions would support revision of the loan originator compensa-
tion rules to narrow the overbroad definition of ‘‘loan originator.’’ The definition, as 
currently written, is unclear and could potentially require registration of all employ-
ees of a credit union. Credit unions would also support clarification of assignee li-
ability under the lending rules/statutes. This lack of clarity has the unintended con-
sequence of causing the secondary market to reject loans because of possible tech-
nical, non-impactful errors. This is, in large part, due to the unclear interpretation 
of TILA/RESPA rules for which credit unions have requested additional guidance 
from the CFPB. 

Finally, credit unions would strongly support increases to the tolerances for ap-
praisal fees. The zero-tolerance requirement has caused problems and delays for 
credit unions and consumers. 

3. Mortgage Servicing Regulations 
The CFPB stated it has tailored its servicing rules by making certain exemptions 

for small servicers that service 5,000 or fewer mortgage loans. However, significant 
requirements under the servicing rules are excluded from the exemption and must 
be followed by large and small servicers alike. Small servicers remain subject to re-
quirements related to successors-in-interest, force-placed insurance and in certain 
circumstances, early intervention requirements for borrowers in bankruptcy. CUNA 
continues to hear the most concerns about CFPB rules from the smaller credit 
unions whom the CFPB claims to have helped most through its thresholds. 

Congress should urge the CFPB to provide a more complete exemption from these 
requirements for credit unions. First, the CFPB should change the language of the 
force-placed hazard insurance notice to include reference to a policy that provides 
insufficient coverage. Second, the CFPB should expand the small servicer exemption 
to fully exclude application of Regulation Z provisions to successors in interest, spe-
cifically provisions relating to disclosure requirements regarding post-consummation 
events, prohibited acts or practices and certain requirements for credit secured by 
a dwelling, mortgage transfer disclosures, and periodic statements for residential 
mortgage loans. 

4. Remittances 
The CFPB regularly cites the exemption to entities that provide fewer than 100 

remittances annually as an example of regulatory relief to small entities. However, 
this exemption threshold—of just two transactions a week—is a prime example of 
one that has not provided significant relief to credit unions, as evidenced by the fact 
that half of credit unions offering remittances prior to the implementation of this 
rule have exited the market or reduced offerings. For credit unions to come back 
into, or continue to, participate in this market, the CFPB should re-propose this rule 
with an increased exemption threshold of at least 1,000. This would allow more 
credit unions to be exempt from the rule, providing consumers with more options. 
5. Fair Debt Collection Practice Act (FDCPA) 

When Congress enacted the FDCPA and for decades since, it recognized that in-
cluding credit unions in a statute addressing abusive debt collection practices is 
unnecessary because credit unions are highly regulated and supervised, and have 
longstanding relationships with their members. Since the enactment of the FDCPA, 
no subsequent law, including the Dodd-Frank Act, has changed this directive. As 
such, the CFPB should withdraw debt collection bulletins that attempt to use its 
UDAAP authority to place new requirements on creditors despite no statutory 
changes in the FDCPA or Federal Credit Union Act (FCUA). It is unclear what force 
of law CFPB bulletins have, and the lack of transparency surrounding them outside 
of the rulemaking process creates unclear requirements and due process concerns. 
The CPFB should also withdraw its bulletin concerning service providers. Again, a 
bulletin issued outside of the rulemaking process creates confusion and unclear 
guidance. 

The CFPB issued a fair lending guidance bulletin unsupported by research or 
data. This guidance bulletin was also not issued through the normal course of the 
Administrative Procedures Act or the public rulemaking process. We are concerned 
with actions taken by the CFPB that circumvent the rulemaking process and rob 
us and our members of the opportunity to provide input. We, therefore, support the 
withdrawal of the CFPB’s indirect lending guidance since it lacks transparency and 
has caused confusion about the CFPB’s jurisdiction and interest in this market. Pol-
icymaking in this area should be open to the public and responsive to comments. 
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6. Payday and Small Dollar Loans 
In the proposed payday and small dollar loan rule, the CFPB is attempting to 

sweep consumer-friendly credit union small dollar loan products and services into 
the rule using its UDAAP authority. It, unfortunately, proposes new and complex 
requirements on credit unions despite little to no data suggesting these products 
have any pattern of harm to consumers. To the contrary, consumers have stated 
that credit union small dollar loans are often their safest and best option for credit. 
Accordingly, Congress should urge the CFPB to exempt credit unions entirely from 
its proposed payday and small dollar loan rulemaking. 
7. Voluntary Products 

Federal credit unions are subject to the FCUA and TILA’s Regulation Z, which 
are significantly altered by the CFPB’s proposed new ‘‘All-in APR’’ calculation. Cur-
rently, Federal credit unions typically view their loans under the TILA Regulation 
Z definition of cost of credit to determine what fees are finance charges, which does 
not include application fees, insurance, or other ancillary products within the cost 
of credit. Therefore, Congress should urge the CFPB to clearly delineate that ancil-
lary products that are not required as part of the credit are not fees for the payment 
for the credit granted, and the fees are not finance charges for purposes of Regula-
tion Z. This will ensure that credit unions are not impeded from offering consumers 
the safest and most affordable insurance and other voluntary product options. 
8. Arbitration 

Credit unions are democratic organizations owned and controlled by their mem-
bers. It is difficult to imagine a case in which class action litigation against a credit 
union would be the best course of action for credit union members, since it would 
put them in a position of having to sue themselves as owners. Accordingly, Congress 
should urge the CFPB to exempt credit unions from new arbitration requirements 
because of their unique member ownership structure in which class action litigation 
would lead to member harm. 
9. Small Business Lending 

Section 1071 of the Dodd-Frank Act amends the Equal Credit Opportunity Act to 
require financial institutions to compile, maintain, and submit to the CFPB certain 
data on credit applications by women-owned, minority-owned, and small businesses. 
This is one of the last remaining required rulemakings in the Dodd-Frank Act. 
Credit unions’ unique and distinct memberships, as well as the statutory restric-
tions on credit union business lending and existing regulatory framework, would not 
coincide with the CFPB’s plans for data collection and would likely result in data 
that does not portray a complete or accurate picture of credit union lending. There-
fore, Congress should exempt credit unions from the Section 1071 requirements. 
Regulatory burden likely to be associated with this rule, particularly for small credit 
unions, would harm the ability of small business owners to obtain credit from their 
credit union. 
10. Access to Financial Records 

Per the CFPB, greater access to consumer data by data aggregation companies 
benefits consumers because it allows companies to innovate as they develop tools 
and services for consumers, such as personal financial management tools, credit de-
cisions, bill payment, and fraud protection. Credit unions agree that some of the 
tools and services that rely on data aggregation are useful to consumers. However, 
the benefits of such practices are certainly not without serious risks. Accordingly, 
Congress should direct the CFPB to proceed carefully in the context of third-party 
access to consumer data. Credit unions are concerned with the very real threats to 
financial account providers, such as potential liability, and the potential harm to 
consumers. Such harm could result from unauthorized account access or authorized 
access by unscrupulous third-party aggregators. 
Enabling Consumers To Achieve the Dream of Home Ownership 

Housing is one of the largest sectors of the American economy and a key compo-
nent of economic growth in many communities across the country. Many credit 
unions offer mortgages to satisfy member demand, and credit unions represent an 
increasingly significant source of mortgage credit nationally. In 2016, more than 
two-thirds of credit unions were active in the first mortgage arena, collectively origi-
nating over $143 billion worth of these loans—an amount equal to 7.5 percent of 
the total market. By comparison, in 1996 only 43 percent of credit unions were ac-
tive and they originated a total of less than $20 billion in first mortgages. Moreover, 
credit unions are increasingly active participants in the secondary market. Whereas 
in 1996 only about 16 percent of mortgage lending credit unions sold loans into the 
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secondary market, by 2016, nearly 30 percent of mortgage lending credit unions sold 
$56 billion into the secondary market, or 40 percent of total first mortgages origi-
nated. 

Credit unions that elect to sell mortgages into the secondary market do so for a 
variety of reasons, but predominantly it is a tool to help them manage long-term 
interest rate risk. Particularly today, with long-term interest rates at or near his-
toric lows, access to a highly liquid secondary market with relatively low transaction 
costs is vital for the health of credit union mortgage lending. Credit unions, there-
fore, have a deep interest in the structure of the housing finance system going for-
ward, and support the creation of an efficient, effective, and fair secondary market 
with equal access for lenders of all sizes, which adheres to the following principles 
below. 
1. Neutral Third Party 

There must be a neutral third party in the secondary market, with its sole role 
as a conduit to the secondary market. This entity must be independent of any firm 
that has any other role or business relationship in the mortgage origination and 
securitization process, to ensure that no market participant or class of participants 
enjoys an unfair advantage in the system. 
2. Equal Access 

The secondary market must be open to lenders of all sizes on an equitable basis. 
Credit unions understands that the users (lenders, borrowers, etc.) of a secondary 
market will be required to pay for the use of such market through fees, appropriate 
risk premiums, and other means. However, guarantee fees or other fees/premiums 
should not have any relationship to lender volume. Additionally, I caution strongly 
against regimes that require lenders to retain significant amounts of risk beyond 
that represented by actuarially appropriate guarantee fees, as these risk retention 
arrangements may have a disproportionately negative impact on small lenders that 
are less able to manage such risk, and could therefore result in less consumer 
choice. 
3. Strong Oversight and Supervision 

The entities providing secondary market services must be subject to appropriate 
regulatory and supervisory oversight to ensure safety and soundness by ensuring ac-
countability, effective corporate governance, and preventing future fraud. These en-
tities should also be subject to strong capital requirements and have flexibility to 
operate well and develop new programs in response to marketplace demands. 
4. Durability 

Any new system must ensure mortgage loans will continue to be made to qualified 
borrowers even in troubled economic times. Without the backstop of an explicit fed-
erally insured or guaranteed component of any revised system, credit unions will be 
concerned that private capital could quickly dry up during difficult economic times, 
as it did during the financial crisis, effectively halting mortgage lending altogether. 
5. Financial Education 

Credit unions have a noble history of offering a wide variety of financial coun-
seling and other educational services to their members. Any new housing finance 
system should emphasize consumer education and counseling to ensure that bor-
rowers receive appropriate mortgage loans. 
6. Predictable and Affordable Payments 

Any new system must include consumer access to a variety of products that pro-
vide for predictable, affordable mortgage payments to qualified borrowers. Tradition-
ally, this has been through fixed-rate mortgages (such as the 30-year fixed rate 
mortgage), but other products that may be more appropriately tailored to a bor-
rower’s specific circumstances, such as certain standardized adjustable rate mort-
gages, should also be available. 
7. Loan Limits 

Our Nation’s housing market is diverse, with wide variation geographically and 
between rural and urban communities. Any new housing finance system should 
apply reasonable conforming loan limits that take into consideration local real es-
tate prices in higher cost areas. 
8. Affordable Housing 

The important role of Government support for affordable housing (defined as 
housing for lower-income borrowers but not necessarily high risk borrowers, histori-
cally provided through Fair Housing Act programs) should be a function separate 
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from the responsibilities of the secondary market entities. The requirements for a 
program to stimulate the supply of credit to lower-income borrowers are not the 
same as those for the more general mortgage market. Credit unions believe a con-
nection between these two goals could be accomplished by either appropriately pric-
ing guarantee fees to minimize the chance of taxpayer expense, and/or adding a 
small supplement to guarantee fees, the proceeds of which could be used by some 
other Federal agency in a more targeted fashion in furtherance of affordable housing 
goals. 
9. Mortgage Servicing 

To ensure a completely integrated mortgage experience for member-borrowers, 
credit unions should continue to be afforded the opportunity to retain or sell the 
right to service their members’ mortgages, at the sole discretion of the credit union, 
regardless of whether that member’s loan is held in portfolio or sold into the sec-
ondary market. To lose control over this servicing relationship would be detrimental 
not only to a large majority of credit union member-borrowers, but could also result 
in fewer mortgage choices available to credit unions and their members, with higher 
interest rates and fees alike. Moreover, to the extent national mortgage servicing 
standards are developed, such servicing standards should be applied uniformly and 
not result in the imposition of any additional or new regulatory burdens upon credit 
unions. 
10. Reasonable and Orderly Transition 

Whatever the outcome of the debate over the housing finance system in this coun-
try, the transition from the current system to any potential new housing finance 
system must be reasonable and orderly to prevent significant disruption to the hous-
ing market which would harm homeowners, potential home buyers, the credit 
unions who serve them, the Nation’s housing market, and economic growth. 
Providing Credit Unions with the Tools for Success 

Credit unions have a proven track record of being the responsible service pro-
viders and lenders in this country. Credit unions representatives, such as myself, 
believe there should be efforts made to remove barriers and provide more capabili-
ties so we can continue to serve our members. We encourage Congress to use its 
oversight authority to monitor and encourage our prudential regulator, the NCUA, 
to continue with regulatory relief efforts all of which will help foster economic 
growth in local communities. As I have stated earlier in this testimony, it is the 
growth and health of local communities, like the ones my credit union serves, that 
contribute to the overall economic health of this country. Any effort to reduce the 
regulatory burden on credit unions will result in investment in their members 
through better rates on savings and loans, stronger capital positions, and the devel-
opment of alternative financial products and delivery systems. We recommend Con-
gress, through its oversight, monitor and encourage the NCUA to provide regulatory 
relief for credit unions on the following issues. 
1. Appropriately Tailoring Rules for Credit Unions 

Credit unions are member-owned not-for-profit cooperatives which inherently 
focus their purpose and existence on the benefit of their members. Our unique struc-
ture demands that the rules governing operations are tailored to maximize the ben-
efit to our member owners. As such, we urge Congress to encourage the NCUA to 
not mimic Federal prudential banking regulators’ rules designed for large banks 
owned by stockholders that bear little, if any, resemblance to a credit union. Rules 
should be properly tailored to recognize and account for the unique cooperative 
structure of credit unions. 
2. Examination Flexibility 

NCUA has adopted and is implementing an Examination Flexibility Initiative. 
Credit unions applaud the NCUA for these efforts which, if structured properly, will 
provide efficiencies and reduce costs to the agency, and reduce the examination bur-
den on credit unions. This reduced regulatory burden will allow credit unions to 
focus their efforts and resources on their members. We urge Congress to monitor 
the progress of this effort and ensure that the technology upgrades and restruc-
turing of the examination process and call report system ultimately result in budget 
efficiencies and reduced regulatory burden. As a further enhancement to these ef-
forts, we urge Congress to encourage the NCUA to adopt the extended examination 
cycle for low-risk credit unions to those with $1 billion or more in assets. Currently, 
the extended examination cycle for low-risk credit unions is only available for those 
under $1 billion in assets. 
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3. Minimizing the Negative Impact of Accounting Standards on Credit Impairment 
on Credit Union Lending 

Congress should ensure the NCUA works with credit unions to minimize the 
harmful effects the Financial Accounting Standards Board’s (FASB) current 
expected credit loss (CECL) standard will undoubtedly have on their ability to lend 
to their members. The CECL standard will require credit unions and other financial 
institutions to forecast potential credit impairment using forward-looking informa-
tion, as opposed to the current process of using historical data. 

Application of CECL will have two impacts on credit unions: it will make the cal-
culation of loan loss allowance accounts more complicated and costly, and it will 
require credit unions to hold more in those allowance accounts for any given loan 
portfolio. The NCUA has acknowledged that CECL will adversely affect credit 
unions’ net worth ratios for any fixed level of credit risk exposure. 

In the final standard, the FASB recognized that a one-size-fits-all approach is 
inappropriate in the context of determining credit losses. Specifically, the final 
standard contains language not included in the proposal that provides additional 
flexibility, stating there is no one methodology that entities must use in applying 
CECL. Further, the FASB stated its intent is that each institution applies the meth-
od appropriate for its portfolio based on the knowledge of its business and processes. 
Since the FASB is simply the accounting standard setter, compliance with CECL 
will be assessed by the NCUA and the other Federal financial regulators through 
the examination process. 

Credit unions are required under the FCUA to follow U.S. generally accepted ac-
counting principles (GAAP). However, the NCUA has significant latitude on how it 
applies these standards in the examination context. While application of CECL will 
in no way change economic reality, as noted above, it will result in lower apparent 
capital ratios at credit unions (and banks). Therefore, credit unions have repeatedly 
urged the NCUA to instruct examiners to make the appropriate adjustments in as-
sessments of capital adequacy to minimize the negative impact on credit unions. To 
illustrate this, assume under the CECL approach a credit union’s net worth ratio 
falls by 50 basis points. In such an instance, an examiner who otherwise might have 
suggested, for example, a 9 percent net worth ratio should now be satisfied with 8.5 
percent which would provide the same level of loss absorption capacity as the pre-
vious 9 percent. 

This scenario makes clear that the NCUA can adjust its processes in a way that 
minimizes the negative effect on credit unions’ net worth ratios, which would likely 
translate directly into a decrease in consumer and business lending. Not only does 
the NCUA have the authority to reduce such harm, it can do so relatively easily 
and at no risk to the National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund (NCUSIF). 
Therefore, we urge Congress to work with the NCUA to ensure the agency takes 
appropriate steps to minimize effects of CECL that will have a real-life impact on 
credit union lending to their consumer- and business-members. 

Further, while the standard’s effective date is still several years away, the NCUA 
is scheduled to begin examining credit unions next year for CECL preparedness. Ap-
plication of CECL will require credit unions to compile and analyze loan data at a 
level of granularity beyond what is currently the common practice. Thus, it is cru-
cial that the NCUA provide credit unions with detailed guidance as soon as possible 
to educate them on the specific data they will be required to use for CECL. While 
the NCUA has stated its intention to release such guidance, credit unions are un-
able to proceed with preparation until they can study the compliance aid. Recog-
nizing its importance, we ask Congress to encourage the NCUA to finalize and re-
lease this guidance as soon as possible. 
4. Leverage Requirement 

Under the FCUA, credit unions are subject to statutory capital requirements. For 
prompt corrective action purposes, a credit union must maintain a leverage ratio of 
7 percent to be considered well-capitalized. This level is 2 percentage points higher 
than bank capital requirements. When the credit union requirement was set by 
Congress, credit unions were not subject to a Basel-style risk-based capital require-
ment. The new risk-based capital rule promulgated by the NCUA does follow a 
Basel approach. Therefore, a higher statutory leverage requirement for credit unions 
is no longer necessary. Lowering the leverage requirement, supported by the new 
risk-based requirement, would provide regulatory relief for many credit unions and 
will allow credit unions to invest more in their members, fostering economic growth. 
5. Corporate Stabilization Fund/NCUSIF 

The NCUA is currently considering the process for winding down the Corporate 
Credit Union Resolution Program put in place during the height of the financial 
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crises for five corporate credit unions conserved by the NCUA. The performance of 
the Corporate Stabilization Fund has improved dramatically as the economy and 
housing markets have recovered and the NCUA has obtained settlements from sev-
eral of the investment banks that sold legacy assets to the corporate credit unions. 
Thus, credit unions have overpaid the projected final costs of the resolution and 
should receive refunds in the form of partial rebates of assessments and partial cap-
ital replenishment to members of some of the corporate credit unions. The 
assessment 
rebates will require a merger of the corporate stabilization fund and the NCUSIF. 
To accomplish the merger, NCUA will likely need to temporarily increase the nor-
mal operating level of the NCUSIF above 1.3 percent of insured shares. We urge 
Congress to monitor this transition ensuring that the increase in the normal oper-
ating level is not larger than necessary, that NCUA returns the normal operating 
level to 1.3 percent as soon as possible, and that credit unions receive rebates in 
a timely manner. 
6. Elimination of the Loan Maturity Limit 

Congress should consider lifting the loan maturity limit contained in 12 U.S.C. 
§1757(5) which limits maturities to 15 years. While the NCUA has limited authority 
to make exceptions to the 15-year limit (and it has chosen to do so), the statutory 
restriction still operates as an antiquated limit to some credit union lending, par-
ticularly Recreational Vehicle (RV), education, and other loans. Elimination of the 
loan maturity limit would allow for additional lending in these markets, which will 
foster economic development. 
We Must Not Move One Step Forward, Two Steps Back 

While credit unions support the changes offered in this testimony, there are other 
policy positions that have been considered that would not be in our best interest 
or the best interest of our members. 

For example, credit unions are opposed to legislative changes to allow Federal 
savings associations (S&Ls) to operate with the duties and responsibilities of na-
tional banks unless similar legislation enhancing the flexibility of the credit union 
charter are provided. This opposition is a matter of fairness and frankly, in the in-
terest of good and consistent public policy. We are also opposed to legislative 
changes to eliminate a statutory cap on commercial lending for S&Ls, without elimi-
nating credit unions’ commercial lending cap. 

While S&Ls were chartered for the specific purpose of mortgage lending, credit 
unions have been offering business purpose loans to their members for over 100 
years. Since the beginning of the financial crisis, business loans have been the fast-
est growing loan type at credit unions; during this same period, commercial lending 
by S&Ls has decreased more than 17 percent. We disagree that either cap on busi-
ness lending should exist in the first place. There are few more provident uses of 
credit than to start, maintain, or expand a business, and America’s small businesses 
need more options to foster economic growth in this country. Credit unions have a 
long and rich history of serving their small business members well, but many credit 
unions that serve these members are staring the business lending cap straight in 
the face. 

Credit unions also do not support any legislative change that would subject the 
NCUA, credit unions’ prudential regulator, to the appropriations process. The 
money that funds the NCUA comes from credit unions, like mine, and their mem-
bers, not the taxpayers in general. Maintaining a separate, independent Federal 
regulator and insurer is critically important to the credit union system, and the 
structural and mission-driven differences between credit unions and banks neces-
sitate such a regulatory scheme. Furthermore, credit unions are concerned that sub-
jecting NCUA to the appropriations process could blur the independence of the 
agency and the credit union system, something we have fought hard to preserve. 
Credit unions and their members remain willing to pay for their own regulator pro-
vided there is sufficient transparency with respect to the agency’s budget and the 
overhead transfer rate. Overall, with all the positive changes that could be made 
to help my credit union better serve consumers, this change would be a solution in 
search of a problem. 

In addition, while credit unions support changes to the CFPB to make it a better, 
more focused agency, we do not support a legislative change that would remove the 
agency’s authority to promulgate rules for and supervise the payday lending market, 
vehicle title loans, or other similar loans. The CFPB should be focusing on the lend-
ing activities of nonbank lenders rather than duplicating the supervision of highly 
regulated and examined financial institutions. While we have significant concerns 
with the CFPB’s proposed rule on small dollar loans, consumers could benefit from 
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a regulatory approach that balances the need for access to credit with addressing 
consumer harms and predatory behavior. Our concern with the CFPB’s small dollar 
rulemaking is that it would impede and discourage credit unions from offering 
member-friendly small dollar credit to consumers, depriving them of access to a safe 
and affordable alternative to entities with well-established histories of abuse. 
We encourage Congress to take a more measured approach to this issue that pro-
vides more protection to consumers, without unnecessarily limiting safe and afford-
able options in this market. 

Furthermore, credit unions do not support legislative changes that would give 
banks with a leverage ratio more than 10 percent an exemption from ‘‘any Federal 
law, rule or regulation providing limitations on mergers, consolidations, or acquisi-
tions of assets or control, to the extent such limitations relate to capital or liquidity 
standards or concentration of deposits or assets, so long as the banking organiza-
tion, after such proposed merger, consolidation, or acquisition, would maintain a 
quarterly leverage ratio of at least 10 percent.’’ Such a policy would provide very 
well capitalized banks an exemption from the 10 percent domestic deposit cap. Con-
gress must consider the systemic risk this type of exemption would present, even 
if applied only to very well capitalized banks, as it could easily enable the very large 
banks to get substantially larger, increasing risk to the banking system and reduc-
ing consumer choice in the banking sector. As we have learned the hard way, poli-
cies that empower too-big-to-fail banks do not contribute to the economic growth of 
our country. 

Finally, credit unions would not support legislative changes to repeal the Chevron 
deference doctrine of administrative law that gives Federal agencies deference on 
their interpretations of statutes. The implications of such a policy change would pre-
vent our Federal regulators from doing the very job they were created to do. Credit 
unions need a regulator that understands their industry and their individual oper-
ations. The specialized expertise of independent agencies, when they are run by a 
bipartisan multi-member board, is critical to providing the regulated industry with 
policies to allow growth and prosperity. Federal agencies need the leeway to make 
decisions for their regulated entities within the confines of their statutory authority. 
There are alternative ways to monitor the policymaking of independent agencies, 
such as insuring the agencies are run by diverse group of decisionmakers. Repealing 
the Chevron deference doctrine would not be the solution to agency overreach. 
Conclusion 

Thank you again for the opportunity to testify and be a part of this process. I take 
my role in the credit union movement, and as part of the economic environment, 
seriously. I believe we have an opportunity for success and greater economic growth 
if we make the right choices. And, these choices must not only benefit ourselves and 
our neighbors, but all Americans. Thank you for consideration of my views. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN BISSELL 
PRESIDENT AND CEO, GREYLOCK FEDERAL CREDIT UNION 

JUNE 8, 2017 

Thank you for the honor of joining you today to share the experiences of Greylock 
Federal, where we serve more than 75,000 families and small businesses in rural 
Berkshire County. This county contains about 12 percent of our State’s land mass, 
but only about 2 percent of the population. Our region, like so many across the 
country, is making the painful transition from a manufacturing base that once of-
fered 12,000 GE jobs, to a service economy with close to zero GE jobs. The popu-
lation in my hometown of Pittsfield has dropped from 58,000 to 40,000, just during 
the course of my lifetime. Our largest local employer is now our health system. 

We have met these challenges head on as a region. While we are relieved to see 
our local economy recovering, and a brisk pace of hiring in Berkshire County, we 
can clearly see that not everyone is participating in the rebound. Many residents 
are caught in the bind of low-wage jobs and unaffordable housing; 45 percent of 
renters and 37 percent of homeowners live in homes considered ‘‘unaffordable.’’ 20 
percent of families with children younger than five are in living in poverty, and 34 
percent of children are growing up in single-parent households. In addition, mass 
transit is weak, and according to the U.S. Census Bureau, 92 percent of Berkshire 
County workers rely on private transportation as their primary means to get to 
work. For working families living on the edge of financial stability, a failed trans-
mission or a dead battery means an immediate loss of income. Others may be in 
between jobs and have a great idea for a small business, but do not qualify for tradi-
tional bank financing. 
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Local challenges like these need local economic development solutions. As the only 
CDFI credit union in the region, and with our strong $1 billion balance sheet, we 
at Greylock recognize our responsibility to redeploy deposits back into our local 
economy, help create jobs, boost consumer purchasing power and expand wealth 
building opportunities. How can we do that? For starters, we have looked to the 
example of other CDFI credit unions around the country—meaning those with a 
mission of promoting financial security and community development in lower-income 
distressed communities—and we were inspired to create our own Community Devel-
opment department. This team—comprising two full-time employees and seven fully 
certified counselors—now offers free financial education, credit counseling, and 
budgeting assistance to every person in our community. Our professionals create 
new loan and deposit products to help the underserved and collaborate with local 
nonprofits to improve the financial self-sufficiency of working families. Further, to 
put more people in our community to work, we are expanding our New Road Auto 
Loan program for people with credit challenges. When they buy a reliable car, and 
make on time payments, their credit score goes up and their interest rate goes 
down. We are also expanding our Safety Net lending so that when a family has an 
unexpected emergency, they can come to Greylock for help instead of falling in with 
a predatory lender. Nationally, 16 percent of people take out predatory loans for 
emergency expenses and 69 percent for reoccurring expenses (e.g., rent), and these 
payday loans trap consumers into taking out new loans to pay off previous loans 
because the lump sum payments are unrealistic, worsening consumer’s financial dis-
tress. We need to keep our members away from these financial predators in the first 
place. Finally, we are broadening our small business lending and technical assist-
ance to help more people transition to entrepreneurship. All of these taken together 
should help nearly 3,000 more local families participate in the economic turnaround. 

These are some of the ways that we can help grow our local economy. Greylock 
is far from an exception; in fact we are still building our programs and our product 
shelf to emulate the best mission-driven CDFI credit unions in the country. 

In conclusion, I want to offer my thoughts on the role of regulation. The people 
I am concerned about in Berkshire County are still hurting, and make no mistake 
about it, these consumers need protection. The abuses and predatory practices that 
brought about the Great Recession destroyed 40 percent of American household 
wealth. Black families lost 50 percent of their household wealth and Latino families 
lost 67 percent. Having one half to two thirds of your wealth taken from you is far 
too great a price to pay, ever again. And if we thought the abusive and fraudulent 
practices exercised by big banks had ended, we received a rude awakening with the 
Wells Fargo scandal. Consumers need, and deserve, much stronger protection than 
they had previous to 2010. Credit unions did not create the financial crisis, and I 
am proud of the role we played in helping consumers and our local economies to 
recover. We are promoting financial literacy, fostering financial inclusion, and help-
ing to grow small businesses, and we respectfully ask that with each new regula-
tion, you consider the impact on our ability to fulfill our mission, especially among 
smaller credit unions who lack the resources of Greylock. While I want smarter reg-
ulation as much as anybody, I ask that you please, do not allow a repeat of the ex-
cesses and predatory practices that precipitated the crisis in the first place. 

As you think about the best investments and policy decisions you can make, 
please keep in mind that 6,000 credit unions across this country are hard at work 
on these challenges already, and that CDFI credit unions deliver $12 of positive eco-
nomic impact (in the form of loans to consumers, small businesses and first-time 
homeowners) for every grant dollar invested. Every dollar you approve for the CDFI 
fund that is invested through a credit union like mine pays you and the American 
taxpayer back many times over. Further, CDFI credit unions provide a way for 
banks to reach underserved communities, by making targeted CRA investments 
with CDFIs acting as the conduit. Strong community credit unions are a vital force 
in growing local economies. 

I thank you for your kind attention and I am happy to answer any questions you 
may have. 
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Witness Background Statement 

Adam J. Le.•itin ts ~ Professor of Law at the Geor~town University Law Center, in 
Washington, D.C., where he teaches courses in financial regulation, structured finance, contl:2cts, 
bankruptcy, and commercial law. Among his publications is Finomiol RJJ/nit1111i~: Business 
BankmpllJ in thtMoJernummtrtiol Wmd (Wolters Kluwer 2015). 

Professor Levitin has previously served on the Consumer FinanCJal Protection Bureau's 
Consumer Advisory Board, as the Bruce \YI. Nichols Visiting Professor of Law at Harvard Law 
School, as the Robert Zirunan Scholar in Residence at the American Bankruptcy lnstirute, and as 
Special Counsel to the Congressional Ol•ersight Panel supervising the Troubled Asset Relief 
Progwn (fARP). 

Before joining the Georgetown faculty, Professor Levitin p!1lcticed in the Business Finance 
& Restructuring Department of\Yieil, Gotshal & Manges, LLP in New York, and served as law clerk 
to the Honol'llble Jane R. Roth on the United States Court of Appeals for the Third CircuiL 

Professor Levitin holds a J.D. from Harvard Law Schoo~ an M.Phil and an A.M. from 
Columbia Universil)', and an A.B. from Harvard College. In 2013 he was awarded the American 
Law Institute's Young Scholar's Medal. 

Professor Leviun has not received any fedml ~nts or any compensation in connection 
"'th his testimony, and he is not testi~'ng on behalf of any organization. The views expressed in 
his testimony are solely his own. 
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Chairman Crapo, Ranking Memi>er Brown, Members of the Committee: 

Thank you for inviting me to testify at this hearing. My name is Adam Levitin. I am a 
Professor of Law at the Georgetown University, where I teach CO\li'SeS in financial regulation and 
bankruptcy among other topics. I am here today solely in my academic capacity and am not 
testifying on behalf of any entity. 

Since the passage of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform a.'ld Consumer Protection Act in 
2010, the banking sector as a whole, including community boo.~s, has been doing incredibly weU. 
The percentage of profitable community banks at the end of the first quarter of 2017 was the 
highest it has been in the last twenty years.1 From the second quarter of 2010 Gust before the 
passage of the Dodd-Frank Act) until the second quarter of2016, the pre-<ar. rerum on assets in the 
banking sector was 25% for community banks, and 36% for other banks' Since Dodd-Frank, the 
cumulative pre-tax retwn on equity in the banking sector has been 225% for community 
banks and 320% for mega-banks.' 

To put this in perspective, a $100 equity inveslm!nt in the average oomtTlUility bank in the 
second quarter of 2010 would have relllmed $325 by the second quarter of 2016, while a $100 
investment in a megp-bank would have rerumed $420 over the same time, fur better than the $185 
rerum that a $100 invested in an S&P 500 index fund would have produced 

Meanwhile, American families are struggling Median pre-tax income has dufil'.td. Although 
the US economy has !!fOWO by 9% in real teffilS since 2010, annual medi2n pre-<a.x income has not 
kept up with inflation. Since 2010, real income has fallen for the typical American family by 
0.6%.' (See Figure 1, below.) Families in some states haven't even fared this well. The typical 
Nevada family, for ~le, saw a 3% decline in real income. 

Figure I. Inflation-Adjusted Annual Household Income Gro\\1h1 2010-2016 

· 1.~ --

To be sure, not all furrU!ies are doing badly. The real income of the top 10% of American 
famities has continued to grow, with most of the grins go:ng to the top 1% of the population.1 But 
the rest of America is being left behind 

The problem. then, is not one of economic ~ro\\1h, but of economic distribution. It 
is important that economic growth be a tide that lifts all ships, but that hasn't been happenin& 
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Unforrunate~, the proposals made by the financial seiVices industry in response to this Committte's 
request for growth proposals have little to do with growth and ha,,e nothing to do with improving 
the economic condition of American fumihes. Instead, the bank trade groups have proposed a set 
of deregulations that deregulations "~ll benefit banks and dteir shareholders, but put American 
families and the s!Jlbility of the financial system at risk. In other words, dte proposed deregulations 
are about privatizing gains and socializing losses. The whole point of the Dodd-Fcank Act wos ro 
try and prevent that problem after the devastJtting financial crisis in 2008. 

Rather than pretending that deregulation is synonymous with growth, we should be having a 
conversation about how 10 ensure that growth benefits all Americans. In terms of this Committee's 
ambit, it means addressi11g the continued specter of roo-big-to-fail, so that we don't end up with 
privatized gains and socialized losses and harmful spillovers from risky behavior by banks. It means 
addressing ant!Competitive practices, such as credit card swipe fee pricing, which is a $73 billion 
doi!Jtr annual regressive wealth transfer from American consumers to ba.nks. It means &cilitating 
more robust competition among financial institutions for deposits by enhancing account and 
financial dam portJtbility. That means continuing to support the CFPB's strong enforcement of 
consumer financial protection laws 10 ensure that consumers get the deals they bargained for and 
aren't lllken advan!Jlge of by their banks or discriminated llgllinst by lenders. And that means 
tamping down on excessive spetubtive accivity, such as by maintaining the Volcker Rule and 
enacting a 21" century Glass-Steag.ll Act 

I. COXSOUOATION IN COMMUNITY BANKING ANO CREDIT UNIONS IS NOT DRIVE!'< BY 
REGULATION 

Community banks and credit unions play an important role in the American financial system. 
Community banks are key scurces of credit in srru~ll business and commercial real estate lending. 
They tend to pride themselves on more personalized customer service and products, and they are 
often deeply eng.ged ~>oth the civic fabric of their communities. Credit unions are also important 
sources of fair, straight-forward consumer financial products because credit unions are mutuals, 
owned by their members, and like community banks they often offer superior and more 
personalized customer se!Vice. The health of community banks and cred1t unions is critical for 
preserving choices for consumers and small businesses in the financial products market pbce. 

A. C•mmwnity Banks and Cwlit Unius Art Thri•in~ 

Community ba.nks and credit unions suffered during the financial crisis. They are exposed 
to macroeconomic trends and are alsc exposed to !Jtrger financial institutions through correspondent 
and service relationships. But since the Dodd-Frank Act, community banks and credit unions have 
been doing extremely well as measured by all traditional measures of health of the banking industry. 
Rerurns on assets and returns on equity are both up significantly and ore now in the range of pre· 
crisis levels. (See Figures 2 and 3.) These gains have been shared broadly in the community banking 
industry. The percentage of unprofitJtble communrty banks is the lowest it has been s[nce 1997.' 

The same holds true for credit umons. A higher percentage of credit unions (8!%) had a 
positive return on assets in 2016 than in any year s[nce the Dodd-Prank Act' Almost all of those 
wirlt neg.tive return on assets are very small credit unions with to!Jll assets of under $50 million.• 
Total credit union assets are up 41% and membership is up 18% since 2010, even as the number of 
credit unions has decreased by 21%.9 Credit un[ons are s[tting on some $372 b[llion in surplus 
funds, indica!Utg more than adequate liquidity." 

0 2017, Adam I. Levitin 
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Figure 2. Community Bank Return on Assets (pre-ta.<) 

Figure 3. Community Bank Return on [;quity (pre-ta.<) 
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B. Cmolidati .. i• Co•111M•i1J Badi•g a.d Credit Uni••j Jj a L••g-Tmw, Sttady Tmd 

Community banks and credit union trade associations often point to consolidation in their 
sectors as evidence dut their industries are in trouble (for which the solution is invariably regulatory 
relief of some sort). While there has been substantial consolidation among both communily banks 
and credit unions, it is a long-tean trend. As Figure 4, below, shows, the rate of consolidation in 
teans of number of institutions has been virrually constant for the last quarter century: 248 
community banks and 31 I credit unions per yeor. The constant rate of consolidation for the last 
quarter century is i~futable evidence that consolidation is not being driven by the Dodd-Frank Act 
or the CFPB, because the consolidation trend pre-dated both the Dodd-Frank Act and the CFPB 
and therefore could not be caused by either. There has been no acceleration 10 the consolidation 
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following the passage of the Dodd-Frank Act or the effective date of the CFPB, or the effective date 
of any CFPB regulations. 

Figure 4. Number of Depositories in United States, 1991-201611 

-c:otN'ni.IMy SWs -crt<lit Unions 
Sllurt« RJCQw~ll,a.ftioci'I'GMtiCLt!AO.dtuelenll.,m 

Consolidation is not necessarily a sign that community banks and credit unions are ailmg.U 
Even with consolidation, the United States still boasts &.r more fmancw institutions per capita than 
any other developed country. Most of these mstitutions are very small-communiry banks and 
credit unions. The extraordinary number of small financial institutions in the United States is a 
le~cy of historical bank regulation. Interstate branch banking restrictions splintered the United 
States in 50 retail banking markets (or truly more given that some states have had 1nter-counry 
branching restrictions), which artificially ml:lated the number of banks that could be supported, even 
while limiting the size of those banks. 

1l1e causes of consolidation have likely changed over the last quarter century. Many small 
financial institutions failed during the savings and IMn crisis in the early 1990s. Subsequendy, the 
removal of interstate branch banking restrictions in 1994 as well as !he Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 
1999 encouraged bank mergers and the emergence of megabanks that eng:~gtd not just in traditional 
commercw banking activities, but also in uwestment banking, insurance, and proprietary speculation 
in commodities, derivatives, and stock markets. 

C. C•m••niiJ Bods o•J CreJit U•ius Laek the £ ,..,,;, •f Stole Nmssary t• C••Ptlt 
Efft<ti.,l.J in Mo•J ProJwrl Marlt.tls 

TI1e emergence of megabanks h11s serious changed the competitNe playing field in financial 
services and left community banks and credit unions at a severe disadvantage because they lack the 
economies of scale and the implicit 100-big-ro-fail subsidy of the megabanks. Not suq>risingly, 
consolidation has continued among community banks and credit unions. Community banks 
contmue to fail, be gobbled up by larger banks, or, more rarely, grow out of being commumty 
banks." A similar story exists for credit unions, which have failed, merged, or demutualized. 

While community banks and credit unions are generally quite healthy fmancially today, we 
should expect on-going consolidation in both sectors because of the struclllral disadvanlllges that 
community banks and credit unions face: they lack the economies of scale necessary to be 
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competitive in many product markets. Size matters in consumer finance, which is a business that 
consists of a large number of relatiVely small transactions. Many consumer financial markets
mortgages and credit cards in particular-have crittcal economies of scale, as do customer serviCe 
(such as call centers), infoomation technology, cybersecurity, and compliance programs. Moreover, 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac will not deal with small mortg:tge originators because of their 
perceived counterpar!J• risk. 

lncreasmgly, community banks and credit unions will have trouble competing for deposits as 
they lose locational advantages to mobile banking pla.tfoons and find themselves unable to keep up 
tn the cybersecunty arms rnce. National fintech charters from the Oftice of Comptroller of the 
Currency will e)(Jlcerbare this problem bec:tuse federal finr.echs "'"" present national competition for 
lending and deposits in markets in which larger brick-and-mortar banks do not compete. 

That leaves small business, commercial real estate, and agriculrure lending as spaces in whtch 
community banks remain competitive. It is unclear whether that alone will be enough to support 
many community banks; credit unions are limited in their ability to offer products in all of those 
spaces. What is clear is this: smaller banks are much more likely to be unprofitable than la.rger ones. 
(See Figure 5.) 

Figure 5. Percentage of Depositories with Negative Quarterly Net loco me 
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Additionally, many small community banks are family-owned firms and dley face a 
generational transition problem. The bank might be located in a rural district, and the next 
generation in the controlling f:amily may have moved away to the big city and not be interested in 
reruming to a small town to run the family bank. In such cases, the controlling family hilS littk 
choice but to sell, typically to another, larger bank. As baby boomers have begun retiring, the 
generntional transibon problem has become more salien~ 

E. Co!1J1JJ1111ity Banks a1td Cmlil Umons Afmtly Rmit• Sigmfuant Rtt,tilaiOIJ Rtlilj 

The point here ts that overregulation is 110/ the problem f:acmg community banks." To the 
contrary, community banks and credit unions already receive signifiCant reltef from consumer 
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finance regulation, their bread-and-butter area of business. Tile Dodd-Frank Act codifies special 
solicirude for community banks and credit unions through several provisions: 

• Community banks and all but sc~ giant credit unions are exempt from the Durbin 
Interchange Amendment's debit card fee regulation'' This gives community blinks and 
abnost all credit unions a signif.:ant competitive advantage over meg~bllnks, by allowing 
them to receive higher interchange fees than the megabanks. 

All financial instirutions with less than SIO bdlion in assets are exempt from examination and 
enforcement actions by the CFPB'' There are only 139 banks and credit unions and 
affiliates that are subject to CFPB examination and enforcement." Instead, smaller banks 
and credit unions are e.wnined and subject to enforcement by their rtgular prudential 
regulators. This means that community banks and credit unions have to deal .. ~th fewer 
examinations and are not subject to the scrutiny of a ded.cated consumer protection agency. 

In addition to the re.gular notice and comment requirements of d1e Administrative 
Procedures Act, the CFPB is required to go through • special rulemaking process under tl1e 
Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act when it promulgates rules that ,.;11 
affect small businesses, includ•ng communi!)' banks and credit unions.'$ The SBREFA 
process lets small businesses comment on proposed rules when they are in an early stage, 
before the "tra.n h>S left the station." 

The CFPB has also codified special provisions for community banks and most credit unions 
in its regulatory implementations of the Dodd-Frank Ac~ even though it IS not required to do so. 
The CFPB has built in numerous exceptions for smaller financial insrirutions to its rules: 

• Small creditors (with less than $2 billion in assets) can make mortg:~ge loans at APRs 200 
basis points (2%) higher than larger creditors •nd still quali~· for the absolute safe harbor to 
the Abuity to Repay Rule.'1 

• Small creditors (with less than $2 billion 10 assets) rlut originate less than 500 mortgllge loans 
per year can qualify for the absolute safe harbor to me Ability to Repay Rule for the loans 
they retain on ponfolio even if thost loans have debt-ro-income ratios above 43%.20 If thest 
loans are held in portfolio for three years, they retain their safe harbor even if subsequently 
sold to another small creditor. 11 

• Small creditors (with less than $2 billion in assets) that operate predominandy in rura.l and 
underserved areas are exempt from the requirement of mainlllining escrow accounts for 
high-cost mortgages.22 

• Small creditors (w•th less than $2 billion in assets) 1n rural and underserved areas are exempt 
from the prohibition on high-cost balloon loans.n 

• Small creditors in rural and underserved areas were given a two-year transition period to 
continue making balloon mortg:~ges that qualifY for the safe htrbor from the ability·tO·rtpay 
rule." 

• Implementation of balloon payment limitations was delayed for two-years for all small 
creditors {with less than $2 billion in assets) irrespective of whether rl1ey operate 
predominantly in rural or underserved areas." 

• Loans made against rural properties are not subject to the same rules regarding appraisals for 
high-cost mortg:~ge loans.!$ 
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• Small mortgage strvicers are exempted from the Truth in Lending Act requirement of 
periodic statements." 

• Small servicers are exempted from most of the Real Estllte Settlement Procedures Act loss 
mitiga11on requirements (other tl1an prohibition on commencing foreclosure unta 120 days 
delinquency)." 

• Entities that handle 100 or fewer remittances per year are exempt from tl1e Remittance 
Rulemaking under Reguilltion E under the Electronic Fund Transfers Act.29 

CFPB has e.'panded the definition of "ruraf' creditor and as well as increase the small 
creditor debt-to-income exemption from SOO loan originations to 2.000 loans sold annually (and 
unlimited originations)." 

Beyond this, the CFPB has voluntarily taken actions to ensure that the voices of small 
•nstituuons are heard in the regulatory process: 

• The CFPB has voluntllrily created a Community Bank Advisory Board and a Credit Union 
Advisory Board, in addition to its slllrutoray required Consumer Advisory Board. 

• Tile CFPB has included representAtives of small financial instirutions on its Consumer 
Advisory Board, which has previously been chaired by the chaionan of rurnl commumty 
development credit union. 

All of tl1is is to say that the CFPB has shown particular solicitude for small financial 
mstirucions, attempting to balance their particular concerns and cost strucn•res with the need for 
unifonn consumer protection laws. 

F. The Confined Too-Biz-to-Fail Proble111 HRrls Co111111Nni1J Banks and Credit Unions 

1l1e Dodd-Frnnk Act and the CFPB have put a f~ndly thumb on the regulatory scale co 
ease regulatory burdens for community banks and credit unions, but no amount of regulatory relief 
will offset the structurnl problems faced by community banks and credit unions. TI!ere is really no 
way to avoid the fact U\Jit size matters in consumer finance. lf Congress wants to help community 
banks and credit unions, the best course of accion would be to !like steps to end the too-big-to-fail 
problem that poses not just a systemic risk, but a~o gives too-big-to-fail institutions a competitive 
advanage over community banks and credit unions because of the perceived impliCit guaranty of 
their liabilities. 

Mtgllbanks present a competitive problem for community banks and credit unions because 
of their economies of scale and implicit government guaranty. But they also present a direct threat 
to community banks and credit unions. When big banks go down, they rake small banks with them. 
Small banks are often cied into big banks through correspondent banking relationships that can leave 
small banks exposed to losses when big banks fai~ as well as ro disruption in business semces. 
Moreover, when there is trouble with too-big-to-&.il institutions, markets freeze and the spillover 
effects can be brutal for smaller financial institutions, even ,r they have played by the rules. 

Tile cred•t union industry knows only too well the costs of too-big-to-fail. In 2009 four 
cocporate credit unions, which collectively played a role similar to regional Federal Reserve Banks 
for the credit union industry, &.iled. So did the U.S. Central Credit Union, which served as a 
cotpo!llte credit union for the other corpoCllte credit Ull!ons, roughly an equivalent role to that 
played by 01e Federal Resem Bank of New York_ The fJtilure of these cocporate credit unions left 
the credit union industry desperately short of liquidity because many natural person credit unions 
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had deposited tlleir own funds at the fitiled cotpor2te credit unions. The corpomtt credit unions 
failed be<:ause in search of yield they had loaded up their booh with private-label mortgage-backed 
se<:urities that turned out to be of little value. from 2009 up until 2016, the entire credit union 
industry found itself paying assessments into an u!dustry "stabilization fund" to recapitalize the 
National Credit Union Share Insurance Program. Natural person credit unions were not too-big-to
fail, but they paid rhe price for megabanks' misbehavior. 

III. SPECIFIC BANK DEREGULHORY PROPOSALS HAVE NO CONNECTION WITH ECONOMIC 

GRO\l'I'H 

A number of banking industry trade associations have responded to this Committee's call for 
proposals to encourage economic growrh with various deregulatory proposals. Many of the 
proposed deregulations have eirher no obvious conne<:tion to sustainable growrh or would result, at 
best, in growth of a very small magnitude, and rite proposed deregulations do nothu~g to ensure that 
there wtll be an equitable dil'tsion of the gains from growrh. This se<:tion reviews some of the 
proposals to show just how risible the connection is between industry's deregulatory uk and 
economic growth, much less growth rhat will help American familtes' bottom lines, r2rher rhan 
sU.ply enrich bank shareholders. 

A. S111all B11siws LeJfdiJf& Dat• 

The American Banke('! Association {ABA) and the Independent Community Bankers 
Association QCBA) have both proposed repea.ling of section 1071 of the Dodd-F11tnk Act," which 
requires the colle<:tion of small business lending data in order to facilitllte screening for 
discriminatory lending pmctices. Without section 1071 data, it is extremely diffiCult ro investigate 
whether there are disparate U.pacts in smill business lending. Ensuring fair lending to small 
businesses is ccitical if economic growth is to be equitably shased amoog all Americans. Repea!tng 
se<:tion 1071 is hardly a step toward facilitating equitable growrh, and given that section 1071 has yet 
to be implemented by the CFPB, it is hard to see how a repeal of secnon 1071 would possibly 
produce economic growth of any sort. 

B. &zisi•g the Exe111pti .. Threshold for CFPB Ex••inali•• and Enfmt11ttnl A wlh•rifJ 

Currendy the CFPB has examination and enforcement aurltority over depositortes and credit 
unions with totAl assets of $10 billion or more plus their affiliates." At present rl1ere are 116 
depositories and credit unions that (with d1eir affiliates) are subject to CFBP examination and 
enforcement. While these are a small ft:~ction of the number of depositones and credit unions in 
the United States, the collectively have around 80% of total depository and credit union assets. 

It is anportant to understAnd that rl1e threshold for CFPB examination and enforcement is 
based on the total assets of the depos•tory alone, not of the consolidated affiliated group of the 
depository. This is different from the calculation of the threshold for the Durbin Interchange 
Amendment or stress testing under section 165 of the Dodd-fmok Ac~ both of which ase keyed off 
of totlll consolidated assets of affiliated groups.ll Because the CFPB examtnation and enforcement 
threshold is keyed only to the assets of rlte depository, it is effective a higher threshold than under 
the Durbin Amendment or for stress testing under section 165 of the Dodd-Frank Act because 
depositories will alwaY' have fewer assets than their consolidated affiliated group. 

The National Association of federal Credit Unions (NAfCU) has suggested a $150 billion 
threshold for CFPB examination and enforcement authority, a proposal that would affect a.ll of 3 
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federal credit unions and 3 mte credit unions. Other prior proposals have been for • $50 billion 
threshold for CFPB mmination and enforcement authority. Both are terrible ideas and neither 
threshold has any connection to economic growth. 

Tht NAFOJ's 1150 biUio11 tbrrsbold proposal •·ould lmr< oJifl 15 dtposiloritS mijtd to CFPB 
Sllpmision and mfortiiJiml. Excluded from CFPB supervision and enforcement under this proposal 
would be, among others: Santll.nder, the largest subprime auto lender in the country, as well as 
Ameocan Express, BancorpSouth Bank, Citizens Bank, Discover Pmancial Services, Fifth Third 
Bank, First National Bank of Omaha, Flagstar Bank, M& T Bank, Navy Federal Credit Union, M& T 
Bank, Regions Bank, and Synchrony Financial (GE Capital Remil Bank). Eve'l' one of these banks 
has been subject to CFPB enforcement actions resulting in consent orders, with American e,press, 
Discover, Synchrony Financial, and Fifth Third Bank each being the subjects of two separate 
consent orders. These consent orders have towed over S792 mil~on in consumer relief and another 
$102.8 million in fines. 

Erl'll ••tkr n 150 biUien prtpoStd threshl!ld, ibm •Vlllld sliD bt on!J 12 dtposilllfirs subjal to CFPB 
mpmision and mfortiiJiml. Still excluded from CPf'B supervision and enforcement jurisdiction would 
be banks like American Express, Citiun's Bank, Barclay's, BancorpSouth Bank, First NatioJUJ Bank 
of Omaha, Flagstar Bank, and TCF National Bank (agsinsr which the CFPB has a pending 
enforcement action). 

If the conceit behind the $50 billion threshold is that banks that are smaller than $50 billion 
in total assets are somehow "community banks" that are unlikely to engage in misbehavior because 
of their repu12rion in and connection to the1r communities, this is simply nor plausible. 

Communitv banks don't ha.·e $10 billion in assets, much less $50 billion. American 
Express Bank, FSB ($49 billion in assets), for example is not a community bank. Neither is e*T rade 
Bank, W1th ~36 billion in assets. Nor is Sallie Mae Bank, with $18 bil11on in assets. The $10 billion 
cutoff is already much higher than any true community bank's assets, but it has the virtue of being 
used elsewhere in federal regula cion (even if through a slightly different calculation), namely in the 
Durbin lnterchang.e Amendment and the stress testing under section 165 of the Dodd-Frank Ace 

For some perspective on how ridiculously high a $50 billion threshold is, it substantially 
exceeds the toll!] endowment of Harvard University ($35.7 billion), the wealthien university in the 
world and is more than the total endowments of the next two wealthiest uniVersities, the University 
of Texas system and Yale University. $50 billion is also the 2016 valuation of the twenty most 
valuable reams in the National Football League (which, as its name anplies, is not a community 
football league): Cowboys, Patriots, Giants, 49ers, Redskins, Rams, Jets, Bears, Texans, &gles, 
Broncos, Dolphins, Packm, Ravens, Steelers, Seahawks, Vikings, Colts, Falcons, and Raidm." 

In teons of flows, $50 billion is roughly the gross domestic product of Croatia ($50.4 billion) 
or the rota! 2016 revenue of the entire National Foolball League, plus Major League Baseball, the 
National Basketball Association, the National Hockey League, Major League Soccer, and the top 
soccer !~1es in England, France, Geonany, Italy, and Spain (Premier League, Ligue I, Die 
Bundesliga, Serie A, and La Liga, respectively). Any institution with assets approaching $50 bill1on is 
nola small bank or a community bank by any definition. 

To be sure, eliminating CFPB supervision from institutions wirl1 less than $50 bilhon or 
$150 billion in tow assets would not leave them without supervision; consumer protecrion 
supervision would instead be conducted by institutions' primary prudential regulators. But that 
point shows that there is no econom1c growth rationale possible for the proposal. LlStead, the 
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whole ratiorutle for the proposal is U\at prudential regulators are often sten by indus!ly as being lm 
serious about consumer protection supervision and enforcemen~ a conclusion that finds some 
support in the scathing report on the OCC's supervision of Wells Fargo issued by the OCC's Office 
of Enterprise Goveounce and U\e Ombudsman." Putting aside questions of regulatory motivation, 
however, CFPB e=iners are speciahsts in consumer financial protection with greater expertise in 
these issues than genemlist examiners for other banking agencies. There is no good reason to 
change the threshold for CFPB supervision and enforcemen~ and such a change has no connection 
to economic growth. 

C. S lntelwral Refmws I~ the CFPB 

NAFCU has suggested that rransfonning the Cfi'PB from a single director to a commission 
srrucruce will facihtate economic growth. Putting aside the questiorutble merits of this proposal, 
which would diffust accountabihty and undennine rl1e CFPB's effectiveness, it is hard to see how a 
commission structure would facilitate growth in any way. Th1s 1sn't a proposal about econom1c 
growth. lfs a proposal to h2lllstcing an effective consumer financial protection regulator and 
nothing more. 

D. Credit Uni•n Exemptiu fr.m CFPB Rltltmakint,s 

The NAFCU has urged that credit unions be exempted from CFPB rulemakings under 
section 1022 of the Dodd Prank AcL,. It's worth notu>g as an inttial mauer that only six Q) credit 
unions, those with total assets of over $10 billion ace subject to CFPB supervision and 
enfotcement.37 For the other 6,000 or so credit unions, it is the rest it is the NCUA or their state 
regulator that undertakes supervision and enforcement" Thus, for most credit unions, the only 
interaction wirll the CFPB is its rulemakings, which generally app~ to aU entities dealing with 
particular consumer financial products or services. 

There is no reason to exempt credit unions as a class from all Cl'l'B rulemak.ings. Such a 
blaoked approach is overbroad. While most credit unions are "good actors:' not all ace aU the time, 
unfortunately. In October 2016, the CPPB entered into a $28 million consent order with Navy 
Fedel'lll Credit Union (rl1e largest credit union in the country) for tmproper debt collection actions, 
including falsely threatening legal action and Wllge gsrnishmen~ fa lsely threatening to contact 
members' commanding officers about debts, and illegally freezing accounts. While credtt unions 
may be tax-esempt, mere is no reason that they should get a free pass from compliance with the 
laws applicable to other entities that do business in the consumer finance marketplace. 

E. P~rtfoli• Lt~di•t, 

The ABA and ICBA have both propostd exempting mortgage loans retained in portfoho by 
depositoriC$ from the Dodd-Frank Ads Ability-to-Repay (ATR) cequirement39 such as through the 
proposed Portfol•o Lending and Mortgage Access Act or by deeming such mortgages to qualify for 
the CFPB's Qualified Mortgage (QM) safe harbor rule'" to the ATR requirement. The ATR 
requirement is a centerpiece of the Dodd·fi'l'llnk Act and requires nothing other than common senst 
tn mortgage lending: lenders should not make loans 1<~thout first taking reasonable steps to verify 
borrowers' abiliry to repay. The consequences of lenders failing to do that were felt all too keenly in 
the 2008 crisis. While many of the bad mortgage loans that fueled that crisis were securitized, it is 
important to remember that both Countrywide and Washington Mutual also kept many mortgage 
loans in portfolio. The same was true "'th savings and loans in the 1980s and early 1990s. Portfoho 
lending alone is not a gumnty of prudence. 
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As an initial matter, lendeti concern about ATR is also massively overnlown. l11e remedy 
for a violation of me ATR provision is weak: it is only a right to set-offTrum in Lending Act 
damages-<~crual damages, statutory damages of between $400 and $4,000, and reasonable attorneys' 
fw-ogainst the balance owed on me loan in me event of a foreclosu~'' The QM rule provides a 
safe harbor for the ATR ~qui~menr for certain mortgages, but a non-QM mortg:~ge can still satisfy 
the ATR requirement. Given that any prudent portfoho lender would already take 01re to 
underwrite a loan with sufficient documentation to ensure the borrowds ability ro repay, portfolio 
lenders should al~dy be in compliance with the A TR ~irement. Thus, it is not dear what cost 
savings there would be from a portfolio lending exemption from the ATR requirement. 

From a regulatory perspective, however, the proposed portfolio lending exemption from 
A TR is problematic because it has a huge loophole: it does not prevent lenders from shifting the 
risk of loans held in portfoho through derivative instruments, just as Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 
have been doing with through credit risk transfers using credit-linked notes. Put another way, it's 
possible through derivatives to create ~1e equiv.Jent of a securitization while still doing portfolio 
lending. The A TR rule is a critical protection for both consumers and tl1e stability of financial 
markers and should be loosened only with great caution. The CFPB has authonty to e.xempt 
portfolio lenders from me ATR requirement, bur has not done so; Congress should defer to the 
agency's expertise on the matter. 

Finally, it's hard not to be skeptical of A TR exemption proposals given mat the banking 
industry was complaining about the effects of the ATR requirement years before it was impltmenrtd. 
In 2012, GOP Presidential nominee Milt Romney accused the QM rule of constraining mortgage 
lending, despite the fact that the rule did not become effective until some two years later.41 In od1er 
words, the complaints about QM are nothing new and have no relationship to QM's acn1al effect on 
mortgage lending. In any even~ even if this proposal ~>ere to encourage more mortgage lending to 
some borrowers, increased lending should nor be confused with economic growth. 1t is simply an 
expansion of consumer debt of questiorutble susrinabdity. 

F. DMrbin Intmhan~t A11mdmtnl 

Both the ABA and the NAFCU have argued for the repeal of the Durbin Interchange 
Amendmenl" The Durnin Amendment's price cap on debit card swipe fees applies only to 
financ;...J instirutions with consolidated assets over $10 billion. Smaller financial instirutions are not 
subject to the price cap and in fact charge higher deb•t card swipe fees. Thus, 99% of banks and 
credit unions are nor subject to d1e Durnin Amendment's price cap. The Durnin Amendment is 
thus an important competitive leg-up for smaller financial insrirutions. Given that only 6 ginormous 
credit unions and around 115 banks are subject to the Durnin Amendment, it is frank~ perplexing 
that trade associations like the ABA and the NAI'CU are advocating for a position that is 
detrimental to most of rhe thousands of institutions they claim to represent 

Indeed, a serious economic growtl1 proposal would be to extend the Durnin Amendment to 
the credit card swipe fees or other reforms to bring competitive market pressures to bear on credit 
card swipe fee pricing. Credit card swipe fees represent a $73 billion annual regressive transfer from 
consumers to banks." Only a small fracbOn of this is rebated back those consumers with rewards 
cards. 

In competitive retail markets, such cost-savings should be passed on to consumers in the 
form of lower prices or better setvice, meaning more employees. Indeed, one srudy of the Durnin 
Amendment's impact is rl1at it resulted in $5.8 billion in direct consumer savings in irs first year and 
merchant savings of$2.6 billion." Together these sa1•ings are estinuted to have led to an ulCrease in 
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economic activity and hiring, producing 37,000 new jobs." Given that credit card swipe fees are 
sigmficantly higher than debit cord S\\;pe fees, one would expect substantially greater job creation 
from extending the Durbin Amendment to credit cards or otherw•se reform•ng the credit card swipe 
fee market to make it more competitive. This would be true bottom-up growth, not a doubling· 
down on disproven trickle-down theories. 

G. Rltiprotol BrokmJ Drposits 

Several trade associations support a loosening of the statutory restrictions on reciprocal 
brokered deposits, such as in $.3373 {sponsored by Senators Warner and Moran). Among the 
deregubtory proposals, this is one of dte more reasonable ones, but a loosening on reciprocal 
brokered deposit regubtions should be accompanied by supervision of deposit brokers as if they 
were bank service companies or financial market utilities. 

Financial institutions attract deposits not just from their direct customen, but also from 
other banks through deposit broken. Banks 1\;U pbce funds at other banks through deposit brokers 
as a way to enable their customers to functionally avoid the FOIC's insurance limit of$250,000 per 
depositor per inscirunon per ownership category." Large deposits that exceed the FDIC insurance 
limit are spGt up and &.rmed out to other banks thcough deposit brokers using a trust relationship as 
to circllJllvent the FDIC insurance Gmits. 

Brokered deposits h•ve long been a source of regulatory concern because they can fimction 
as "hot money" tlut chases yield and encourages unsuslllinable lending, while also being flight)' 
when signs of trouble emerge. There is subslllntial evidence to support this concern . .s [n particubr, 
there is a correbtion between use ofbrokered deposits and bank f:ulures. 

Federal Deposit Insurance Act !units the acceptance of brokered deposits by depositories 
that are not well capitalized." Some brokered deposits, however, ace "reciprocal brokered deposits;' 
meaning that if a bank were to accept a brokered deposit of$250,000 it would also place a brokered 
deposit of $250,000, either v.;th the bank that gave it the deposit or v.~th another bank in a 
multilateral brokered deposit network. The point is that the total deposits at the bank do not 
change, but they are broken down differently for FDIC insurance !Unit purposes enabling more 
deposits to quality for insurance. There is far less dalll on reciprocal broke red deposits, but that dalll 
does not indicate the "hot money" concerns that exist with brokered deposits generally. 

That said, reciprocal brokered deposits are not v.;thout risks. The flfffis that broker such 
reciprocal deposits are potencially a source of risk. If such finns should fail or even sUnply have 
operational problems (such as from a hocking), dtey could expose depository institutions to risk. 
Thus, any exception to the Federal Deposit Insurance Ads provisions on brokered deposits for 
reciprocal brokered deposits should be accompanied by a supervision regUne for deposit brokers as 
bank service compantes or financial market utilities. 

CO~CLUSJON 

Deregubtion is not equivalent to growth, and unsustainable growth may be more harmful 
than no growth at aU, particularly to the most '"'lnerable in society who ace the least shidded from a 
volatile economy.10 Even as American families are struggling, the banking industry is doing the best 
it has in years. In such circumstances it takes a certain brazenness to push deregulatory proposals 
th•t have nothing to do w.th fostering economic growth or equitable distribution of growth, only 
about Unproving banks' bottom line. 

Community banks and credit unions are a critical part of the economy, but it is important 
not to put the cart before the hone. The profilllbility of community banks and credit unions should 
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not be a goll) in and of itsel( Instead, the goal should be to ensure the provision of &it and 
transparent financial services to American &milies and businesses. 

ThiS Comminee should reject deregulatory proposals d1at wrmld benefit bank shareholders 
at the expense of American fam1lies in terms of consumer protecnon or the slllbihty of the financial 
system and should instead purpose po~cies that ensure fair, competitive consumer flllance markets 
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RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR BROWN 
FROM DOROTHY A. SAVARESE 

Q.1. Senator Crapo asked Mr. Bergl and Mr. Grooms about the im-
pact of Dodd-Frank mortgage rules on each of their financial 
institutions. Does your bank or credit union qualify for the QM– 
ATR ‘‘small creditor,’’ ‘‘rural area,’’ or any other exemption? How 
does this exemption help your financial institution? 
A.1. Although our Bank, with its focus on local markets and its 
straightforward business model, is considered a ‘‘community bank’’ 
under most definitions, it does not qualify for the small bank excep-
tion because of our size and the number of residential mortgage 
loans we close each year. Because of the unique nature of our mar-
ket and our community commitment, we do make certain loans 
that meet the ATR standard but do not meet the qualified loan def-
inition. We have very narrow guidelines for which loans we will 
make under these circumstances, out of concern for potential right 
of private action which may arise at a later time if someone were 
to challenge the loan. We keep these loans in our portfolio. We be-
lieve the QM–ATR ‘‘small creditor’’ or ‘‘rural area’’ exception would, 
if it were available to us, help us better meet local needs. From our 
Bank’s perspective, the following are our recommendations: 

First, ATR should remain in place as it requires responsible loan 
documentation and allows for mortgage product development. 

Second, QM should be revised to allow for responsible access to 
mortgage credit that it currently inhibits. One of the most critical 
items to address is the expiration of the GSE/QM patch. If nothing 
is done to address this, some industry estimates indicate at least 
25–30 percent of mortgage credit originated could disappear. This 
would also have a significant impact in restricting CRA/LMI loans 
which currently fall under the patch and are purchased by the 
HFA’s. Assuming a bank has chosen not to take on the additional 
risk of nonQM loans: the maximum 43 percent debt ratio is far too 
arbitrary and does not allow any other credit factors or loan struc-
tures to be taken into consideration. A simple change in a monthly 
escrow payment can cause a last minute change in the ratio to 
greater than 43 percent (e.g., 43.1) which can cause a loan to be 
declined, or cause a price increase to the consumer for the addi-
tional risk. 

Moreover, Appendix Q is far too rigid in its specific income and 
debt documentation requirements creating additional documenta-
tion hardships in extending responsible mortgage credit to self-em-
ployed borrowers, borrowers who work seasonal jobs, and those 
that are dependent on part-time and overtime work. The burden of 
documenting social security, disability and child and alimony sup-
port unnecessarily inhibits the use of these critical types of 
income. 
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Our recommendation, therefore, would be to maintain ATR safe-
guards to assure that ‘‘no asset and no income’’ loans do not reoc-
cur in the market. Broadening the specific nonflexible QM rules to 
allow for community bank underwriter discretion will help provide 
much needed mortgage credit and increase market competition for 
consumers. 

Another one of the problems with the QM–ATR rule, which be-
came clear early on, is that it would restrict or even eliminate some 
popular and essential loan products. Certain balloon mortgages, for 
example, remain a useful tool for serving creditworthy customers 
who rely upon seasonal income, such as farm workers. As originally 
constructed, the ATR rules would have made it impossible to offer 
balloon loans. To their credit, CFPB recognized this problem and 
the need for these products, and provided exceptions under the 
small creditor and rural categories. However, CFPB is constrained 
by the statutory language of Dodd-Frank and cannot expand the 
exemptions beyond their current scope absent legislative changes, 
and the rules applicable to gain the exemption are complex and 
convoluted. The end result is that credit is constrained because 
many smaller banks find it too complex to determine the applica-
bility of the exemption and fear the resulting liability if they get 
they fail to meet the demands of the rules. For example, customers 
of small banks found a 3-year balloon product very helpful, but 
these are not allowed under even the revised rules. ABA believes 
the solution to this problem is to expand the QM definition to in-
clude all loans originated and held in portfolio and to further clar-
ify and simplify the QM rules applicable to all other mortgages. 
These changes will reduce the compliance complexity and the risks 
of liability which are inhibiting lenders from offering mortgages. 
Q.2. What is your institution doing specifically to help bring the 
unbanked or underbanked in your communities into the financial 
system? 
A.2. The banking industry shares the goal of bringing unbanked 
and underbanked people into mainstream banking. Indeed, the 
FDIC’s latest ‘‘FDIC National Survey of Unbanked and Under-
banked Households (2015) found that 93 percent of households 
have a bank account (up from 92.7 percent in 2013) and 27 percent 
of those without a bank account use a prepaid account, a more sim-
ple, manageable bank account option. Thus, almost 95 percent of 
households use some type of bank account that allows them to de-
posit money in a safe place and make payments to a wide variety 
of recipients. 

The FDIC, at its 2017 Economic Inclusion Summit on April 26, 
2017, and the bi-annual meetings of its Advisory Committee on 
Economic Inclusion (COME–IN), highlighted some bank efforts to 
reach the unbanked and underbanked. 

Some regulatory actions have also hurt banks’ ability to offer 
credit products to underbanked populations. For example, the OCC 
and FDIC’s guidance on ‘‘Deposit Advance’’ products, which allow 
customers to take small, short-term loans through their checking 
account, eliminated them as an option for small dollar loans as a 
practical matter. In addition, the Bureau of Consumer Financial 
Protection’s proposal that, in effect, would impose interest rate caps 
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on certain loans (e.g., loans that are not a mortgage, credit card, 
or purchase money loan such as a car loan) have inhibited banks 
from developing small-dollar loans products and threaten to pro-
hibit ‘‘accommodation’’ small dollar loans that banks offer to their 
customers. Finally, the Credit Card Accountability Responsibility 
and Disclosure Act of 2009 has resulted in credit cards being less 
available to subprime borrowers who have no, limited, or poor cred-
it histories. 

Cape Cod Five Cents Savings Bank’s Community Commitment 
utilizes five methodologies to address the needs of its communities, 
including bringing the unbanked and underbanked into the system. 
These are: (1) community banking, (2) responsible business prac-
tices, (3) financial education, (4) corporate leadership and vol-
unteerism, and (5) philanthropy. (1) Community Banking: the 
Bank was an early adopter of the Pew disclosures, continues to pro-
vide a free checking account, and a basic savings account. (2) The 
Bank’s marketing and social media tools are utilized to reach out 
to and engage the unbanked and underbanked through effective 
representation of diversity and inclusion. (3) Financial Education: 
the Bank has broad based financial education outreach, reaching 
thousands of individuals each year. These include providing finan-
cial education to inmates who are about to be released from the 
local correctional facility; working with a local battered women’s 
shelter to provide financial education to residents; providing the 
Credit For Life program to several thousand high school seniors in 
its market area; and offering and participating in first-time home 
buyer workshops. Also, Bank representatives provided a presen-
tation at an FDIC regional Economic Inclusion forum and have 
participated in others. In addition, Bank representatives have par-
ticipated in statewide organizational efforts on financial education. 
(4) Through its corporate leadership and volunteerism, the Bank 
leads and provides the manpower for many public/private efforts in 
the community to bring the unbanked and underbanked into the 
mainstream. (5) Through the Bank and its Foundation, the Cape 
Cod Five donates over a million dollars per year to nonprofits in 
the community, including those focused on partnering with and as-
sisting the unbanked and underbanked. The Bank also was one of 
five sponsors of a Massachusetts Bankers Association statewide 
program on financial education focused on school age children. 
Q.3. As discussed at the hearing, new HMDA data will be collected 
starting in January 2018. What do you spend annually on HMDA 
compliance, has that changed since before the crisis, and what ad-
ditional costs are you incurring to come into compliance with the 
new requirements? Do you believe there is value in collecting this 
data? How much of this data do you already collect under the ordi-
nary course of underwriting or making disclosures to mortgage bor-
rowers? 
A.3. On an annual basis, Cape Cod Five incurs approximately 
$225,000 in costs related to the collection, verification and report-
ing of HMDA data. These costs are up at least 35 percent since the 
financial crisis. We anticipate that these costs will increase as a re-
sult of the new requirements, with 25 additional data fields and 
the modification of 20 existing fields, requiring more staff time and 
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system enhancements in order to comply. The additional cost asso-
ciated with the new requirements is still to be determined. Using 
the CFPB’s estimates, we would calculate that the additional costs 
associated with the new and modified fields could be $119,000 or 
53 percent. 

The cost of HMDA compliance is significant. For example, a 2012 
ABA survey found that the median time spent collecting, verifying, 
and reporting HMDA data was 1.47 hours per Loan Application 
Record (LAR), or $32.34 per LAR entry when calculated in terms 
of salary costs. Even the Bureau’s Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) 
analysis estimates additional annual operational expenses of 
$120,600,000 to which the Bureau adds $899,000 for institutions 
that will be required to report HMDA data quarterly. Further, the 
Bureau estimates that the expanded data collection will increase 
the cost of each closed-end mortgage application by $23 and the 
cost of each open-end line of credit application by over $41 for ‘‘rep-
resentative low complexity institutions.’’ Overall, the Bureau esti-
mates the lenders will incur costs in four areas: data collection, re-
porting and resubmission, compliance and internal audits, and 
HMDA-related exams. Although it is not simple to distill the cost 
estimates from the Bureau’s analysis, one figure is telling: the Bu-
reau, which is likely to use conservative estimates when deter-
mining the impact of rule, estimates that the annualized, one-time 
additional cost that the new rule will impose on the industry to be 
between $177 million and $326.6 million. 

The ABA believes that the value of collecting the additional in-
formation is doubtful as it pertains to the underlying purposes of 
HMDA. Fundamentally, all the new data provides information on 
the mortgage markets, but all the extra data is unnecessary for fair 
lending analysis or allocation of Government funds to support 
housing. It is unlikely to encourage greater access to mortgage 
credit as the added costs would decrease the demand for mort-
gages. 

Much of the data collected for the purposes of HMDA are just for 
the reporting and not instrumental in the process of assessing the 
risk for determining whether to fund the loan. Any additional re-
porting elements add costs and complexity to the mortgage process 
and it is ultimately the borrower that bears the cost and extra time 
to close a loan. 
Q.4. Can you please detail how your bank ensures compliance with 
the Volcker rule and how much that has cost your bank since the 
rule became effective on April 1, 2014? 
A.4. Like all other banks subject to the Volcker rule, we first spent 
substantial time inventorying all of our activities to determine 
which, if any, implicated the prohibitions of the Volcker rule. One 
of the difficulties we faced in doing that was the approach taken 
by the five Volcker agencies to prohibit everything, and carve out 
a few permissible activities: this meant we had to review all of our 
activities rather than focus on those that were intended to be cap-
tured by the Volcker rule. Based on that inventory, we had to de-
velop, then train and implement, compliance processes and policies 
regarding activities permissible under the Volcker rule to ensure 
we do not stray into impermissible activities. We also had to 
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develop, then train and implement, compliance processes and poli-
cies regarding any new service or product we offered to ensure we 
do not stray into impermissible activities. Our bank is not subject 
to the most rigorous compliance or metrics measuring regime, and 
we expect those banks that are have had to develop additional 
processes and policies to ensure compliance face much higher costs 
and monitoring burden. We have not compiled the cost in man 
hours as implementation and other costs cut across many new reg-
ulations and changes in existing ones. It is the mix of activities at 
any particular bank that drives the burden of Volcker rule compli-
ance and therefore our experience may not reflect the struggles 
other banks may have related to Volcker implementation or compli-
ance with other regulations. 

At the hearing Mr. Bissell talked about the impact of the opioid 
crisis on the communities he serves in Western Massachusetts. Can 
you please tell me about the impact the opioid epidemic is having 
on the economies in your communities? 

The opioid crisis impacts every community and Cape Cod is not 
immune from its devastating impact on families and the commu-
nity. Bankers, like all citizens, are concerned about these trends 
and believe working to correct this trend is in the best interest of 
our economic health regardless of the community. I’m passionate 
about helping those with any addictions and it is one reason that 
I serve on the Board of Gosnold on Cape Cod which has provided 
addiction treatment services for 45 years. 

Additionally, a significant portion of the Bank’s charitable ef-
forts, through the five ways listed in Question 2 above, have been 
directed to addressing the opioid crisis, in terms of supporting orga-
nizations and agencies undertaking education, prevention, inter-
vention and treatment, which of course means those funds can’t go 
into housing or other areas of economic development as they would 
if there was no opioid crisis. The Bank expects the opioid crisis to 
continue to require resources for the foreseeable future. 
Q.5. The Treasury report on financial regulation released on June 
12, 2017, suggests making many changes to the regulation of the 
Nation’s largest banks. Will relief for the largest banks help your 
banks and credit unions? 
A.5. Taken as a whole, the Treasury report does hold promise to 
help banks of all sizes. The U.S. banking industry is comprised of 
institutions of all sizes, which serve a myriad of customers includ-
ing consumers, small business, farmers and large corporations. 
This integrated, ecosystem of banks has developed because cus-
tomers and customer needs are so diverse. There is a need for each 
kind and size of bank. Inefficient and overly burdensome regulation 
prevents all banks from serving their customers’ needs and, by ex-
tension, promote economic growth. Sensible regulatory relief for 
any size bank permits it to better serve its customers, often includ-
ing other banks, making a stronger banking system overall. 

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR SASSE 
FROM DOROTHY A. SAVARESE 

Q.1. Our financial system has become increasingly consolidated, as 
community banks and credit unions either close their doors or 
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merge with larger institutions. What services can these smaller in-
stitutions provide that larger institutions cannot provide? 
A.1. All banks work hard to meet the needs of their communities, 
whether rural, urban, or even global. Community banks, in par-
ticular, are often the center of the economic activity in their com-
munity. The bankers are leaders in the community and support al-
most every nonprofit organization in the area. Bankers volunteer 
thousands of hours each year to community service and serve on 
local hospitals, colleges, and business boards. Community banks 
are also significant lenders to small businesses, which drives much 
of our Nation’s job and economic growth. In fact, community banks 
make almost half of the small loans (less than $1 million) to busi-
nesses and the agricultural community. When a small bank dis-
appears—which has been happening at an alarming rate since 
Dodd-Frank was enacted—the community losses a great deal. In 
many cases, the community bank is one of a few options for finan-
cial services which leaves the community less well off with fewer 
choices. 
Q.2. Multiple anecdotes from constituents make it clear that there 
are several Nebraska counties where consumers cannot get a mort-
gage, due to CFPB regulations such as TRID and the QM rule. 
What would the best way be to address this problem? 
A.2. While it is impossible to address the specific reasons that your 
constituents may cite for the inability to get a mortgage without 
further details, we can confirm that both TRID and QM rules pro-
mulgated by the CFPB have increased compliance and liability 
costs for all banks, and have had a particularly onerous impact in 
some rural areas where the cost of compliance, the complexity of 
the rules and the potential liability costs have caused banks to se-
verely reduce or even curtail their mortgage lending. TRID rules in 
particular are extremely convoluted and costly to comply with, and 
can subject lenders to costly and unfair liabilities based upon the 
actions of others (such as title companies) which are difficult or im-
possible to control. ABA has proposed a number of changes to TRID 
including changes to tolerances and providing an opportunity to 
correct closing disclosures. 

Similarly, QM rules have restricted the Qualified Mortgage des-
ignation to a limited scope of loans which do not necessarily in-
clude otherwise safe, sound and popular loan products that could 
be used to serve customers. Although CFPB has made efforts to ex-
pand the ‘‘small creditor’’ QM exception, many areas still do not 
meet the Bureau’s definitions and the requirements are too con-
voluted to implement. The result is that some borrowers in rural 
areas are able to be offered mortgages under the exemption while 
others are not. ABA believes the solution to this problem is to ex-
pand the QM definition to include all loans originated and held in 
portfolio and to further clarify and simplify the QM rules applica-
ble to all other mortgages. These changes will reduce the compli-
ance complexity and the risks of liability which may be inhibiting 
lenders from offering mortgages. 

ABA detailed our proposals on TRID and QM in a recent white 
paper to the Treasury Department in response to the President’s 
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Executive order on reducing regulatory burden, which we would be 
happy to share with you. 
Q.3. What are concrete examples of the CFPB’s refusal to tailor 
regulations to match the unique profile of community banks and 
credit unions? 
A.3. There are several, but here are two examples that jump to 
mind: 

HMDA 
ABA recommended adopting a threshold for smaller institutions 

with a lower volume of loans be exempt from the detailed data col-
lection and reporting requirements of the Home Mortgage Disclo-
sure Act (HMDA). We made a reasoned recommendation of 25 
loans per month or 300 loans annually as an appropriate threshold. 
That threshold would not have compromised the integrity of the 
overall data but would have greatly benefited lenders in rural and 
agricultural communities. Even excluding lenders with 250 mort-
gage loans or less annually would still have captured 95 percent of 
loans, based on the Bureau’s data. 

Remittances 
Similarly, ABA recommended a threshold be adopted for the re-

quirements pertaining to remittances, particularly since smaller in-
stitutions with a low volume often only offer these as an accommo-
dation to serve their customers such that compliance costs would 
cause them to discontinue services. The Bureau is currently ana-
lyzing the impact of the rule, but the concern raised by ABA was 
that this would particularly impact consumers in rural areas with-
out ready access to remittances services. ABA initially rec-
ommended a threshold of 300 remittances per year as a logical 
threshold. Initially, the Bureau only provided that the requirement 
only applied to senders who offered the service in the normal 
course of business but then had to come back later and define that 
as 100 remittances per year. 
Q.4. Which financial regulatory agencies, if any, have effectively 
tailored financial regulations to community banks and credit 
unions? If so, how have they done so? 
A.4. There have been few specific efforts to tailor regulations. We 
have seen some tailoring in the following cases: 

Call Reports 
Through the FFIEC, the Federal banking agencies have begun a 

welcome process to revise and improve the call report. This has 
included revisions that streamline how banks report complex ac-
tivities—such as derivatives, trading, or credit card lending—that 
enables banks that are not in those lines of business to avoid entire 
schedules of the call report. Bipartisan legislation enacted in recent 
years has also enabled the Federal Reserve to let more banks take 
advantage of the Small Bank Holding Company Policy Statement 
and has enabled all three banking agencies to expand the number 
of community banks eligible for the 18 month examination cycle. To 
their credit, the agencies acted swiftly to make these newly author-
ized changes a reality. 
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CRA 
One of the successful applications of thresholds for compliance 

was in the revisions to the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) 
regulations adopted in 1995. Initially, banks were separated into 
small institutions and large institutions, with the former evaluated 
on loan performance and larger institutions evaluated on a three- 
part test of investments, loans, and services. In 2005, the banking 
agencies added a community development assessment for inter-
mediate small institutions to further refine the assessment for 
banks on their CRA performance. 

Bank Secrecy Act BSA/Customer Identification Program (CIP) Per-
formance 

Since 1986, banks have been evaluated on their anti-money laun-
dering performance using a risk-based approach. That approach 
considers the products and services the bank offers, the customers 
it serves and the geographies and markets where the bank is lo-
cated and where it offers its services. This helps to tailor super-
vision based on the bank. It has been most successfully applied in 
CIP analysis where the risk-based approach was used to provide 
banks with flexibility in their compliance efforts. The requirement 
is that a bank collect certain information about the customer and 
then verify the identity of the customer but individual banks are 
permitted a great deal of flexibility in how that goal is achieved. 
Q.5. How could Congress best ensure that CFPB regulations are 
properly tailored for community banks and credit unions? For ex-
ample, some have called to exempt either smaller or less risky fi-
nancial institutions from CFPB regulations altogether. 
A.5. Congress should require the Bureau to take seriously its obli-
gation to conduct a Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fair-
ness Act (SBREFA) review of any proposal so that community bank 
concerns are identified early in the process and less burdensome al-
ternatives are identified, considered, and where appropriate adopt-
ed. In practice, the SBREFA review process has been little more 
than a check-the-box exercise for the Bureau. A 2016 GAO report 
found that only 18 out of 57 SBREFA panel participants said the 
process was a good opportunity to be heard and a mere 7 partici-
pants were satisfied with the final rule. 
Q.6. My understanding is that only two banks have actually 
opened since the passage of Dodd-Frank. Why? What potential im-
pacts does this have for our financial system? 
A.6. It’s true that there has been shockingly few new banks since 
Dodd-Frank. New entrants into any industry are a sign of growth 
potential and economic opportunity. New banks help fill gaps in 
the provision of banking services, increases competition, and ulti-
mately strengthen the community banking sector. Consumers and 
businesses have more choices of competitive products and services 
which translates into greater economic activity and growth in local 
communities. 

The lack of de novo activity is concerning to our industry and 
sadly reflects the same forces that are driving consolidation—exces-
sive and complex regulations that are not tailored to the risks of 
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specific institutions. This—not the local economic conditions—is 
often the tipping point that drives small banks to merge with 
banks typically many times larger and is a barrier to entry for new 
banks. 

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR BROWN 
FROM STEVE GROOMS 

Q.1. Senator Crapo asked Mr. Bergl and Mr. Grooms about the im-
pact of Dodd-Frank mortgage rules on each of their financial insti-
tutions. Does your bank or credit union qualify for the QM–ATR 
‘‘small creditor,’’ ‘‘rural area,’’ or any other exemption? How does 
this exemption help your financial institution? 
A.1. Yes, we qualify both as a small credit union and as a rural 
area credit union. In identifying what these designations mean to 
us is not as clear as we would like it to be. There tends to be some 
confusion on what we can and can’t do in complying with the regu-
lation and ensuring we qualify for the ‘‘Safe Harbor’’ associated 
with Qualified Mortgages and Ability to Repay rules, in addition 
there is confusion on what constitutes staying in compliance with 
the Higher-Priced Mortgage rule that stipulates additional require-
ments if one of our loans falls into this category. The risks of non-
compliance are great so we are very conservative in our approach 
to compliance and interpretation to the rules the CFPB has set. 
Q.2. What is your institution doing specifically to help bring the 
unbanked or underbanked in your communities into the financial 
system? 
A.2. We serve a general area of underserved communities in North 
Central Montana, including the city or town of Browning Montana, 
which is on the Blackfeet Indian reservation. In serving individuals 
that live on a separate sovereign nation, this creates unique chal-
lenges and difficulties when trying to work through ‘‘a separate 
legal system’’ in resolving delinquent loans and negative saving 
and checking accounts and other member issues. That said, as we 
serve our communities including the Browning area, we have held 
different educational seminars associated with getting more indi-
viduals to understand the benefits of the banking system, how 
checking and savings accounts work and understanding how best 
to use financial institutions, including credit unions to meet day to 
day personal financial needs. The products and services offered at 
our credit union meet the needs of those of modest means and 
those that live in an underserved area. We will continue to look for 
ways to help all members and individuals we serve to assist in 
meeting needs in a convenient, low cost and friendly approach to 
banking needs. 

It is worth noting that the secondary market investors set the re-
quirements on the loans they are looking to invest in relative to 
mortgage loans sold on the secondary market. As a lender that 
serves rural Montana/America, we hold loans in house that we may 
not sell on the secondary market, and in doing so, we serve those 
that would not otherwise be able to find financing on a first mort-
gages through the secondary marketplace. As regulations increase 
it makes it more difficult to exercise judgment on loans that are on 
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the border or fall outside established guidelines from increased reg-
ulation. 

Finally, as I outline in my written testimony, Congress could 
help more credit unions help underbanked communities by enact-
ing legislation that would allow all credit unions to add under-
served areas to their fields of membership—legislation NCUA 
Chairman Mark McWatters has also endorsed. 
Q.3.a. As discussed at the hearing, new HMDA data will be col-
lected starting in January 2018. What do you spend annually on 
HMDA compliance, has that changed since before the crisis, and 
what additional costs are you incurring to come into compliance 
with the new requirements? 
A.3.a. HMDA requirements have changed significantly since the fi-
nancial crisis began, including more personnel time needed to col-
lect and complete the reports and the need to purchase third-party 
software used to assist with identifying data and compliance with 
RESPA, TILA, and TRID, including HMDA reporting. Beginning in 
January 2018 there will be more data points required and more 
time associated with collecting, organizing and reporting the data 
required. We are now spending an additional $25,000 a year to col-
lect this information and anticipate increased hard costs going for-
ward and twice the time and costs needed to track and record 48 
Data points of information in the future. We currently average one 
half hour on each mortgage loan we originate and fund, last year 
we funded 107 mortgage loans, with the new requirements we dou-
ble the size of our spreadsheet and the time needed to complete the 
spread sheet. This information is not in our system so it is nec-
essary to collect the information manually, which has the possibly 
of human error associated with the collection and recording of 
these data points. As the number of loans increase so does the time 
and cost of data collection increase and the requirements of compli-
ance continues to be burdensome. 
Q.3.b. Do you believe there is value in collecting this data? 
A.3.b. We are not sure of the value associated with the data col-
lected, it does appear more personal data is being required, some 
of which may be very specific to a person’s financial strength and 
may be more than that person would want to share, like debt ratio, 
credit score, loan to value, . . . etc. 

Some of the information requested is information we cannot 
know or take into consideration when underwriting a loan, or even 
ask such as a person’s age, ethnic background, or gender to name 
but a few. These new Data points appear to go too far, enough is 
enough, from our perspective we don’t need more data points to col-
lect. 
Q.3.c. How much of this data do you already collect under the ordi-
nary course of underwriting or making disclosures to mortgage bor-
rowers? 
A.3.c. We currently collect 25 Data points and manually input that 
information into a spreadsheet. This takes us roughly 5 hours per 
month. We have most information somewhere in the file, we need 
to collect it and it takes time. By doubling the number of Data 
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points we gather we anticipate doubling the time we need to spend 
collecting and recording the data required. 
Q.4. At the hearing Mr. Bissell talked about the impact of the 
opioid crisis on the communities he serves in Western Massachu-
setts. Can you please tell me about the impact the opioid epidemic 
is having on the economies in your communities? 
A.4. I have not been able to identify any local data for our City- 
County Health Department or County Commissioners, but with 
what I hear in the news we are not immune from the Opioid epi-
demic sweeping the country. We have our fair share of problems 
that impact families and businesses both socially as well as eco-
nomically in our community of Great Falls, Montana as a result of 
the Opioid problem in America today. 
Q.5. The Treasury report on financial regulation released on June 
12, 2017, suggests making many changes to the regulation of the 
Nation’s largest banks. Will relief for the largest banks help your 
banks and credit unions? 
A.5. The U.S. Department of Treasury Report ‘‘A Financial System 
that Creates Economic Opportunities: Banks and Credit Unions’’ 
contains a number of recommendations that would provide regu-
latory relief for credit unions that NAFCU supports. As I outline 
in my written testimony under the basic tenets of a healthy and 
appropriate regulatory environment for credit unions, NAFCU does 
not believe that bad actors or unregulated entities should escape 
regulatory oversight. We would urge the Committee to provide re-
lief to credit unions while ensuring those who deserve greater over-
sight are subject to it. 

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR SASSE 
FROM STEVE GROOMS 

Q.1. Our financial system has become increasingly consolidated, as 
community banks and credit unions either close their doors or 
merge with larger institutions. What services can these smaller in-
stitutions provide that larger institutions cannot provide? 
A.1. The impact of growing compliance burdens is evident as the 
overall number of credit unions continues to decline. Since the sec-
ond quarter of 2010, we have lost over 1,500 federally insured cred-
it unions—over 20 percent of the industry. The overwhelming ma-
jority (96 percent) of these were smaller institutions below $100 
million in assets. While it is true that there has been a historical 
consolidation trend in the industry, this trend has accelerated since 
the passage of the Dodd-Frank Act. Many smaller institutions sim-
ply cannot keep up with the new regulatory tide and have had to 
merge out of business or be taken over. Regardless of size—credit 
unions are member owned and exist solely for the purpose of pro-
viding financial services to their members unlike banks who aim 
to make a profit for a limited number of shareholders. Credit 
unions know their members and, by being in their communities 
and having a common bond, can tailor their services to meet the 
unique needs of their members. If relief is not provided and this 
consolidation trend continues, the large banks will only continue to 
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get larger and the small financial institutions like credit unions 
will disappear. 
Q.2. Multiple anecdotes from constituents make it clear that there 
are several Nebraska counties where consumers cannot get a mort-
gage, due to CFPB regulations such as TRID and the QM rule. 
What would the best way be to address this problem? 
A.2. NAFCU has many concerns with both CFPB rules and the 
overall impact they will have on credit unions ability to provide 
needed loans and services to their members. First and foremost, 
NAFCU believes that credit unions should be exempt from the 
CFPB with rulemaking returned to NCUA for this issue. This 
would allow NCUA to better tailor a rule that allows credit unions 
to continue to serve the credit needs of their members. 

The CFPB should also be required to better tailor its rules to ad-
dress the concerns of community lenders. When the CFPB issued 
its Qualified Mortgage Rule, NAFCU proposed revising the defini-
tion of a qualified mortgage in a number of ways to reduce the 
enormous negative impact the rule will undoubtedly have on credit 
unions and their members, in particular the debt-to-income (DTI) 
threshold (43 percent of the total loan) and the inclusion of affiliate 
fees in the calculation of points and fees. 

In regards to the final TRID Rule released last week, NAFCU 
has urged the CFPB to make adjustments to the rule such as al-
lowing a revised closing disclosure to reset tolerances under the 
same circumstances that the current rule permits credit unions to 
issue a revised loan estimate; incorporating informal guidance into 
the rule; clarifying that recording fees and transfer taxes may be 
charged in connection with housing assistance lending transactions 
without losing eligibility for the existing partial exemption; extend-
ing the rule’s coverage to include all cooperative units rather than 
just transactions secured by real property; and clarifying how a 
creditor may provide separate disclosure forms to the consumer 
and the seller. 

My written testimony also outlines the tenets NAFCU believes 
are necessary for credit unions to thrive. 
Q.3. What are concrete examples of the CFPB’s refusal to tailor 
regulations to match the unique profile of community banks and 
credit unions? 
A.3. NAFCU supports measures that would require the CFPB to 
better tailor its regulations. Despite credit unions being smaller 
and less risky than mega-banks, they have too often found them-
selves subject to burdensome new CFPB regulations designed for 
big banks, and this has a negative impact on their ability to serve 
their members and foster economic development. 

A prime example is CFPB’s Remittance Rule. Congress enacted 
legislation in 2006 that would allow credit unions to offer remit-
tances to anyone in their field of membership, regardless of mem-
bership status. Congress wanted to make it easier for those who 
may be unbanked to come into a regulated depository institution 
and get services. The CFPB’s remittance rule and its unworkable 
100 remittance safe harbor have, instead, driven many credit 
unions out of the remittance business due to the burdens it places 
on the institution. The CFPB could have recognized the work of 
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Congress in 2006 and exempted credit unions as an industry from 
this rule, but chose not to. 

Another example is the new HMDA data collection requirements. 
NCUA Chairman Mark McWatters recently asked the CFPB to ex-
empt credit unions from many of the new requirements due to the 
burdens they would place on credit unions. 
Q.4. Which financial regulatory agencies, if any, have effectively 
tailored financial regulations to community banks and credit 
unions? If so, how have they done so? 
A.4. NAFCU believes that the National Credit Union Administra-
tion is best situated with the knowledge and expertise to regulate 
credit unions due to their unique nature. As not-for-profit member- 
owned cooperatives, credit unions are unique in the financial serv-
ices marketplace and need to have regulators that understand their 
business model and operations. NCUA has a long track record of 
success in regulating credit unions and creating a regulatory envi-
ronment that allows credit unions to meet the needs of their mem-
bers. 
Q.5. How could Congress best ensure that CFPB regulations are 
properly tailored for community banks and credit unions? For ex-
ample, some have called to exempt either smaller or less risky fi-
nancial institutions from CFPB regulations altogether. 
A.5. NAFCU has long believed that, given their unique nature, all 
credit unions should be exempt from CFPB rulemaking and exam-
ination authority, with NCUA once again given authority to write 
all rules for credit unions, tailoring new proposals to meet the spe-
cial nature of the credit union industry. With that being said other 
steps Congress could take that would better tailor the CFPB’s regu-
lations would be to provide greater clarity to CFPB’s Section 1022 
exemption authority, hold the CFPB accountable for the cost and 
compliance burden estimates, and passing the bills outlined in my 
written statement. 
Q.6. My understanding is that only two banks have actually 
opened since the passage of Dodd-Frank. Why? What potential im-
pacts does this have for our financial system? 
A.6. Since the financial crisis and the passage of Dodd-Frank, the 
number of new credit unions seeking charters has decreased by 
nearly 70 percent per year, with an average of 7.7 new charters an-
nually in the 10 years before Dodd-Frank and only 2.3 annually 
since the passage of Dodd-Frank. The relentless rising cost of com-
pliance deters many would-be de novo credit unions. Additionally, 
the initial capital infusion and cash outlays are often too great for 
many communities and associations, and there is practically no re-
turn on investment. Starting a new credit union is essentially an 
altruistic endeavor, as there is no ultimate financial incentive for 
those who are successful. Furthermore, the complex chartering 
process may seem relatively easy and straightforward when com-
pared to what a de novo credit union will face once it is chartered 
and operating. The industry has seen a significant decline in the 
pace of de novo credit unions post Dodd-Frank enactment which 
just helps to exacerbate the declining overall number of credit 
unions. 
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RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR BROWN 
FROM DALLAS BERGL 

Q.1. Senator Crapo asked Mr. Bergl and Mr. Grooms about the im-
pact of Dodd-Frank mortgage rules on each of their financial insti-
tutions. Does your bank or credit union qualify for the QM–ATR 
‘‘small creditor,’’ ‘‘rural area,’’ or any other exemption? How does 
this exemption help your financial institution? 
A.1. The CFPB continues to cite the expanded qualified mortgage 
(QM) safe harbor for small creditors and small creditor exemption 
for those operating in rural and underserved areas as proof that it 
has helped credit unions continue to serve members. While there 
was some consideration for the smallest financial institutions, the 
expanded exemption for smaller creditors was provided after the 
ATR/QM rule was finalized, which created compliance burdens that 
were preventable. In any event the exemptions are so narrowly tai-
lored that they are statistically meaningless in the overall mort-
gage volume. 

Some changes were also mandated by Congress in the Helping 
Expand Lending Practices in Rural Communities Act at the end of 
2015. This is the type of action we would hope the CFPB would 
take on its own accord in the future. 

Furthermore, in a recent survey of CUNA members, 43 percent 
cited the QM rule as most negatively impacting the ability to serve 
members with mortgage products. Therefore, these exemptions, 
while a step in the right direction, did not provide full relief for 
many credit unions, who in some instances were forced to change 
their product offerings and/or discontinue mortgage lending en-
tirely. All credit unions, not just the very smallest, have a different 
operating structure than banks and for-profit lenders, and the reg-
ulatory changes implemented by the CFPB must reflect this dif-
ference. Modifications in the ATR/QM rule for all credit unions 
would be appropriate to ensure they can continue to effectively 
serve their members. 
Q.2. What is your institution doing specifically to help bring the 
unbanked or underbanked in your communities into the financial 
system? 
A.2. Credit unions, by their nature, are member-owned, cooperative 
financial institutions that invest in their communities and seek to 
offer safe and affordable products that are more suitable than oth-
ers in the marketplace for consumers of modest means. For exam-
ple, our credit union operates a small dollar loan program designed 
to keep members out of the reach of unscrupulous lenders. We also 
have done significant financial education and other financial out-
reach programs in the community. Unfortunately, we have had to 
direct resources away from this type of outreach due to the in-
crease in regulatory burden that has emerged since the crisis. 
Q.3. As discussed at the hearing, new HMDA data will be collected 
starting in January 2018. What do you spend annually on HMDA 
compliance, has that changed since before the crisis, and what ad-
ditional costs are you incurring to come into compliance with the 
new requirements? Do you believe there is value in collecting this 
data? How much of this data do you already collect under the 
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ordinary course of underwriting or making disclosures to mortgage 
borrowers? 
A.3. First, it’s too soon to know the full annual cost of HMDA com-
pliance until the rule has been fully implemented. However, we be-
lieve the data currently collected is more than sufficient to estab-
lish potential discrimination. We therefore believe the additional 
data the CFPB seeks to collect will be of no value in reducing dis-
crimination and of limited value to the Bureau or other stake-
holders. Second, while some of this information may be collected or 
available in the course of underwriting, this fact does not take into 
consideration the costs associated with new reporting require-
ments, as each additional data point to be reported requires sepa-
rate system development, education and training, quality control 
and auditing. 
Q.4. At the hearing, Mr. Bissell talked about the impact of the 
opioid crisis on the communities he serves in Western Massachu-
setts. Can you please tell me about the impact the opioid epidemic 
is having on the economies in your communities? 
A.4. Elkhart is not immune to the impacts of drug abuse in our 
community. I do not feel informed enough on this topic to share 
more than my personal concern that addiction seems to be spread-
ing and my feeling that legalization of gateway drugs in some 
States may ultimately cause this and other problems to worsen. 
Q.5. The Treasury report on financial regulation released on June 
12, 2017, suggests making many changes to the regulation of the 
Nation’s largest banks. Will relief for the largest banks help your 
banks and credit unions? 
A.5. It’s become clear since the crisis that one-size-fits all regula-
tions designed to curb abusive and destabilizing practices at the 
largest financial institutions are inappropriate and harmful to 
smaller community-based financial institutions. All regulations 
should therefore be appropriately tailored for the complexity and 
size of an institution. Those changes proposed by the Treasury re-
port that would help large financial institutions become larger 
should indeed be subject to careful scrutiny. However, there are a 
number of changes included in the Treasury report that would in 
fact help America’s credit unions. Among these: 

National Credit Union Administration 
• Recalibration of NCUA Regulations: NCUA regulations re-

lated to credit union capital and stress testing should be recali-
brated: 
• RBC: Revise Risk Based Capital to apply to $10 billion and 

over or eliminate requirements for those with 10 percent net 
worth; 

• Stress Testing: Stress testing threshold raised from $10 bil-
lion to $50 billion; 

• Supplemental Capital: Allow credit unions to rely on ap-
propriately designed supplemental capital to meet a portion 
of their Risk Based Capital requirements 

• CECL: Revisiting CECL requirements; 
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• Streamline De Novo Applications: Recommends stream-
lining the application process for de novo credit unions to en-
courage new charters; 

• Call Reports: Recommends call reports be simplified and 
streamlined 

• Exam Thresholds: Exam thresholds for extended exam cycle 
(18-month) should be raised over the current $1 billion level or 
eliminated; 

• Statutory Capital: Codify that the statutory rate to be well 
capitalized is set by Congress at 7 percent and not a level high-
er than that set by a bureaucrat: 

• Data Collection: Recommends better coordination and ration-
alization of examination and data collection procedures to pro-
mote accountability and clarity; 

• Agricultural and Rural Credit Unions: Regulators should 
tailor and give special consideration for agricultural and rural 
financial institutions; 

• Board Duties: Recommends revisions for Boards of Directors 
to appropriately tailor duties recognizing the distinction be-
tween management and boards to restore the balance between 
regulators, Boards and management; 

• Cost-Benefit Analysis: Increased use of Cost-Benefit Anal-
ysis. 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 

Structural Reforms 
• Make the CFPB Director removable ‘‘at-will’’ instead of ‘‘for 

cause’’ 
• Funding through the appropriations process 
• Subject to OMB apportionment 
• Civil Penalty Fund restructured 

Increased Regulatory Certainty 
• CFPB should issue rules or guidance subject to public notice 

and comment procedures before bringing enforcement actions 
in areas in which clear guidance is lacking or the CFPB’s posi-
tion departs from the historical interpretation of the law. 

• The CFPB should adopt regulations that more clearly delineate 
its interpretation of the UDAAP standard. The agency should 
seek monetary sanctions only in cases in which a regulated 
party had reasonable notice—by virtue of a CFPB regulation, 
judicial precedent, or FTC precedent—that its conduct was un-
lawful. The CFPB could implement this reform administra-
tively through issuance of a regulation limiting the application 
of monetary sanctions to cases that satisfy this notice stand-
ard. 

• The CFPB should make the requirements for CFPB no-action 
relief less onerous. 
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Enforcement 

• The CFPB should bring enforcement actions in Federal district 
court rather than use administrative proceedings. 

• The CID process should be reformed to ensure subjects of an 
investigation receive the benefit of existing statutory protec-
tions, backed by judicial review. 

Regulatory Review 
• The CFPB should promulgate a regulation committing it to 

regularly reviewing all regulations that it administers to iden-
tify outdated or otherwise unnecessary regulatory require-
ments imposed on regulated entities. 

Complaint Database 
• The CFPB’s Consumer Complaint Database should be re-

formed to make the underlying data available only to Federal 
and State agencies, and not to the general public. 

Supervisory Authority 
• Congress should repeal the CFPB’s supervisory authority. The 

responsibility to supervise banks should be entrusted to the 
prudential regulators. Supervision of nonbanks should be re-
turned to State regulators. 

Mortgage Issues 
• Adjust and Clarify the ATR Rule and eliminate the ‘‘QM 

Patch’’: The CFPB should engage in a review of the ATR/QM 
rule and work to align QM requirements with GSE eligibility 
requirements, ultimately phasing out the QM Patch and sub-
jecting all market participants to the same transparent set of 
requirements. These requirements should make ample accom-
modation for compensating factors that should allow a loan to 
be a QM loan even if one particular criterion is deemed to fall 
outside the bounds of the existing framework, such as when a 
borrower has a high DTI ratio with compensating factors. 

• Modify Appendix Q of the ATR Rule: Appendix Q should be 
simplified and the CFPB should make much clearer, binding 
guidance for use and application. The CFPB should review Ap-
pendix Q standards for determining borrower debt and income 
levels to mitigate overly prescriptive and rigid requirements. 
Review of these requirements should be particularly sensitive 
to considerations for self-employed and nontraditional bor-
rowers. 

• Revise the Points and Fees Cap for QM Loans: The CFPB 
should increase the $103,000 loan threshold for application of 
the 3 percent points and fees cap, which would encourage addi-
tional lending in the form of smaller balance loans. The CFPB 
should scale points and fees caps in both dollar and percentage 
terms for loans that fall below the adjusted loan amount 
threshold for application of the 3 percent points and fees cap. 

• Increase the Threshold for Making Small Creditor QM Loans: 
Raising the total asset threshold for making Small Creditor 
QM loans from the current $2 billion to a higher asset thresh-
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old of between $5 and $10 billion is recommended to accommo-
date loans made and retained by small depository institutions. 
In order to maintain a level playing field across institution 
types, an alternative approach to this recommendation would 
be to undertake a rulemaking to amend the QM rule and re-
lated processes for all lenders regardless of type. 

• Clarify and Modify TRID: The CFPB could resolve uncertainty 
regarding what constitutes a TRID violation through notice 
and comment rulemaking and/or through the publication of 
more robust and detailed FAQs in the Federal Register. The 
CFPB should allow a more streamlined waiver for the manda-
tory waiting periods, in consultation with all market partici-
pants, including both lenders and realtors. The CFPB should 
allow creditors to cure errors in a loan file within a reasonable 
period after closing. 

• Improve Flexibility and Accountability of Loan Originator 
Compensation Rule: The CFPB should improve flexibility and 
accountability of the Loan Originator Compensation Rule, par-
ticularly in those instances where an error is discovered post- 
closing, in order to facilitate post-closing corrections of non-
material errors. The CFPB should establish clear ex ante 
standards through notice and comment rulemaking, which will 
clarify its enforcement priorities with respect to the Loan 
Originator Compensation Rule. 

• Delay Implementation of HMDA Reporting Requirements: The 
CFPB should delay the 2018 implementation of the new 
HMDA requirements until borrower privacy is adequately ad-
dressed and the industry is better positioned to implement the 
new requirements. The new requirements should be examined 
for utility and cost burden, particularly on smaller lending in-
stitutions. Consideration should be given to moving responsi-
bility for HMDA back to bank regulators, discontinuing public 
use, and revising regulatory applications. 

• Place a Moratorium on Additional Mortgage Servicing Rules: 
The CFPB should place a moratorium on additional rule-
making in mortgage servicing while the industry updates its 
operations to comply with the existing regulations and transi-
tions from HAMP to alternative loss mitigation options. In ad-
dition, the CFPB should work with prudential regulators and 
State regulators to improve alignment where possible in both 
regulation and examinations. 

Small Business Lending 
• Repeal the provisions of Section 1071 of the Dodd-Frank Act 

pertaining to small businesses to ensure that the intended ben-
efits of Section 1071 do not inadvertently reduce the ability of 
small businesses to access credit at a reasonable cost. 

• Simplify, adjust, or change certain financial regulations for fi-
nancial institutions serving small businesses. 
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RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR SASSE 
FROM DALLAS BERGL 

Q.1. Our financial system has become increasingly consolidated, as 
community banks and credit unions either close their doors or 
merge with larger institutions. What services can these smaller in-
stitutions provide that larger institutions cannot provide? 
A.1. As locally owned cooperative financial institutions, credit 
unions are well positioned to offer products and services that are 
tailored to their particular community’s needs. However, the rapid 
increase in regulatory burden exerts economic pressures that are 
driving credit unions to merge and consolidate. 

Nearly every day I receive a communication from one of our 
members requesting special attention to their loan or account rela-
tionship. Many times I make exceptions to our general policies to 
accommodate their personal situation. It think it is fair to say that 
it is unlikely the CEOs of Bank of America or Wells Fargo see this 
type of activity as any part of their role. 

During the great financial crisis, numerous small business own-
ers in our community came to INOVA FCU because their ‘‘to big 
to fail’’ bank pulled their operating line of credit just as their busi-
ness was looking to use the loan for the first time as an operating 
life line. They were all told that Elkhart was no longer a commu-
nity that the bank was interested in investing in. Today we are the 
only small business lender still headquartered in our city, however 
the big banks have all returned to take advantage of the good eco-
nomic climate we are currently enjoying. 
Q.2. Multiple anecdotes from constituents make it clear that there 
are several Nebraska counties where consumers cannot get a mort-
gage, due to CFPB regulations such as TRID and the QM rule. 
What would the best way be to address this problem? 
A.2. Unfortunately, credit unions’ ability to provide their top qual-
ity and consumer-friendly financial products and services has been 
significantly impeded in the last several years by a regulatory 
scheme, which has favored the large banks and nonbank financial 
services providers that can afford to absorb regulatory and compli-
ance changes. Outlined below is some of the feedback my credit 
union friends have given me about certain areas where the CFPB 
has provided modifications: 

• Ability To Repay/Qualified Mortgage (ATR/QM): The 
CFPB continues to cite the expanded qualified mortgage (QM) 
safe harbor for small creditors and small creditor exemption 
for those operating in rural and underserved areas as proof 
that it has helped credit unions continue to serve members. 
While there was some consideration for the smallest financial 
institutions, the expanded exemption for smaller creditors was 
provided after the ATR/QM rule was finalized, which created 
compliance burdens that were preventable. Some changes were 
also mandated by Congress in the Helping Expand Lending 
Practices in Rural Communities Act at the end of 2015. This 
is the type of action we would hope the CFPB would take on 
its own accord in the future. 

• Mortgage Servicing: The CFPB argues that it has tailored 
its servicing rules by making certain exemptions for small 
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servicers that service 5,000 or fewer mortgage loans. However, 
the reality is that significant requirements under these rules 
are excluded from the exemption and must be followed by large 
and small servicers alike. Small servicers remain subject to 
requirements related to successors-in-interest, force-placed in-
surance and, in certain circumstances, early intervention re-
quirements for borrowers in bankruptcy. Indeed, in a recent 
survey of CUNA members, 30 percent of credit unions specifi-
cally cited the Mortgage Servicing rule as having negatively 
impacted their ability to serve members. Credit unions with 
assets of less than $100 million are the asset group most apt 
to have dropped their mortgage program altogether. 

• Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA): While the 2015 
HMDA final rule included exemption thresholds of 25 closed- 
end mortgages and 100 open-end mortgages (Home Equity 
Lines of Credit or HELOCs) from HMDA reporting, this can 
hardly be described as tailoring the rule to minimize the im-
pact on small entities given that prior to the rule, credit unions 
were not required to report HMDA data on HELOCs. The new 
HMDA reporting requirements are particularly troublesome 
since many credit unions process HELOCs on a consumer plat-
form and mortgages on a different lending platform, a point 
that credit union leaders repeatedly raised with Bureau staff 
during the rulemaking process. The CFPB further added to 
credit unions’ regulatory burden by drastically increasing the 
number of data points they must report to a level well beyond 
the data points required by the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Re-
form and Consumer Protection Act. CUNA continues to urge 
the CFPB to provide an exemption from reporting on HELOCs, 
or at a minimum, a dramatic increase in the loan volume ex-
emption thresholds. These changes would provide meaningful 
relief to credit unions. We also continue to strongly encourage 
the Bureau to reduce the number of required data points and 
to disclose which data points it intends to make public. 

Q.3. What are concrete examples of the CFPB’s refusal to tailor 
regulations to match the unique profile of community banks and 
credit unions? 
A.3. First it is important to note that credit unions were assured 
by the very lawmakers that created the CFPB that we would be 
provided an exemption from their rulemaking and oversight be-
cause credit unions were the ‘‘good guys’’ and did not contribute to 
the economic crisis. 

The CFPB regularly cites the exemption to entities that provide 
fewer than 100 remittances annually as an example of providing 
relief to small entities. However, of all its attempts to provide relief 
to small entities, this exemption threshold is probably the clearest 
example that the CFPB is simply not listening. We have contin-
ually pointed out to the CFPB that the international remittance 
transfer final rule has crippled credit union participation in this 
market with over half (55 percent) of credit unions that have of-
fered international remittances sometime during the past 5 years 
having either cut back or eliminating the service. Credit unions 
have told CUNA and the CFPB countless times that this rule has 
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made it more expensive for members to remit payment and has 
drawn consumers away from using credit unions and into the arms 
of the abusers for which the rule was designed. No one should be 
satisfied with consumer protection rules that have this impact on 
consumers. 

The 2015 HMDA final rule, discussed above, is another example 
of a rule in which credit unions should be treated differently be-
cause of their field of membership restrictions and the absence of 
a discriminatory lending history. 

Finally, while the CFPB’s proposed rule to regulate small-dollar 
loans purportedly exempts the Payday Alternative Loan (PAL) pro-
gram administered by the NCUA, in reality their rule does not 
offer a clean exemption, and will impose additional restrictions on 
credit unions’ ability to offer these safe alternative products to 
their members. 
Q.4. Which financial regulatory agencies, if any, have effectively 
tailored financial regulations to community banks and credit 
unions? If so, how have they done so? 
A.4. The NCUA’s Member Business Lending rule is an example of 
a regulator tailoring a financial regulation to credit unions. They 
accomplished this by moving from a prescriptive rule to a principle- 
based rule, which could serve as a model for other regulators in 
their approach. 
Q.5. How could Congress best ensure that CFPB regulations are 
properly tailored for community banks and credit unions? For ex-
ample, some have called to exempt either smaller or less risky fi-
nancial institutions from CFPB regulations altogether. 
A.5. First and foremost, credit unions should be exempt from all 
CFPB regulations unless the Bureau demonstrates a pattern of 
harm or abuse on the part of credit unions, and the Bureau obtains 
the concurrence of credit unions’ prudential regulator, the National 
Credit Union Administration. As I mentioned earlier, Congress spe-
cifically granted the CFPB the authority to exempt credit unions 
because of our structure. Additionally, Congress could help ensure 
CFPB regulations are properly tailored by changing the leadership 
structure at the Bureau from a single director to a bipartisan com-
mission, or by exercising additional oversight of the Bureau 
through the appropriations process. 
Q.6. My understanding is that only two banks have actually 
opened since the passage of Dodd-Frank. Why? What potential im-
pacts does this have for our financial system? 
A.6. The barriers to chartering new credit unions are not insignifi-
cant, and include higher capital requirements and significantly in-
creased regulatory burden. The impact of lack of access to sound 
financial services is well documented; however, in the case of credit 
unions, one way to achieve greater penetration and reach would be 
simply to loosen restrictions on field of membership, thereby per-
mitting already existing credit unions to serve more individuals 
and communities. 
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RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR BROWN 
FROM JOHN BISSELL 

Q.1. Senator Crapo asked Mr. Bergl and Mr. Grooms about the im-
pact of Dodd-Frank mortgage rules on each of their financial insti-
tutions. Does your bank or credit union qualify for the QM–ATR 
‘‘small creditor,’’ ‘‘rural area,’’ or any other exemption? How does 
this exemption help your financial institution? 
A.1. Greylock Federal Credit Union is exempt from the ATR/QM 
provisions since we are a Community Development Financial Insti-
tution (CDFI). This exemption helps our credit union by allowing 
us to make mortgages to members who would otherwise not qualify 
under the ATR/QM safe harbor provisions, namely the maximum 
debt-to-income (DTI) ratio of 43 percent. This additional under-
writing flexibility allows us to better serve all prospective bor-
rowers in our marketplace. Prior to obtaining the CDFI exemption, 
we had adjusted our loan policy to meet the ATR/QM DTI require-
ment; however, this led directly to a reduction in overall mortgage 
lending, particularly to those who were otherwise credit-qualified. 
Empowering financial institutions to make risk-based lending deci-
sions based on the unique characteristics within their market areas 
allows for increased access to credit, especially to first-time home 
buyers and other underserved or unbanked segments of the popu-
lation. Unfortunately, many financial institutions who do not have 
an exemption to this rule have either limited, or in some cases 
even eliminated, certain credit offerings. 
Q.2. What is your institution doing specifically to help bring the 
unbanked or underbanked in your communities into the financial 
system? 
A.2. In 2016, Greylock Federal Credit Union created a dedicated 
community development department. This department is tasked 
with community outreach and education and is staffed by 2 full- 
time employees. These skilled and experienced employees are high-
ly engaged within the communities we serve and also possess 
multi-lingual skills. In short, this department was created to con-
nect with, assist and educate those who are unbanked, under-
banked or generally underserved. By partnering with community 
organizations, we are able to connect directly with those in most 
need of banking and/or credit related information and services. 

In addition to the creation of our Community Development de-
partment, we also offer free financial education courses, available 
to all who live within the communities we serve. We currently have 
a total of 9 Certified Credit Union Financial Counselors (CCUFCs) 
on staff and hope to add 2–3 additional CCUFCs by year end. We 
have partnered with GreenPath Financial Wellness to offer credit 
counseling and debt management services to our members. We 
have even identified 15 employees who speak a total of 10 different 
languages who are available to assist members who may not be 
proficient in English. Our organization has taken a holistic ap-
proach and is focused on providing the tools and education nec-
essary to bring as many unbanked or underbanked individuals into 
the financial system as possible. 
Q.3. As discussed at the hearing, new HMDA data will be collected 
starting in January 2018. What do you spend annually on HMDA 
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compliance, has that changed since before the crisis, and what ad-
ditional costs are you incurring to come into compliance with the 
new requirements? 
A.3. Based on our current loan volume, we spend approximately 
$100,000–$150,000 on HMDA compliance annually, including the 
cost of technology and human resources. The cost of HMDA compli-
ance has remained relatively unchanged with only nominal in-
creases since before the crisis as the reporting requirements really 
did not change during this timeframe. We would like to point out 
that the accurate collection and reporting of this data involves indi-
vidual mortgage loan originators, commercial loan officers, loan un-
derwriting, processing and servicing staff, information technology 
staff, credit analysts, training and compliance staff. It is not simply 
one person or group that is impacted by changes to this regulation. 

We do anticipate an increase in HMDA compliance costs related 
to the new collection requirements starting in 2018. These costs 
will be difficult to calculate in advance of full implementation, but 
we estimate the increase may be as much as 30 percent–40 per-
cent. Our technology costs are anticipated to increase as our vendor 
has invested time and resources to ensure their financial institu-
tion clients will be able to meet the updated reporting criteria and 
those costs will be passed on to us. The time our employees spend 
on HMDA compliance is anticipated to increase significantly. While 
the technology that we use will help us in our quest to collect and 
report accurate data, the volume of information collected will in-
crease so significantly—from 26 unique fields per loan today to a 
total of 110 unique fields per loan beginning in January 2018—that 
we will need to dedicate additional time and resources to verify the 
data collected is accurate and verifiable for audit, examination and 
reporting purposes. In addition, we do not have an automated solu-
tion that will assist us in assimilating this data for our commercial 
loans that are HMDA reportable. This means that for each com-
mercial HMDA reportable loan we originate all data fields will 
have to be calculated and entered manually, thereby at least dou-
bling, if not tripling the time spent on HMDA compliance in this 
area of our operations. 

It is important to remember that the vast majority of financial 
institutions depend heavily on their technology vendors to meet 
regulatory compliance requirements as we do not have the finan-
cial or technological capacity to create these systems in-house. 
Therefore, any time there is a substantive regulatory change, we 
are at the mercy of one or more of our vendors. With the recent 
pace of regulatory change we have witnessed over the past 7 years, 
this has proved to be a challenge. 
Q.4. Do you believe there is value in collecting this data? How 
much of this data do you already collect under the ordinary course 
of underwriting or making disclosures to mortgage borrowers? 
A.4. While there may be value to regulatory agencies or the Fed-
eral Government, given the time and financial resources our credit 
union spends collecting, verifying and reporting HMDA data, there 
is very little reciprocal value to our organization. However, man-
agement and our board of directors does utilize the HMDA data to 
conduct a fair lending analysis of or mortgage loan data to ensure 
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we do not see any potential violations or areas of concern. Beyond 
that, there is little to no additional value to our organization or our 
members as illustrated by the fact that we have not once had a 
member request our public HMDA data. 

With respect to the changes in HMDA data collection, as noted 
above, we are currently collecting 26 unique pieces of data per loan 
as compared to the 110 data points that will be required beginning 
in 2018, or approximately 24 percent. This would mean that rough-
ly 76 percent of the data collected going forward would be new. 
However, when looking at the totality of the data collected by cat-
egory (as opposed to unique fields), there are 33 new categories of 
information to be collected, 11 categories of information that will 
be modified from their current state, while only 10 categories of in-
formation will remain unchanged. This means that the majority, or 
roughly 61 percent of the data has never been collected before, 20 
percent of the information collected will be different than what 
we’ve been collecting and only 19 percent of the data collected is 
unchanged. In conclusion on this topic, regardless of the math 
used, less than one-quarter of the information to be collected begin-
ning in 2018 is already being collected and reported. 

What has gotten less attention in comparison to the HMDA rule 
change, but is also critical, is the fact that the Uniform Residential 
Loan Application (URLA), used by the majority of financial institu-
tions who originate mortgage loans, will also be changing January 
1, 2018. While this new application will aid in collecting some of 
the newly required data for HMDA reporting purposes, this rep-
resents another unique technological challenge with respect to fi-
nancial institutions and their vendors as well as a new training re-
quirement for mortgage loan originators. It will also negatively im-
pact consumers as there will be even more information requested 
of them when they apply for a mortgage loan that provides little 
to no additional value with respect to a financial institution’s abil-
ity to make a lending decision. 

Greylock Federal Credit Union is sincerely concerned with the 
significant increase in the amount of information that will be col-
lected beginning in 2018, how our members’ information will be 
protected when made available to the public and the heightened 
potential for regulatory scrutiny based on the new and expanded 
data fields. 
Q.5. The Treasury report on financial regulation released on June 
12, 2017, suggests making many changes to the regulation of the 
Nation’s largest banks. Will relief for the largest banks help your 
banks and credit unions? 
A.5. There are a significant number of suggestions and rec-
ommendations made in the referenced Treasury report. Generally 
speaking, ‘‘relief’’ for the largest banks in the United States would 
have little to no effect on Greylock Federal Credit Union’s oper-
ations. However, depending on what form the ‘‘relief’’ came in, 
there may be benefits to our credit union. To the extent that the 
relief could have benefits for Greylock and other community insti-
tutions, we are very supportive of a tailored approach to regulatory 
reform. Conversely, we would be hesitant to see relief for the 
largest banks that may promote future risk-taking activities or 
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regressive actions that may threaten the safety of our financial sys-
tem as a whole. 

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR SASSE 
FROM JOHN BISSELL 

Q.1. Our financial system has become increasingly consolidated, as 
community banks and credit unions either close their doors or 
merge with larger institutions. What services can these smaller in-
stitutions provide that larger institutions cannot provide? 
A.1. We believe credit unions provide high quality service for our 
member-owners by knowing them personally and the community 
they live in. Credit unions on the whole tend to be smaller which 
allows them the flexibility to adapt more quickly and truly tailor 
products and services to meet the needs of its unique members 
rather than have a one-size-fits-all mindset. We feel that we are 
also able to make meaningful and sustainable community invest-
ments, both financial and from a human resource standpoint. We 
encourage our employees to volunteer within the community and 
allow flexible work schedules to accommodate their engagement. As 
noted in our response to Ranking Member Brown, we have an ac-
tive Community Development department whose sole focus is en-
gaging with our community and partnering with local agencies and 
businesses to ensure basic financial and educational needs are 
being met. This becomes particularly important in times when 
local, State and Federal aid decreases or is eliminated altogether. 
Q.2. Multiple anecdotes from constituents make it clear that there 
are several Nebraska counties where consumers cannot get a mort-
gage, due to CFPB regulations such as TRID and the QM rule. 
What would the best way be to address this problem? 
A.2. Not knowing the unique challenges in Nebraska, I can only 
say that mortgage lending growth at smaller financial institutions 
has been a challenge, particularly in recent years. Providing addi-
tional opportunities for exemption from certain regulatory require-
ments is one possible way to address this issue. For example, a 
CDFI financial institution is exempt from the ATR/QM require-
ments thus allowing for expanded lending capabilities. Greylock’s 
share of the local mortgage market has actually increased in the 
past 5 years from 19 percent to 24 percent. Whenever possible, 
Greylock Federal Credit Union will provide its employees and ex-
pertise to other credit unions in order to help them navigate cer-
tain regulatory requirements. Unfortunately, this is not always a 
sustainable or practical business model depending on the unique 
characteristics of individual States, markets, or the financial insti-
tutions themselves. 
Q.3. What are concrete examples of the CFPB’s refusal to tailor 
regulations to match the unique profile of community banks and 
credit unions? 
A.3. I am not aware of the CFPB specifically ‘‘refusing’’ to tailor 
regulations to match the profile of community banks or credit 
unions. However, I do believe that many of the regulatory require-
ments that have stemmed from the passage of Dodd-Frank have 
had a proportionally larger negative impact on smaller community 
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banks and credit unions. Larger institutions generally have more 
capital, technological resources and personnel capacity to be able to 
interpret, understand, and implement regulatory requirements, 
while smaller institutions are forced to try to comply utilizing al-
ready scarce resources. This often leads to the need for additional 
technologies to compensate for the lack in human resources. How-
ever, technology is expensive, contracting with new vendors can be 
cumbersome and no technology will work as intended without com-
mensurate human resources. In addition to considering consumers, 
businesses and the general well being of the financial system as a 
whole, we respectfully request that the impact to the institutions 
themselves be more closely considered. Otherwise, there will inevi-
tably be unintended consequences that negatively impact those 
whom the regulation is intended to protect. 
Q.4. Which financial regulatory agencies, if any, have effectively 
tailored financial regulations to community banks and credit 
unions? If so, how have they done so? 
A.4. We believe the NCUA has done the best job over the years to 
tailor regulations appropriately to fit the size and complexity of the 
credit unions under its jurisdiction. They truly take a risk-based 
approach to examinations and have both the financial system and 
the credit union’s members at the heart of their work. The recently 
amended MBL Rule is a good example of this. In addition, the 
NCUA has created many ‘‘exemptions’’ and other carve-outs for 
smaller, less complex, and often very well capitalized institutions. 
The NCUA also continues to review and refine its regulations and 
expectations on an ongoing basis. The punitive nature with which 
other prudential regulators approach regulatory compliance ulti-
mately adversely impacts consumers as these banking institutions 
are fearful of fines or more severe regulatory action. Therefore, 
more time is spent trying to be compliant rather than helping serve 
their customers, create innovative products and services or engage 
with their communities. 
Q.5. How could Congress best ensure that CFPB regulations are 
properly tailored for community banks and credit unions? For ex-
ample, some have called to exempt either smaller or less risky fi-
nancial institutions from CFPB regulations altogether. 
A.5. Certainly asset size is one unit of measure. Other measures 
could include key financial metrics like regulatory capital, return 
on assets, delinquency, and CAMEL ratings. Additionally, perhaps 
the community mission and impact of an institution could be con-
sidered in tailoring regulation, as is the case with the flexibility af-
forded to CDFIs. 
Q.6. My understanding is that only two banks have actually 
opened since the passage of Dodd-Frank. Why? What potential im-
pacts does this have for our financial system? 
A.6. Personally, I feel that the financial crisis itself had more to do 
with the number of new financial institutions opening than Dodd- 
Frank. Other factors might include regulatory burdens, the low in-
terest rate environment, fair lending concerns, UDAAP fears, the 
abundance of alternative investment options, the number of exist-
ing financial institutions and financial technology companies 
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already operating in the banking space or even population and de-
mographic shifts. But, record low margins are likely the biggest 
factor holding back the formation of new institutions. This is sim-
ply not an opportune time for investors to seek returns by opening 
a de novo bank. 

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR TOOMEY 
FROM JOHN BISSELL 

Q.1. Professor Levitin’s testimony cited a study of the economic ef-
fects of regulations imposed by the Federal Reserve Board on inter-
change fees charged for debit card transactions: The Costs and Ben-
efits of Half a Loaf: The Economic Effects of Recent Regulation of 
Debit Card Interchange by Robert J. Shapiro. 

• Please comment on the study and provide any analysis that 
will help this Committee evaluate the study and its claims. 

A.1. My initial response is that the report is outdated and should 
be updated to include the significant negative impact that mer-
chant data breaches have had on consumer debit card transactions. 
Fraud losses due to merchant data breaches at my credit union 
since 2013 have exceeded $500,000 and continue to rise. It appears 
that merchants have profited from the reduced interchange rates 
while not demonstrably passing those savings on to consumers. 
Many of the merchants have hidden behind the Visa and 
MasterCard rules allowing them to escape liability for costly data 
breaches. 
Q.2. Additionally, Professor Levitin’s testimony described credit 
card swipe fee pricing as a ‘‘$73 billion annual regressive wealth 
transfer from American consumers to banks.’’ 

• Do you agree with Professor Levitin’s analysis? 
A.2. Mr. John Bissell: Our credit union does not charge our mem-
bers to use their debit card. We bear all the costs for the trans-
actions including fraud losses. The revenue we receive from debit 
card interchange offsets costs to maintain this valuable electronic 
method. We disagree with the notion that Debit Card swipe fees 
are regressive. 
Q.3. Please comment, from the point of view of credit unions that 
participate in electronic payments networks, as to the role of con-
sumers in these systems and what benefits, if any, they accrue? 
A.3. Consumers benefit by having a convenient and free method of 
payment across multiple merchant platforms, online, and over the 
phone. Consumers can track their balances almost immediately 
and don’t have to rely on checks and cash as standard payment 
methods. Consumers are also protected from fraud and immediate 
provisional credit is provided for disputed transactions. Technology 
is also available to the consumer that allows them to be in control 
of their transactions using mobile smart phones and other trans-
actions verification features. A number of mobile wallet applica-
tions are also available that extend the use of their debit cards to 
smart phone payment options. 
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RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR BROWN 
FROM ADAM J. LEVITIN 

Q.1. During the hearing, consolidation of banks and credit unions 
was discussed. In addition to fewer banks, we are also seeing fewer 
branches especially in low-income areas. That said, CDFI banks 
and credit unions continue to serve low-income areas. Why do you 
believe banks are closing branches? 
A.1. My assumption is that banks are closing branches in low-in-
come areas because they are not sufficiently profitable. There are 
high fixed costs in operating a branch—purchase or rental or real 
estate, modification of the property to be suitable to serving as a 
bank branch, utilities, equipment, salaries, monthly account state-
ment mailings, etc. In order to recoup such costs a bank needs to 
have a sufficient number of accounts generating a sufficient mar-
gin. Low-income consumers tend to have low balances in their bank 
accounts, such that the net interest margin on those accounts will 
be too small to generate the revenue necessary to cover the 
branch’s fixed costs. Overdraft and NSF fees may produce addi-
tional revenue, but come with the risk of uncollectible negative bal-
ances. Additionally, the opportunities to cross-sell low-income con-
sumers are larger loan products—home mortgages, car loans, and 
retirement products—tend to be more limited than with wealthier 
consumers, so it can be difficult for bank branches in low-income 
communities to generate enough income to cover the branch’s ex-
penses and generate enough of a profit margin to please the banks’ 
shareholders. CDFIs and credit unions do not face the same type 
of shareholder pressure for returns as stock corporation banks, 
which might explain why they are willing to continue to serve low- 
income communities. 
Q.2. What do you think about the Treasury report on financial reg-
ulation released on June 12, 2017? 
A.2. I don’t think very much of the Trump Treasury Report on Fi-
nancial Regulation. The Report is a sloppy and highly partisan doc-
ument that relied heavily on input from industry and from attor-
neys representing industry. It is not a basis for a serious consider-
ation of improvements to the financial regulatory system, but a re-
gurgitated industry wish list. 

To give but one example, the Report spends more pages on the 
CFPB (including its mortgage regulations) than on any other issue. 
The Report parrots a long-standing industry talking point that the 
CFPB’s power to proscribe ‘‘abusive’’ acts and practices is problem-
atic because the term ‘‘abusive’’ is novel and undefined and that 
this creates uncertainty that is chilling economic growth. This is 
simply false, and if the authors of the Treasury Report had taken 
time to do some research rather than just repeating industry talk-
ing points, they would have recognized this. 

First, the term ‘‘abusive’’ is defined by statute 12 U.S.C. § 5531. 
The statutory definition is quite detailed, unlike the term ‘‘decep-
tive,’’ which is undefined in the statute. Second, there are now 6 
years of CFPB enforcement activity to understand how the agency 
has used this power and what it means. Unfortunately, it seems 
that no one at Treasury bothered to look through any of the 
CFPB’s enforcement actions to see how the agency has actually 
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used its power to prosecute ‘‘abusive’’ acts and practices. An exam-
ination of those cases makes clear two things. 

First the CFPB has been very sparing in alleging that acts and 
practices are ‘‘abusive’’. The CFPB has brought around 185 enforce-
ment actions to date. Only 22 of these (less than 12 percent of all 
enforcement actions) have included counts alleging ‘‘abusive’’ acts 
and practices. In all but one instance in these 22 cases, the very 
same behavior alleged to be ‘‘abusive’’ was also alleged to be ‘‘un-
fair’’ and/or ‘‘deceptive.’’ Unfair and deceptive are not new stand-
ards. They have been around in the FTC Act since 1935. While 
these standards weren’t applied to banks for half a century (Regu-
lation AA was from 1985), no institution, bank or nonbank, should 
be wholly surprised at what might be alleged to be unfair or decep-
tive. And indeed, when the CFPB has brought unfairness charges, 
they have generally been in situations in which there is no con-
sumer benefit whatsoever from the practice (e.g., Wells Fargo’s cre-
ation of false accounts). What this means is that the CFPB has not 
actually been surprising anyone when it has alleged ‘‘abusive’’ acts 
and practices because to date, the ‘‘abusive’’ power has been little 
more than a belt to go with the suspenders of ‘‘unfair and decep-
tive’’. 

Second, the behaviors alleged to be abusive are almost all in the 
context of pre-existing customer relationships, such as Citizens 
Bank’s ‘‘we keep the change’’ policy of resolving discrepancies in re-
corded deposit amounts in its favor. In other words, ‘‘abusive’’ is 
getting applied to function as a publicly enforceable duty of good 
faith and fair dealing, an implied term in all contracts. 

All of this suggests that contrary to the Trump Treasury’s hand- 
waving, there’s really no crisis of uncertainty about what is ‘‘abu-
sive’’. The Trump Treasury Report’s assertion that ‘‘Without mean-
ingful standards that provide fair notice, many consumer financial 
firms are reluctant to innovate or offer new financial products or 
services,’’ is utterly unsupported. The types of behavior that the 
CFPB has targeted are not behaviors that any reasonable person 
would think are OK, such as collecting debts that are unenforce-
able under State law or requiring servicemembers to litigate debt 
collection suits in a distant and inconvenient forum with which 
they have no connection, resulting, of course, in default judgments. 
The CFPB has not brought actions involving ‘‘grey’’ behaviors, only 
those that are ‘‘black and white’’ matters. That’s why the Report 
cannot cite any actual examples of legitimate business behavior 
getting improperly tagged as ‘‘abusive.’’ 

Obviously there are far more issues in the Trump Treasury Re-
port, but this sort of lazy and uncritical adoption of industry talk-
ing points as Treasury’s policy positions is typical of the Report. 

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTION OF SENATOR REED FROM 
ADAM J. LEVITIN 

Q.1. Can you please expand on why the Orderly Liquidation Au-
thority of the Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act is 
so important to the safety and soundness of our economy? 
A.1. The failure of a large financial institution can have a domino 
effect throughout the financial sector and ultimately into the real 
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economy. Orderly Liquidation Authority (OLA) provides the legal 
authority for the FDIC and the Federal Reserve Board to take over 
failing financial institutions and manage their resolution so as to 
mitigate the effects of the failure and thereby protect the economy 
as a whole. While the FDIC has separate authority to resolve failed 
depository institutions, OLA provides authority for dealing with 
nondepositories as well, including affiliates of depositories. 

Absent OLA Federal bankruptcy courts provide the only formal 
resolution mechanism for failed nondepository financial institu-
tions. As a bankruptcy professor and former bankruptcy lawyer, I 
think the world of U.S. bankruptcy courts; they do an outstanding 
job dealing with failed nonfinancial firms. But they are not 
equipped to deal with financial institutions, because they cannot 
respond fast enough, cannot ensure that firms have enough liquid-
ity during resolution, and lack sufficient international coordination 
mechanisms. 

By way of analogy, a financial crisis at a large financial institu-
tion is like a fire in a nuclear plant. If it’s not handled properly, 
it can cause a meltdown and result in a catastrophe that reaches 
far beyond the nuclear plant itself. In such a situation, you don’t 
want to send in the local fire department, as brave as they are. You 
need firefighters with special training and with special equipment. 
That’s what OLA provides. Legislation like the Financial Institu-
tions Bankruptcy Act of 2017 (H.R. 1667) or the CHOICE Act (H.R. 
10) both mistakenly insist on resolving large financial institutions 
in bankruptcy, while failing to ensure that there will be the financ-
ing necessary for the resolution. That’s equivalent to calling in the 
local volunteer fire brigade to deal with the nuclear plant fire while 
also taking away the hoses and engines. This is a recipe for dis-
aster. What’s more, a provision in these bills, would exculpate fi-
nancial institution executives for actions taken ‘‘in connection with 
the bankruptcy filing’’. That’s potentially a get-out-of-jail-free provi-
sion for financial arsonists. A regulatory, rather than judicial reso-
lution process ensures that failed financial institutions can be re-
solved with utmost speed and minimum economic disruption and 
uncertainty, while preserving political accountability, as the regu-
lators are themselves answerable to Congress and ultimately the 
Administration is answerable to the American people. 

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR SASSE 
FROM ADAM J. LEVITIN 

Q.1. Our financial system has become increasingly consolidated, as 
community banks and credit unions either close their doors or 
merge with larger institutions. What services can these smaller in-
stitutions provide that larger institutions cannot provide? 
A.1. Community banks and credit unions play an important role in 
local economies, particularly in the areas of small business lending 
and construction lending. These are areas where local knowledge is 
critical for underwriting loans, and small, local financial institu-
tions have a comparative advantage in this regard. While commu-
nity banks and credit unions face a serious competitive disadvan-
tage in more commoditized consumer financial product markets, 
such as mortgages, deposits, credit cards, and car loans, they are 
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often able to offer more personalized customer service and 
customized lending products precisely because, unlike their larger 
competitors, they are not built to take advantage of economies of 
scale. 
Q.2. Multiple anecdotes from constituents make it clear that there 
are several Nebraska counties where consumers cannot get a mort-
gage, due to CFPB regulations such as TRID and the QM rule. 
What would the best way be to address this problem? 
A.2. While I do not doubt that Nebraskans in rural counties may 
face difficulty obtaining mortgage financing, the problem is not 
TRID or the QM rule. TRID, the TILA–RESPA Integrated Disclo-
sure, is simply a disclosure rule, requiring lenders to disclose the 
terms of mortgage loans in a standardized form both a week prior 
to closing and at closing. There are undoubtedly some transition 
costs for lenders to get up to speed on what is required by TRID, 
but TRID was required by Congress after unhappiness with the 
Federal Reserve Board and Federal Trade Commission’s attempt at 
TILA–RESPA integration. 12 U.S.C. § 5532(f). Transition costs for 
the TRID are the result of Congress’s decision, not the CFPB’s. In 
any case, however, the idea that the additional compliance costs 
from learning to use the TRID disclosures are making mortgage 
lending impossible is not plausible—the transition costs are mini-
mal, even for a small institution. 

Likewise, the QM or Qualified Mortgage Rule, is a safe harbor 
from a statutory requirement that mortgage loans be made only to 
consumers who have demonstrated an ability to repay the loan ac-
cording to its original terms. The CFPB was required by statute to 
promulgate the QM safe harbor. 15 U.S.C. § 1639c(b). The safe har-
bor is hardly causing lenders not to lend; to the contrary, it enables 
loans by creating certainty for lenders about regulatory interpreta-
tion of the statute. 

Finally, I note that 12 U.S.C. § 5512(b)(2)(A) requires the CFPB 
to consider the potential reduction in access by consumers to con-
sumer financial products or services from any rulemaking as well 
as the impact on smaller depositories and credit unions and the im-
pact on consumers in rural areas. The CFPB has done this in its 
rulemakings, and to the extent regulated institutions or their trade 
associations believe that the CFPB has failed to do so, they are free 
to challenge the rulemaking under the Administrative Procedures 
Act. No challenge has been brought against either the TRID or the 
QM rulemaking on this basis, however. 
Q.3. What are concrete examples of the CFPB’s refusal to tailor 
regulations to match the unique profile of community banks and 
credit unions? 
A.3. I am not aware of any such examples. To the contrary, the 
CFPB has included numerous exceptions for small institutions in 
its rulemakings, as I detailed in my written testimony. I am sure 
that there are some institutions that would have liked these excep-
tions to be broader—what institution would not like less regulatory 
requirements. The CFPB has been quite reasonable in balancing 
general consumer protection concerns with the particular situation 
of small financial institutions (generally defined as those with less 
than $2 billion of total assets or undertaking activities on a very 
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1 Adam J. Levitin, The New HMDA Regs Require Banks to Collect Lots of Data . . . That They 
Already Have, Creditslips.org, June 15, 2017, at http://www.creditslips.org/creditslips/2017/ 
06/new-hmda-regs-require-banks-to-collect-data-they-already-have.html. 

small scale). Indeed, the CFBP is required to do so by 12 U.S.C. 
§ 5512(b)(2)(A), at least to the extent that it can do so while still 
complying with 12 U.S.C. § 5511(b)(4), which requires that the 
CFPB enforce Federal consumer financial law ‘‘consistently, with-
out regard to the status of a person as a depository institution, in 
order to promote fair competition’’. 

I note that there is a legislative proposal (S. 1310—the Home 
Mortgage Disclosure Adjustment Act) sponsored by several mem-
bers of this Committee to exempt small institutions from the new 
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data collection require-
ments. This proposal is a mistake. 

The new HMDA requirements are almost all for data collection 
that banks are already required to collect for the TILA–RESPA in-
tegrated disclosure or would have in the loan underwriting file as 
a matter of normal practice.1 The additional compliance costs for 
the new HMDA regulations are going to be quite small; the CFPB’s 
estimate per the Paperwork Reduction Act is that the compliance 
costs for truly small banks will be between 143 and 173 hours of 
time annually for all HMDA compliance, meaning that the addi-
tional costs from the new regulation are less. A reasonable esti-
mate of costs would be $10,000 or less. This should not be make- 
or-break money to a financial institution of any size, and exempt-
ing small institutions from HMDA reporting will seriously impair 
the HMDA data in some communities and even in some entire 
(rural) States in which large financial institutions do not have 
much of a presence. The effect will be to leave consumers in those 
States more vulnerable to discriminatory lending. 
Q.4. Which financial regulatory agencies, if any, have effectively 
tailored financial regulations to community banks and credit 
unions? If so, how have they done so? 
A.4. I believe the CFPB has already done so with some success re-
garding small mortgage lenders and small mortgage servicers, as 
detailed in my written testimony. The CFPB might not have given 
the banks everything they wanted, but its duty is to balance out 
consumer protection benefits with the goal of reducing unnecessary 
regulatory burdens for small institutions. As noted above, I do not 
know of specific examples where it has acted unreasonably in this 
regard. 
Q.5. How could Congress best ensure that CFPB regulations are 
properly tailored for community banks and credit unions? For ex-
ample, some have called to exempt either smaller or less risky fi-
nancial institutions from CFPB regulations altogether. 
A.5. The best thing would be to do nothing. The CFPB is already 
required by statute to consider smaller financial institutions con-
cerns in its rulemakings, 12 U.S.C. § 5511(b)(4), and it has done 
exactly this. If Congress wanted to be more precise, it could amend 
12 U.S.C. § 5511(b)(4) to specifically require consideration of insti-
tutions with $2 billion total assets or less. A blanket exemption, 
however, would be misguided. Consumers should have the same 
level of protections irrespective of whether they deal with a com-
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munity bank or a megabank. A consumer shouldn’t have to check 
on whether a particular bank is subject to CFPB regulation. While 
reputational concerns probably exercise a stronger check on com-
munity banks, there are many rural communities in which there 
aren’t real choices for financial services. In such situations, one 
cannot rely on reputational factors and market forces (e.g., ‘‘Make 
it right or I’ll take my business elsewhere’’) to be a check on for- 
profit institutions’ behavior. 
Q.6. My understanding is that only two banks have actually 
opened since the passage of Dodd-Frank. Why? What potential im-
pacts does this have for our financial system? 
A.6. There are numerous factors behind the lack of de novo char-
tering. I’ve detailed these factors in a submission to the House Fi-
nancial Services Committee that was entered into the record for a 
March 21, 2017, hearing on de novo chartering. The short answer, 
however, is that we’re not seeing de novo charters because they are 
not an attractive investment, whether relative to existing charters 
or as an absolute matter. It may simply be cheaper to buy an exist-
ing charter than obtain a new one. Moreover, the banking business 
may not be especially attractive to new entrants in general. New 
banks tend to be smaller banks, and small banks face serious com-
petitive disadvantages because they lack economies of scale and ge-
ographic diversification in their business markets. Add on to this 
that an investment in a bank requires large amounts of locked-in 
capital and an environment with compressed interest spreads, and 
there may simply be limited interest in obtaining banking charters. 

There is no evidence, however, that increased regulatory burdens 
are resulting in investors shying away from obtaining bank char-
ters. Given that banks’ returns on equity and returns on assets are 
extremely healthy as an industry, it is hard to see regulation as 
the explaining factor, such that deregulatory proposals would spur 
bank chartering. Indeed, radical deregulatory proposals, such as 
the CHOICE Act (H.R. 10), are likely chilling the interest in invest-
ment in banking charters because they create an unprecedented 
degree of political risk for any investment in a bank. Investors like 
predictable regulatory environments; predictable regulation facili-
tates business planning. It’s hard to run a business in an environ-
ment in which regulation flips on and off they way a child plays 
with a light switch. Whatever bank investors may think of Dodd- 
Frank as a whole or any particular provision thereof, few, if any 
of them want to operate in a world of violently see-sawing regula-
tion and deregulation. 

The lack of de novo chartering is not itself an inherent cause for 
concern. The number of banks in the United States is still very 
much a product of historical regulatory restrictions on interstate 
branch banking. By carving the United States up into 50 separate 
retail banking markets (or truly more given that some States had 
inter-county branching restrictions), bank regulation artificially in-
flated the number of banks in the country. I do not profess to know 
what the ‘‘right’’ number of banks is, but the decline in the number 
of banks can be seen as reflecting an adjustment toward a free 
market equilibrium following the repeal of branch banking restric-
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tions, and viewed nationwide, it can hardly be said that there is 
a shortage of banking services. 

Less important than the total number of banks or the number of 
de novo charters is the distribution of banking services. The supply 
of banking services is not distributed equally throughout the Na-
tion. Some communities are saturated with banking services, while 
other communities, both urban and rural, lack adequate (or even 
any) banking services. This is the real problem; lack of de novo 
chartering only matters to the extent that it is impeding adequate 
provision of banking services to underserved communities. An in-
crease in de novo charters is no guaranty that there will be any 
change in service to underserved rural and urban communities; 
there is no guaranty that the demand would be for charters to op-
erating in underserved communities. Indeed, it is quite possible 
that new charters would merely saturate already well-served mar-
kets, resulting in cannibalistic competition that erodes safety-and- 
soundness for all institutions in those markets. 

Rather than focus on the question of lack of de novo chartering, 
a better line of inquiry would be on what can be done to encourage 
financial institutions to serve all communities. A first step in this 
direction would be an updating of the Community Reinvestment 
Act to better reflect the realities of the banking market, as well as 
steps to level the playing field between banks (which are subject 
to the Community Reinvestment Act) and nonbanks (which are 
not), in keeping with the spirit of 12 U.S.C. § 5511(b)(4) (referenced 
above). A banking charter is a privilege, and such privileges can be 
conditioned on responsibilities, including the duty to serve rural 
communities, etc. The Community Reinvestment Act presents a po-
tential vehicle for conditioning such privileges on duties to serve, 
similar to free rural delivery of the post and rural broadband man-
dates. 

I recognize how politically divisive the Community Reinvestment 
Act is, but the CRA is increasingly out-of-date, such that there is 
increasingly little for anyone to like in the CRA, and it offers a po-
tential tool for ensuring that rural and poor urban communities 
can access financial services on par with the rest of the Nation. 
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